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Deliverable 1.1. State of the art analysis

Executive summary
The aim of this deliverable is to review the state-of-the-art in techniques used in the developing of Big Data
applications and related technology offerings that are available on the market. After positioning DICE in
the scope of DevOps and Big Data, the deliverable provides background on Big Data and related software
engineering trends, such as the emergence of the Lamba architecture style.
We then overviewthe state of the art on designing functional and non-functional properties in enterprise
software systems, highlighting gaps towards achieving these goals for data-intensive applications. In
particular, we survey model-driven engineering (MDE) methods, which are the most popular to combine
software design with quality analysis techniques based on formal models for performance, reliability and
verification. We extensively discuss existing UML profiles relevant to software quality assessment and
highlight their gaps in relation to modelling data intensive applications. Editors and modelling tools that
can process such UML profiles are also surveyed and compared.
We then overview the problem of deploying, monitoring and testing an enterprise cloud application, and
review existing technologies and open source tools in this area. It is found that some areas, such as nonfunctional testing, are fairly under-developed in Big Data and thus offer an opportunity for innovation.
In the last part of the deliverable we summarize some relevant Big Data technologies (e.g.,
Hadoop/MapReduce, Spark, Storm, etc.) and related commercial and open source implementations. For
each technology, we highlight quality metrics that may be considered by the DICE monitoring, prediction
and analysis tools.
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Introduction
Big Data has recently emerged as a major trend in the ICT industry. However, the heterogeneity of the
technologies and software development method in use is still a challenge for researchers and practitioners.
The DICE project aims at developing a novel UML profile and tools that will help software designers
reasoning about reliability, safety and efficiency of Big Data applications. Since the DICE methodology
will cover quality assessment, architecture enhancement, continuous testing and agile delivery, there is a
large span of technologies and tools that may act as baselines to this research effort. The goal of this
deliverable is therefore to support this investigation with an analysis on the scientific and technical state of
the art in the area of software engineering for Big Data. It is important to note that the scope of the DICE
project embraces the phases of initial design, development and testing, but not operation of production
systems, therefore this survey does not cover service management. That is, the aim of the project is to put
the developer in conditions to deliver an application to market in a short period of time, focusing on
development and pre-production testing.
The document is organised in four chapters which cover the following topics:







Chapter A provides basic concepts, introducing definitions and key architectural styles that are
central to Big Data applications.
Chapter B describes the state of the art in functional development of Big Data applications,
covering in particular aspects related to Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) and to the DevOps
paradigm, which aims at applying agile concepts across the whole service delivery chain.
Chapter C continues the survey by reviewing current quality engineering methods used in modeldriven engineering and DevOps. In particular, we describe baselines such as UML MARTE and
UML DAM that are central to the DICE UML profile.
While the previous are oriented at reviewing research efforts and relevant standards, Chapter D
covers technological aspects of Big Data, surveying relevant technologies in real-time and batch
data processing.

Out of the present investigation, our main achievement is the identification of the most relevant baselines to
the DICE work and of open problems in the area touched by the project. The reader is invited to consult
deliverable D1.2 – ‘Requirement specification’ for a detailed requirement analysis that used the output of
this survey to define the DICE goals.
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A.

Data-Intensive Applications

A.1.

Definitions and terminology.

DICE focuses on design, analysis and testing of Data-Intensive Applications (DIAs). Our notion of DIA is
any application that is able to handle Big Data, performing computations at a speed that is in line with the
volume, variety and velocity of such data. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [1]
defines Big Data as follows:
‘Big Data consists of extensive datasets primarily in the characteristics of volume, variety, velocity,
and/or variability that require a scalable architecture for efficient storage, manipulation, and
analysis’

This definition concerns, on the one hand, the characteristic to be owned by datasets, which are:
1. Volume, meaning that Big Data datasets are larger than those commonly handled by conventional
databases.
2. Variety, data can possibly come from different sources and in diverse forms.
3. Velocity, referring to the fact that huge amounts of data have to be analysed in a short time.
4. Variability, which refers to changes in other characteristics, as meaning, veracity, etc.
On the other hand, the reported definition contains also a reference to the qualities of the architectures
needed to cope with Big Data. Such architecture must be carefully designed to be scalable and efficient,
essentially referring to a high degree of parallelism both in terms of storage and processing.
Historically, ever-growing datasets were analysed by increasingly powerful monolithic systems (vertical
scaling). This strategy recently clashed against physical limitations and required to look for a different
approach. Industry and academia started relying on horizontal scaling techniques for parallel distribution
of both storage (Petabytes and even Exabytes) and processing capacity (hundreds or thousands of nodes).
The necessity of new models and tools suitable to seamlessly provide this parallelisation brought to the
emergence of sophisticated, reliable and efficient frameworks. Such frameworks, which include, for
example, Hadoop, Spark and Storm (see Chapter D), are now commonly referred to as Big Data platforms.
The goal of DICE is to realise a model-driven approach that can support the development of applications
harnessing the capabilities of these platforms.

A.2.

Importance of Big Data for the Business

While business considerations are somewhat orthogonal to the investigation in this deliverable, we include
a section to contextualise the importance of DIAs in today’s European economy. The European
commission has stated on several occasions that ‘Big Data is the new oil’. Indeed, data are not only part of
almost all economic and social activities of our society, but have managed to be viewed as an essential
resource for all sectors, organisations, countries and regions. But why this is a reality? It is expected that by
2020 there will be more than 16 zettabytes of useful data (16 Trillion GB) [3]. Data are not only part of
almost all economic and social activities of our society like velocity, variety and socioeconomic value,
flags a paradigm shift towards a data-driven socioeconomic mode which suggests a growth of 236% per
year from 2013 to 2020. Thus, data blast is indeed a reality that Europe must both face and endeavour in an
organised, forceful, user-centric and goal-oriented approach. It is obvious that data exploitation can be the
leading spear of innovation, drive cutting-edge technologies, increase competitiveness and create social
and financial impact.
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Table 1 (source: Big Data Value Association [4]) provides some examples of how Big Data will impact
different sectors:
Table 1: Examples of Big Data impact across various sectors.
Sectors/Domains
Public
administration

Big Data Value

Source

EUR 150 billion to EUR 300 billion in new value (Considering EU OECD [5], 2013
23 larger governments)

Healthcare & Social EUR 90 billion considering only the reduction of national healthcare McKinsey
Global
Care
expenditure in the EU
Institute [6], 2011
Utilities

Reduce CO2 emissions by more than 2 gigatonnes, equivalent to OECD [5], 2013
EUR 79 billion (Global figure)

Transport
logistics

and USD 500 billion in value worldwide in the form of time and fuel OECD [7], 2013
savings, or 380 megatonnes of CO2 emissions saved

Retail & Trade

60% potential increase in retailers’ operating margins possible with McKinsey
Global
Big Data
Institute [6], 2011

Geospatial

USD 800 billion in revenue to service providers and value to McKinsey
Global
consumer and business end users
Institute [6], 2011

Applications
Services

& USD 51 billion worldwide directly associated to Big Data market Various [8]
(Services and applications)

Based on the previous examples, data penetration in several sectors of our society is indeed a reality.
However, can this influence the business section? Is there a market that shows how important Big Data are
for businesses? According to several studies (e.g. International Data Corporation (IDC) [9]) the Big Data
market is growing six times faster than the overall ICT market. In addition to, the compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of the Big Data market over the period 2013 – 2017 will be around 27%, reaching an overall
total of $50 billion. Furthermore, as identified by demosEUROPA [10], ‘Overall, by 2020, big & open data
can improve the European GDP by 1.9%, an equivalent of one full year of economic growth in the EU’. At
the same time another study concludes that the increased adoption of Big Data will have positive impact on
employment, and is expected to result in 3.75 million jobs in the EU by 2017 [11]. Thus, Big Data market
has the power to influence the business section. But in which way? Is this influence positive?
According to McKinsey institute, ‘The effective use of Big Data offers the benefits to transform
economies, and delivering a new wave of productive growth’. IDC confirms that Big Data adoption in
Europe is accelerating [12] and subsequently large companies and SMEs has recognised Big Data market
value proposition to revise existing socio-economic and business models according to its offerings. Even
though (according to IDC [13]) 30% of Western European companies will adopt Big Data by the end of
2015, there is a percentage of 70% of business actors that are eager to obtain new tools and assets to propel
them into the data-driven economy.

A.3.

Roles in Big Data Systems

In [2], NIST identifies five main roles in Big Data systems:


System Orchestrator: provides the definition of the system requirements to be fulfilled; examples
of requirements are data, architecture, resources, and business requirements. The system
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A.4.

orchestrator defines monitoring or auditing activities as well to verify the fulfilment of the
requirements.
Data Provider: this role makes available sources of data and information to be fed into the Big
Data system. Data provider’s activities range from Data Collection (e.g. from sensors) and
Persistence (according to several hosting models, Cloud inclusive) to Access Rights Management
and Data Availability Publication (via dictionaries and catalogues).
Big Data Application Provider: realises the data life-cycle performing all the necessary operations
and transformations on the input data to fulfil the requirements defined by the System Orchestrator.
Security and Privacy are primary concerns for the Big Data Application Provider as well.
Big Data Framework Provider: provides resources and services to the Big Data Application
Provider for the creation of Data-Intensive applications. In particular, this role has to supply the
infrastructure, the data management layer and the processing framework.
Data Consumer: this role describes the final user of a Big Data system. They receive and benefit
from the data manipulated by the application. Their activities concern research, retrieval and
download of the data as well as local analysis, visualisation and reporting.

Technology Overview

Two important technological ingredients of a DIA which make them different from canonical enterprise
applications are their emphasis on data storage and data computation mechanisms. In the following
subsections we provide a very short overview of the storage and computation mechanisms available for
DIAs, which will also be described in more details in the next chapters.
A.4.1
Distributed computations
In general, the expression ‘distributed computing’ refers to a software system where various components,
located on different machines, collaborate to achieve a common goal. Over the years many frameworks for
distributed computing have been presented; however, they had the disadvantage of being too focused on
distributed execution and little on parallel data management capabilities. With the advent of Big Data, it
was necessary to develop a new paradigm able to interact effectively with the distributed and variable data.
MapReduce is the first and most famous expression of this paradigm. Its open source implementation,
Hadoop [14], includes functions for reliability, security, workflow integration and governance.
Nonetheless, other solutions have been developed aiming at overcoming the original MapReduce
shortcomings. These solutions seek to respond to different needs and often they have to coexist in the same
environment. For this reason, resource management systems have been recently developed for such
solutions. These systems are designed to handle the available computing resources assigning them
according to specific policies. In this way, multi-tenant, multi processing models (other than MapReduce)
and high availability environments can be created. The most known resource management systems are
YARN (see Section D.2) and Mesos [15].
A.4.2
Distributed Storage and NoSQL solutions
In the classical database terminology, the basic unit of information is called Data Record and corresponds
to a single observation of a particular event associated with the system to be analysed. Data records in
classical database theory represent a piece of structured information and can be thought of as a row of a
relational database table. In the Big Data context information are not necessarily structured. They can also
be unstructured (images, videos) or semi-structured (text, documents). Thus, a different data model for
storing such data became necessary. Non-relational databases, also known as NoSQL (Not only SQL, see
Section D.4) have been developed for addressing such new needs offering, at the same time, a large degree
of scalability in terms of horizontal as well as vertical scaling.
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The use of NoSQL solutions in the context of Big Data is preponderant and, in many respects, it made Big
Data possible; nonetheless, it is necessary to warn the reader from falling into the easy association ‘NoSQL
= Big Data’ because recent years have witnessed the appearance of highly scalable storage systems based
on the relational model.
Moreover, due to the size of datasets and the need for parallelism in the computation, high performing file
systems such as Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS, see section D.2) have been developed. The main
characteristics of these file systems are to be 1) distributed, i.e. files and dataset are seamlessly distributed
over several nodes. In this way different nodes can access and analyse data at the same time on the same
dataset; 2) multi-structured, meaning that a variety of data types are supported. Usually, the information is
stored at block level; 3) replicated, files and blocks are replicated several times for reliability/recovery and
to enhance data locality.
A.4.3
Streams and Big Data in motion
In the previous paragraphs, we tried to outline Big Data problems and approaches leaving aside the much
of the discussion on the latency in data management. We introduced distributed storage solutions and the
reader might presume that the only way to deal with Big Data is to collect them into huge datasets (data at
rest) and analyse them ‘a posteriori’, periodically or as a response to an event. This is not always the case,
though. Data can enter the system from different sources and examined in (almost) real-time (data in
motion). In this scenario, the data flows are referred to as data streams and they are mainly characterised
by velocity and variability. Many solutions for data streaming were devised used long before the concept of
Big Data came up. Nevertheless, the parallelisation, resource management and reliability supplied by
modern Big Data framework imposed a reconsideration and redefinition of many basic elements in data
streaming. As evidence of this, in the last couple of years we have witnessed the successful application of
concepts typically used for data at rest (Maps, Reduces, direct acyclic graphs (DAGs), Batches) to data in
motion scenarios. Spark is an example of framework aiming at unifying both scenarios under the same
programming paradigm (see Chapter D).

A.5.

Architectural Styles for DIAs

The particular focus of DIA on Big Data makes them fairly different from traditional enterprise application.
Therefore, the research and technical community have investigated in recent years novel architectural styles
to support DIAs. In particular, the data velocity of Big Data applications is application-specific and may
range from a few to millions of data items per second. Different Big Data applications enforce different
quality of service constraints regarding response time. For example, a reactive use case with high-volume
data streams may require an answer in a real-time (milliseconds) fashion.
A.5.1
Lambda Architecture
The Lambda Architecture introduced by Marz [16] is an advanced architectural style to overcome the
challenges in general for Big Data applications and more specifically on real-time stream processing. The
architectural style decomposes the problem into three key layers: (i) the batch layer focuses on fault
tolerance and optimises for precise results (ii) the speed layer is optimised for real-time response-times and
only consider the most recent data and (iii) the serving layer provides low latency views to the results of
the batch layer. Note that some other layers will be introduced later for coordination and orchestration
purposes.
Lambda Architecture enables real-time responses to query over Petabytes of data. Such a query on
traditional architectures imposes unreasonably high latency. The Lambda Architecture divides this problem
into three layers. The batch layer pre-computes the query function based on the full data set and updates the
serving layer. This operation involves high latency and by the time the view of the pre-computed query is
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finished it is already outdated. The speed layer only operates on the most recent data in order to provide
views for the missing time span of the batch layer. The principal structure of an application based on
Lambda Architecture is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Lambda Architecture.

In more details, the Lambda Architecture [17] may be divided into five components: (i) orchestration (ii)
coordination (iii) batch layer (iv) speed layer and (v) serving layer. Figure 1 illustrates the components of
the Lambda Architecture and the data flow through the system. The orchestration component manages
resource allocation, provides scheduling functionality to the other key layers. The coordination component
facilitates the entry point for data and offers high-level services to synchronise processes within different
components. The batch layer facilitates a micro-batch processing system with high reliability and fault
tolerance. The speed layer embeds a real-time stream processing system with reasonable response times.
The service layer collects results and performance data from both the batch and the speed layer in order to
measure the key performance indicators of this architecture.
The batch layer maintains the master data set that includes all data to pre-compute the necessary results.
The data storage system has to provide the following requirements: (i) efficient writes for new data (ii)
scalability to cope with the increasing need to store more data and (iii) support for parallel processing and
the ability to partition the data. Since the data set is continuously growing the latency to pre-compute the
batch views on the whole data set becomes increasingly expensive and the time span to catch up with the
speed layer will increase. The batch layer, therefore, processes new incoming data. The serving layer
provides fast access to the pre-computed results of the batch layer. These results are outdated because of
the high latency of the batch layer. Therefore the write speed to the serving layer is less important than the
read performance. The serving layer has to provide low latency random reads in order to answer queries
efficiently. The speed layer is responsible for providing results to the most recent data and has to fulfil
certain latency constraints based on the application. This implies that it is not technically possible to
compute results based on the full master data set. Instead incremental computation is applied to the most
recent data in combination with persistent state. The speed layer is more complicated than the batch layer,
but any error is eventually compensated by the batch layer.
A.5.1.1. Coordination Layer
The coordination layer is the entry point of data into the system. A typical scenario involves reading from
an input source and delivering the messages to either the batch or speed layer. Potential design patterns for
realising coordination layer:



Persistent Messaging
In-Memory Messaging
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A.5.1.2. Batch Layer
The objective of the batch layer is to compute precise results that eventually replace the possible inaccurate
results of the speed layer. In case of node failures the processing may be delayed in order to guarantee this
promise. There are two possible strategies to implement the batch layer: (i) a re-computation algorithm that
periodically computes the results over the full master set or (ii) an incremental algorithm that processes
new data when it is introduced into the system. Potential design patterns for realising batch layer:




Micro-batch processing
Replay Mechanism
Precise recovery

A.5.1.3. Speed Layer
The main objective of the speed layer is to deliver results in real-time and therefore optimise the latency
and throughput to process incoming data. In comparison to the batch layer, the speed layer does not
guarantee the same high availability and fault tolerance as the batch layer. In case of node or processing
failures the speed layer drops messages to rapidly process the new incoming data instead of replaying all
messages to the last processed state. This design leads to inaccurate results in case of node failure, but these
results are eventually replaced by the results of the batch layer.
A.5.1.4. Orchestration
The Lambda Architecture embeds highly distributed services on each layer with the disadvantage of
difficult synchronisation and resource management challenges. In order to mitigate these challenges an
orchestration layer is introduced. In a typical solution, this layer leverages the Apache Hadoop YARN
framework [18], built-in Storm service [19] for resource allocation and Apache ZooKeeper [20] and Kafka
[21] for coordination.
A.5.1.5. Serving Layer
The service layer provides a set of tools to support near real-time process monitoring, localised
performance measurements and result collection. This layer can access the results of the batch layer
computations with low latency. The serving layer would index views of the batch layer and provide the
necessary interfaces to access the pre-computed data with low latency queries.
A.5.1.6. Academic and industrial positioning
Fan and Bifet [22] suggest the Lambda Architecture as one solution to the future challenges of Big Data
with regard to data mining. Robak et al. [23] explored the application of Big Data and linked data concepts
in supply chain management and listed the Lambda Architecture as one possible solution to deal with high
volume of data in this field. They argue that such architecture could provide lower latency to react in
critical situations. Bär [24] presents a possible implementation of the Lambda Architecture with no
merging based on open source software components. He evaluates the capabilities of this architecture on
the SRBench Benchmark [25] and DEBS Grand Challenge 2014 [26] task with varying data frequency
rates on an unreliable infrastructure.
Google develops a new data processing service provided on top of their cloud platform called Google
Cloud Dataflow [27]. It is similar to the Lambda Architecture by allowing clients to process data with
stream and batch processing. Google framework and Spark (see Section D.2.3) rely on parallel collections
of any size that are distributed across multiple machines in order to provide scalability.
Amazon maintains a set of loosely coupled, but well integrated tools that provide the means to realise
Lambda Architecture. Kinesis [28] is a fully managed real-time stream processing service that uses a
messaging concept similar to Kafka [21]. Kinesis integrates Amazon S3 (see Section D.6.2) and Elastic
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MapReduce [29]. Amazon provides the necessary tools to build a batch and speed layer, but the integration
of both layers and its challenges are not offered as a holistic solution yet. Lambdoop [30] is an industry
implementation framework that facilitates application development based on Lambda Architecture.
A.5.1.7. Oryx: an example Lambda Architecture
Throughout the DICE project, we will use Oryx [31] as a reference technology to illustrate the applicability
of some of our technical results to Big Data applications.
Oryx is an open source framework for building Big Data applications, but also includes ready to be
deployed out-of-the-box example application, which can be used as it is or as a basis for developing a
custom application. The intended application of Oryx framework is predictive analytics in real time based
on the construction of models from the incoming streaming data. The models used in analysis are built
using Machine Learning (ML) algorithms. The target areas for the application - among others - are
business, health, education and weather forecasts. The design of Oryx is based on the Lambda Architecture.
The first version of Oryx (Oryx 1) [32] was released in 2013. Its architecture consisted of two layers:
Computation Layer - where models based on incoming streaming data were built and evaluated based on
the requests from a client, and Serving Layer - a medium for accepting requests from a client, transferring
them to the Computation Layer for evaluation and returning result to the client. The Computation Layer
runs both Batch process, which is an ‘offline’ process, meaning that it does not operate in real time, rather several times a day, and model update and evaluation process, which is quick (process time measured in
seconds). All parameters are controlled via configuration files. The high-level architecture of Oryx 1 is
presented in the Figure 2.

Figure 2. Architecture of Oryx 1 [32].

The high-level architecture of Oryx 2 is presented in the Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Architecture of Oryx 2 [31].

Both Oryx 1 and Oryx 2 employ machine learning algorithms to construct prediction models. Brief
description of these algorithms is given in the Table 2.
Table 2: Machine learning algorithms used in Oryx 1 and Oryx 2.
Collaborative
filtering

A technique used by recommender systems (engines) to suggest various items such as
movies, music, news, books, research articles, search queries and so on to the client.
Collaborative filtering implemented in Oryx uses matrix factorisation-based approach based
on a variant of Alternating Least Squares (ALS) [34].

Classification
and Regression

Classification can be used, for example, to separate e-mails into ‘spam’ and ‘non-spam’.
Regression is used to predict a specific numeric value (e.g. temperature on a given day or
salary in certain year). Oryx employs random decision forests algorithms to solve
classification and regression problems. Classification and regression belong to the supervised
learning category of ML algorithms, which means that they require some initial data sets to
be ‘trained on’.

Clustering

Clustering is similar to classification in the sense that an object is assigned to a specific
category (group, class), but clustering is an unsupervised learning method. It does not require
an initial set to create classes to which subsequent incoming data is then compared, but rather
tries to create groups (classes) from incoming data by looking for some common features in
it. Oryx implements scalable k-means++ [35] for clustering.

A.5.2
Other Architectures
Although the Lambda Architecture has gained consensus in recent years, it has some limitations. First,
maintaining code that needs to produce the same result in two complex distributed systems is expensive.
Programming in distributed frameworks like Storm [19] and Hadoop [14] is complex. One proposed
approach to fixing this is to have a language or framework that abstracts over both the real-time and batch
framework. The developer writes code using this higher level framework and then it is translated into lowlevel stream processing and/or MapReduce code. However, this entails the operational burden of running
and debugging two systems which is going to be very high.
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Therefore, alternative architectures have been proposed. For example, the Kappa Architecture has been
proposed by LinkedIn [36] exploiting stream processing, that is:
1. Use messaging system like Kafka [21] that will let you retain the full history of the data you want
to be able to reprocess.
2. When one wants to do the reprocessing, start a second instance of the job that starts processing
from the beginning of the data, but put this output data to a new table.
3. When the second job has been finished, switch the query to read from the new table.
4. Stop the old version of the job, and delete the old output table.
This new architectural style of the Kappa Architecture is depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Kappa Architecture.

Another recent proposal is the Liquid Architecture [37], which has two layers: a messaging layer based on
Apache Kafka [21], and a processing layer based on Apache Samza. The processing layer (i) executes jobs
for different back-end systems according to a stateful stream processing model; (ii) guarantees service
levels through resource isolation; (iii) provides low latency results; and (iv) enables incremental data
processing. A messaging layer ports the processing layer. Figure 5 shows architectural style of the Liquid
Architecture.

Figure 5. Liquid Architecture [38].
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B.

DevOps

B.1.

Introduction.

DevOps is a hybrid software development and operation paradigm that predicates the intermixed cooperation, collaboration and communication between Dev-Teams (i.e. development teams) and Ops-Teams
(i.e. Operations Teams). The fundamental axiom in the software operational paradigm is that Dev and Ops
teams should work together since the one cannot deliver quality without efforts and insights of the other
[39]. In recent times DevOps started playing a major role in the design, development and continuous
integration of industrial-strength software [40].
In the DICE project DevOps is addressed in a novel way through a Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)
approach. In fact, we argue that exploiting models and MDE both during the design and the operation time
to reason on the applications under consideration and to evolve it to accommodate the required qualities is
a good way to accomplish the principles suggested by DevOps.
Thus, in the rest of this chapter we focus on reviewing the methods, practices and tools that can be
applicable or adaptable, in a DevOps context, to support part of the life-cycle of Data-Intensive
Applications. More specifically:










In Section B.2 we provide a short introduction to the general DevOps philosophy and practices.
In Section B.3 we provide an overview of model-driven development and of those model-driven
approaches that appear to be closer to the DICE objectives.
In Section B.4 we present the most well-known modelling tools available, both open source and
commercial.
In Section B.5 we provide an overview of model-to-model transformation approaches. These are
very important to automate the development steps in a MDE approach.
In Section B.6 we review the standard TOSCA deployment approach and highlight the potential of
this approach for DICE, and in Section B.7 we review other deployment and management tools
well known in the market.
In Section B.8 we focus on the approaches for continuous integration.
In Section B.9 we review the approaches to keep track of versions of software and models as this is
a very important issue for continuous integration and operation approaches.
Finally, in Section B.10 we summarize the main strengths and weaknesses of the reviewed
approaches and tools with respect to the DICE context.

In each section we present a short overview of the state of the art and highlight the relevance of the specific
area being surveyed with respect to the DICE objectives.
While reviewing specific tools, we provide information on the following aspects:
1. The general dimension of the tool (website, licensing, present version, communities, FP7 projects
[41] or companies that produce the tool, number of downloads, number of users etc).
2. The formalisms/standards supported by the tool (if any).
3. The features supported by the tool for a specific formalism.
4. The compatibility/integration with tools of different application domain.
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B.2.

Short introduction to DevOps

The DevOps philosophy revolves around four key values, explained in Figure 6. These are:







The importance of developing and testing complex software in an environment that is as close as
possible to the production one. The aim of this principle is to ensure that developers keep in mind
and experience with the operation issues like performance, availability, stability of the service
during development.
The utility of deploying software as far as possible without losing the control of the services in
operation and their qualities.
The importance of continuously checking the quality of the software product and the associated
services not only in the specific verification and validation phases but through the entire life-cycle
of the services themselves.
The need for a continuous collaboration between developers and operators with the aim of
overcoming the typical frictions between the first ones, focusing on innovating products and the
second ones focusing on guaranteeing the stability of the resulting services.

Figure 6. DevOps key values [42].

An essential part of the benefits connected to DevOps stems from the intrinsic collaboration predicated
above and represents the possibility of continuously deliver and incrementally manage operating software
using organisational and technical integration methodologies. In the scope of said goals, DevOps
practitioners developed a line of tools to increase the speed at which Dev and Ops can cooperate, collocate
their work and cohesively coordinate their efforts. Figure 7 shows a practical overview of the activities and
tools behind the DevOps philosophy. In summary, a series of typical activities entail DevOps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Industrial-Strength Version Control.
Continuous integration of several working-copies into a mainline several times per day.
Release automation, i.e., the automated (re-)deployment of improved products.
Infrastructure automation, i.e., providing automatically adjustable infrastructures.
Application management, i.e., the orchestration of services to guarantee optimal service-levels.

The above activities are usually supported by a series of tools that are proliferating as part of the DevOps
movement. Widely known examples are:
1. Git (see Section Error! Reference source not found.), Ant [43] or Hudson (see Section B.8.2)
(Continuous Integration).
2. Capistrano [44] or RPM Package Manager [45] (Continuous Deployment).
3. Cobbler [46] or Crowbar [47] (Infrastructure automation).
4. Puppet [48] and Chef [49] (Configuration Management).
5. Nagios [50] and Sensu [51] (Run-Time Monitoring).
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Figure 7. An Overview of the Activities and Tools behind DevOps.

Finally, the organisational integration to be enforced within DevOps typically uses simple combined teams
(e.g., dev + ops) or follows other more strict organisational patterns typical in DevOps success stories,
many of which are currently under investigation in the Software Engineering Institute [52] to assess their
operational effectiveness. For example, Figure 8 shows an example of organisations structure typical in
organisations that embrace DevOps. More in particular, Figure 8 shows a balanced blend between Dev- and
Ops- people across a product portfolio.

Figure 8. Typical Organisational Structures behind DevOps, an example [42].

In summary, DevOps is a movement that helps to bridge the cultural gap between development and
operations [53]. Its goal is to enable each department to be aware of the perspective of the other and push
them to change the dynamics in which they interact [54].
DevOps provides patterns to foster collaboration among project stakeholders and addresses shared goals
and incentives as well as shared processes and tools [55]. Therefore, the concept of ‘sharing’ is at the very
core of DevOps: sharing ideas, goals, issues, processes and tools. In addition, DevOps incites Devs and
Ops teams to share their skills and experiences with each others, which leads to a one team approach where
individuals have at least a basic understanding of others domains [55].
DevOps tries to extend Agile practices to operations by eliminating the wall between development and
operations and to address the structural conflict between them: both teams work together to deliver
application changes to the user at a high frequency and quality.
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Although improving communication between developers and operations teams contributes to solve critical
issues, it is only a portion of the wider equation; integrating the right tools is important for DevOps. Major
parts of the releasing process should be automated along the delivery process in order to facilitate
collaborative change [54].
Automation has many benefits: it ensures that the software is built the same way each time and makes parts
of the process transparent for the whole team; thus software deployment to different target environments is
made in the same manner [55].
Automation includes many steps (preparing the build, checking quality of code, launching build, running
all tests, packaging, deploying and staging the artefacts) and necessitates scripts (for building, testing,
deploying, configuring application, and configuring infrastructure). In his book, Michael Hüttermann
explores concrete patterns for automatic releasing with appropriate tools [55] (Chapters 8 and 9).
By combining different approaches of DevOps and applying well-known DevOps practices, IT
performance is strongly improved, which contribute to organisational performance as described by
PuppetLabs report [56].
In the scope of DICE, DevOps methodologies and tools represent a set of reference materials as well as a
potential target for further integrated support.
On the one hand, DevOps methodologies and tools need to be taken into account as organisational and
technical concerns which are the key to enabling continuous delivery of Data-Intensive Applications
(DIAs) by design and which govern the feedback loop between runtime and design time that is intrinsic to
the DICE approach.
On the other hand, DevOps and connected tools/methods are themselves predicating on the usage of DIAs
to further the understanding of the application lifecycle for further improvement and increased
organisational/technical agility. In this regard, DICE may be a valuable tool to study where DIAs may play
a role in finding valuable business intelligence to speed up application development and deployment.
Moreover, testing within the DICE project should make massive and careful reference to DevOps methods
and tools in order to establish guidelines and test-cases according to which DIAs may be designed and
tested for ‘DevOps-Readiness’. This may include studying the best-fit organisational and socio-technical
patterns of integration between DIAs and typical DevOps toolchains.
In addition, this may also entail studying empirically in which circumstances the DICE model-driven
assumptions fail to meet DevOps expectations (e.g. continuous integration). Finally, from a methodological
point of view, DIAs’ specification and monitoring should take into account DevOps dynamics and tools to
enable DIAs monitoring in sight of their continuous improvement.

B.3.

Functional modelling

B.3.1
Overview
From a functional perspective focused around modelling, the DICE approach to define, specify and analyse
DIAs may inherit results from a number of technological baselines. In particular, we see the following
baselines as relevant to the DICE project: (1) the ‘Model-Driven Architecture’ (MDA) standard [57], i.e.,
the Object Management Group (OMG) [58] standard for Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [59], (2) the
MODAClouds EU project [60] and related key results (e.g. MODACloudML [61]); (3) the REMICS EU
project [62] and key results therein (e.g. Model-Driven cloud-migration techniques); (4) the Artist EU
project [63] and key results therein that share a similar purpose to REMICS; (5) the JUNIPER EU project
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[64] and key results therein share DICE goals and aims at an even lower level of abstraction; (6) in
general, Unified Modelling Language (UML) and its profiles called MARTE (Modelling and Analysis of
Real-Time and Embedded systems) and DAM (profile for Dependability Analysis and Modelling) (see
Section B.3.3). These last ones are of particular interest to DICE as they allow users to model performance
and other quality characteristics of applications. The rest of this section elaborates said technologies in
more detail, with a hint as to their possible role in DICE.
B.3.2
MDE and domain-specific model-driven approaches
MDE techniques [59] and MDA in particular [57] define the typical abstraction layers for the purpose of
engineering software systems using a model-centric perspective. The fundamental axiom behind this
engineering paradigm is that any engineering endeavour shall be guided by at least three compounding and
interoperating perspectives, namely: (c) Computational-Independent perspective; (b) a PlatformIndependent perspective; (c) a Platform-Specific perspective. Using these three perspectives, one or more
models can be specified to properly and systematically specify a system-to-be.
1. At the Computational-independent level, business-critical details are defined as such that intended
business scenarios and systems goals may become apparent and explicit. Typically this perspective
is consistent with requirements engineering activities such as stakeholder identification and
scenario analysis.
2. At the Platform-independent level, architectural, quality and design issues are specified using one
or more Architecture Viewpoints. The specification at this level typically uses model
transformation technologies to support consistency and analysis across multiple Views and
Viewpoints.
3. At the Platform-Specific level, design decisions are realised into well-formed designs, e.g.,
reflecting appropriate selection of design patterns, usable technological platforms and middleware
(e.g. CORBA [65]).
Within DICE, MDE and MDA play a key role in providing a fundamental specification baseline. More
specifically, the DICE profile inherits the MDA separation of concerns and logical decomposition, as well
as a model-centric approach featuring multiple model transformations both for model consistency (and
eventually technological deployment) and model analysis.
MDE and MDA have been adopted and specialised for various domains in many research projects. Among
the others, MODACloudML [61] provides a Domain-Specific Modelling Language (DSML) along with a
runtime environment in order to allow, on the one hand, to model the provisioning and deployment of
multi-cloud applications, and on the other to automate the deployment and to facilitate their runtime
management (in terms of adaptation or reconfiguration actions).
In this way MODACloudsML supports DevOps in achieving better delivery life-cycle by integrating in a
single framework both development and operation activities.
MODACloudML supports both the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and the Platform as a Service (PaaS)
levels, even if it mainly focuses on the former. From the modelling perspective, MODACloudML allows
the application specification at three levels of abstraction, which aim at following the general MDA
paradigm: the Cloud-enabled Computation Independent Model (CCIM) to model an application and its data
from a high-level business perspective, (ii) the Cloud-Provider Independent Model (CPIM) to characterise
cloud concerns related to the application in a cloud-agnostic way, and (iii) the Cloud-Provider Specific
Model (CPSM) to model the deployment and provisioning activities on a specific cloud.
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At the CCIM level, an application is described as a set of high level services following a Service Oriented
Architecture. At this level of abstraction these models involve three main concepts: a set of services, an
orchestration, and a set of usage models. At the CPIM level MODACloudML proposes a new approach to
describe the deployment, provisioning and data models of multi-cloud systems in a provider-agnostic way,
supporting both IaaS and PaaS solutions. At the CPSM level, the design alternatives and deployment
models as well as the data models are refined to include provider-specific concerns and technologies.
MODACloudML is also inspired by component-based approaches, which facilitates separation of concerns
and reusability. In this respect, deployment models can be regarded as assemblies of components exposing
ports and bindings between these ports. In addition, MODACloudML implements the type-instance pattern,
which also facilitates reusability and abstraction.
Even if it is not specifically focused on DIAs, MODACloudML can become one of the foundational
approaches behind the definition and further elaboration of the DICE profile for at least three reasons:
1. MODACloudML follows already the logical decomposition and model-driven engineering
abstraction behind typical MDE-inspired techniques, e.g., with the division and arrangement in
three tiers of modelling and analysis.
2. MODACloudML sets to describe Cloud-based applications - it is in fact a fundamental assumption
behind DIAs that their very nature resides in the cloud. Hence, MODACloudML is a reasonable
technology upon which to draw inspiration both in terms of modelling/deployment and analysis.
3. The MODAClouds project already provides infrastructure and usable technologies/tools for the
specification, analysis and deployment of MODACloudML models, e.g., allowing the DICE profile
to be quickly developed in prototypical form and further refined by means of MODAClouds-based
technology.
Other EU projects that could offer a fundamental inspiration for DICE are REMICS [62] and Artist [63].
They look at ways in which model-driven techniques can be used to: (a) accelerate the adoption of cloudbased technology, possibly migrating legacy assets; (b) use models to drive the continuous improvement of
cloud-intensive applications such as DIAs; (c) use model-centric perspectives to evaluate cloud assets and
compare multiple cloud-vendors to compute solutions best-fitting with Service-Level Agreements (SLAs)
and stakeholder/customer concerns. Quoting from REMICS website [62], the project’s purpose is to
provide a model driven methodology and tools which significantly improve the baseline ArchitectureDriven Modernisation (ADM) [66] concept. In a similar vein, DICE could work jointly with efforts
inherited from REMICS by specifying constructs, modelling and methodological notations to enable the
systematic migration of legacy Big Data analytics into well-formed and quality-aware DIAs, enabled for
continuous evolution.
Finally, the JUNIPER EU project [64] intends to construct the platform from real-time technologies, using
real-time analysis, design and development principles, so that appropriate guarantees can then be given
with respect to Big Data processing times, performance and similar quality attributes. In its current version,
JUNIPER offers a programming model and a series of APIs to speed up the development of performanceaware Big Data applications.
On one hand, the JUNIPER programming model aims to conceptualise the development process of datacentric applications in a way that is general enough to cope with every need (in scope of the JUNIPER
scenarios) but also allows common data processing patterns to be abstracted, modelled, and optimally
deployed. The programming model proposed in JUNIPER is not a replacement of any of existing parallel
processing frameworks and programming models, such as Hadoop/MapReduce [14], Message-Passing
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Interface etc. Rather, the programming model shares the purpose of DICE, i.e., that of integrating said
technologies to accelerate and further support their adoption during design and development.
On the other hand, as part of the JUNIPER baseline, the EU project offers Java improvements and
primitives that tackle some missing feature like flexible parallelism, locality and hardware architecture
discovery. More in particular, JUNIPER Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) characterise the host
architecture in terms of accepted patterns and assist the development of reactionary software to exploit the
hardware. When building software for Big Data systems, their unique architectures result in interesting
challenges. The JUNIPER project identifies two main levels at which issues are observed: the cluster level
and the node level. While at the cluster level, Big Data systems are deployed ‘in the cloud’, at the node
level, the Big Data problem is to be decomposed into a ‘normal data’ problem.
From the DICE perspective, besides inheriting JUNIPER concepts and definitions as outlined above, DICE
may use JUNIPER results as a baseline for at least two purposes: (a) inspire the DICE model-driven
engineering of Big Data applications following patterns and approaches previously introduced and studied
within JUNIPER; (b) test the DICE approaches and methodologies against scenarios previously envisioned
as part of the JUNIPER challenges. The innovative aspects behind DICE appear clear from at least two
standpoints: (a) Speed - a primary DICE goal is the speed-up of development & deployment times for
Data-Intensive Applications, i.e., applications using multiple Big Data programming models at once, of
which JUNIPER is only one possible alternative; (b) Quality-Awareness - another primary DICE goal is to
provide facilities to extensively model and verify the assessment of quality aspects across Big Data
applications, where JUNIPER merely provides constructs for provisioning of quality.
B.3.3
UML, MARTE and DAM
UML is a General Purpose Modelling Language (GPML). Therefore, it can be used to model a wide range
of systems. Quoting the document [67], ‘UML is a language with a very broad scope that covers a large
and diverse set of application domains. Not all of its modelling capabilities are necessarily useful in all
domains or applications’. Conversely, Domain-Specific Modelling Languages (DSML) and DomainSpecific Languages (DSL) are conceived for addressing the needs of specific application domains. A DSL
captures the semantics of the domain and offers the syntax needed for modelling the concepts in such
domain. By using a DSL the designer does not need to learn concepts completely irrelevant for the domain
they are addressing. In this regard, UML offers a solution, the so-called UML profiling mechanism [67].
Profiling opens the possibility of creating DSLs by extending or restricting UML. A Profile is then an
adaptation of UML to fit a specific domain. Examples of UML Profiles are MARTE [68] and DAM [69].
MARTE (Modelling and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded systems) provides support for the
specification, design, quantitative evaluation, and verification & validation of software systems. DAM
(Dependability Analysis and Modelling Profile) provides support for the dependability modelling and
analysis of software systems. A UML model annotated with the MARTE and/or DAM Profile will be
called a UML-MARTE or UML-DAM model.
Summarising, some of the benefits of using the MARTE and DAM Profiles are [68]:




Providing a common way of modelling both hardware and software aspects of a system to improve
communication between developers.
Enabling interoperability between development tools used for specification, design, verification,
code generation, etc.
Fostering the construction of models that may be used to make quantitative predictions regarding
real-time and embedded features of systems taking into account both hardware and software
characteristics.
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However, neither MARTE nor DAM has a direct support for expressing data location, data properties such
as volume or transfer rates or operations that move data. Hence, addressing such lack is one of the
objectives of the DICE project.
B.3.3.1. Domain-Specific Modelling with UML
UML offers different diagrams for the modelling of the structural, behavioural and distribution views of a
system. For example, the object diagram and the class diagram describe the structure of a system. The state
machine diagram, interaction diagrams, activity diagram and use cases are used for the modelling of the
system dynamic and behaviour. The component and deployment diagrams describe system distribution. A
UML diagram is made of elements, for example, a class diagram is made of classes and relationships
among them, such as associations, inheritance or dependencies. The UML package diagram is useful for
organising UML diagrams and/or UML elements. The UML model of a system is made of a set of UML
diagrams. A UML model has to conform to the UML meta-model. A meta-model is a set of related metaclasses. A meta-class is the abstraction of a set of UML elements. For example, in a UML class diagram,
each association belongs to the Relationship meta-class of UML since associations share characteristics
with other relationships. This meta-model feature is an interesting characteristic of UML since the profiling
mechanism builds on it. The UML Profiles package contains mechanisms that allow meta-classes from
existing meta-models to be extended to adapt them for different purposes. This includes the ability to tailor
the UML meta-model for different platforms (such as J2EE [70] or .NET [71]) or domains (such as realtime, business process modelling or DIA). A UML Profile is made of a set of stereotypes, a set of tags and
a set of related constraints. A stereotype is just a name that will be attached to certain elements of a UML
diagram. Stereotypes have tags, we can see them as the attributes added by the stereotype. A constraint can
be attached to a stereotype definition. It is expressed in natural language or in the Object Constraint
Language (OCL) [72] and describes restrictions for the stereotype, e.g. for expressing subsets of values for
the stereotype. Figure 9 goes deeper into the Profile definition. A Profile is a specialisation of the UML
concept of Package, which means that a Profile is a set of modelling elements, in fact the stereotypes, tags
and constraints.

Figure 9. Sketch of UML Profile definition.

Therefore, stereotypes are the cornerstone concept in a Profile. At model-specification level stereotypes are
applied to concrete UML elements, which is possible since they extend concrete meta-classes of UML, as
we can see in Figure 9.
B.3.3.2. Modelling with MARTE
The MARTE profile consists of three main parts: MARTE Foundations, MARTE Design Model and
MARTE Analysis Model.
First, the MARTE Foundations define the basic behaviour concepts for the Real-Time and Embedded
Systems (RTES) domain, such as a causality model, a common framework for annotating models with
quantitative and qualitative Non-Functional Properties (NFP, say performance, reliability and safety), the
modelling of time, the modelling of resources and their allocation concerns.
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Second, the MARTE Design Model addresses the modelling of RTES. It introduces a general component
model suitable for RTES, high-level concepts for designing qualitative and quantitative concerns (e.g.,
concurrency and synchronisation) and a detailed resource modelling dedicated to software and hardware.
Third, the MARTE Analysis Model enables the analysis features of the system. It consists of a Generic
Quantitative Analysis and Modelling (GQAM) profile which includes common concepts to any kind of
quantitative analysis (such as workload, scenario, resource, etc.), a Schedulability Analysis and Modelling
(SAM) profile and a Performance Analysis and Modelling (PAM) profile. SAM and PAM are
specialisation of the GQAM profile. It is important to note that the DAM profile also specialises the
GQAM profile.
In addition, MARTE contains some annexes: the Value Specification Language (VSL) profile defines an
expression language for specifying the values of constraints, properties, and stereotype attributes,
particularly related to NFP; the MARTE Library defines primitive data types, a set of predefined NFP types
and units of measures.
B.3.3.2.1. Specification of NFP
The MARTE NFP profile was designed to address with the following specification needs: how to specify
NFPs, how to attach NFPs to UML model elements, how to define relationships between different NFPs
and how to express constraints on or between NFPs. The NFP profile imports the VSL profile. The VSL
profile defines a set of language constructs and a textual grammar supporting extended values, expressions
and data types used particularly for specifying NFPs. The NFP package realises the following requirements
for NFPs:







NFP Qualitative or Quantitative nature. A quantitative property may be characterised by a set of
measures expressed in terms of magnitude and unit. A qualitative property may be denoted by a
label (e.g. periodic, sporadic and bursty for an event arrival patterns) representing an abstract
characterisation with a certain meaning for designers or tools.
Qualifiers can characterise the precision, accuracy, statistical measure (e.g. mean, maximum,
minimum and variance) or source (showing how a given value was obtained, e.g. required,
measured, estimated, simulated or calculated).
Variables and Expressions, beside concrete values, raise the level of abstractions of the specified
properties, allowing the derivation of ones from the others.
Trade-off between usability and flexibility. Usability suggests the merit of declaring a set of
standard property types and their available operations for a certain domain, while flexibility allows
for user-defined properties.

VSL defines the following data types: Bounded Subtype, IntervalType, CollectionType, TupleType and
ChoiceType. VSL also defines four kinds of composite value specifications: collection, interval, tuple, and
choice. The value specifications defined in VSL can be attached to stereotype attributes or used in
constraints.
B.3.3.2.2. MARTE::GQAM framework
The fundamental concepts shared by different quantitative analysis domains are joined in a single package
called Generic Quantitative Analysis Model (GQAM). This package is further specialised for
schedulability (SAM), performance (PAM) and dependability (DAM) analyses. The core GQAM concepts
describe how the system uses resources over time. It contains three main categories of concepts: resources,
behaviour and workloads. In the following, we detail the resource concepts. A resource contains common
features such as scheduling discipline, multiplicity, services. The following types of resources are
important in GQAM:
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ExecutionHost: a processor or other computing device on which are running processes.
CommunicationsHost: a communication network or a bus connecting processing nodes and/or
devices.
SchedulableResource: a software resource managed by the operating system, like a process or
thread pool.
CommunicationChannel: logical channel that conveys messages.

In order to be executed, a SchedulableResource must be allocated to an ExecutionHost and a
CommunicationChannel to a CommunicationHost. Services are provided by resources and by subsystems.
A subsystem service associated with an interface operation provided by a component may be identified as a
RequestedService, which in turn is a subtype of Step, and may be refined by a BehaviourScenario.
B.3.3.3. Modelling with DAM
The DAM profile addresses the dependability modelling of RTES with UML. According to the Figure 10
DAM builds on MARTE and consists of a library and a set of extensions. The latter are the stereotypes of
the profile and most of them specialise the ones of MARTE. In the following we describe the main
elements of the DAM profile.

Figure 10. DAM profile overview.

B.3.3.3.1. DAM Library
The DAM library contains basic and complex dependability types. The following MARTE packages have
been used to define the DAM library:




The NFPs MARTE sub-profile for the definition of new basic dependability types.
The VSL MARTE sub-profile for the definition of complex dependability types.
The MARTE library, where the Basic NFPs types are imported in order to reuse them (both in the
definition of complex and basic dependability types).

B.3.3.3.2. Basic Dependability Types
DAM defines the following basic dependability types:



Simple enumeration types enable to characterise the threats according to the classification in [73]
and [74].
Data types are new NFP types obtained by specialising the NFP CommonType and NFP Real types
of the MARTE library. These new types inherit from their supertypes the following properties:
o expr: An expression in MARTE VSL.
o source: The origin of the specification. It can be estimated (e.g., a metric to be estimated),
required (e.g., a requirement to be satisfied), calculated or measured.
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o
o

statQ: The type of statistical measure (e.g., maximum, minimum, mean).
dir: The type of the quality order relation in the allowed value domain of the NFP, for
comparative analysis purposes.

B.3.3.3.3. Complex Dependability Types
Complex dependability types are MARTE tupleTypes characterised by basic NFPs, from the MARTE
library, and/or basic dependability types. They enable to characterise both from a qualitative and a
quantitative point of views, the threats (i.e., faults, errors, failures and hazards) and the mitigation solutions
(i.e., recovery and repair strategies). As for stereotypes, a complex dependability type for DAM is prefixed
by ‘Da’. Figure 11 depicts these types.

Figure 11. DAM types.

B.3.3.3.4. DAM UML extensions
The DAM extensions provide the domain expert with a set of stereotypes to be applied at model
specification level, i.e., the stereotypes necessary to represent the dependability system view in a concrete
UML model. DAM aims at providing a small yet sufficient set of stereotypes to be actually used in
practical modelling situations. The DAM stereotypes are: DaComponent, DaConnector, DaService,
DaServiceRequest,
DaStep,
DaErrorPropRelation,
DaFaultGenerator,
DaReplacementStep,
DaReallocationStep, DaActivationStep, DaAgentGroup, DaController, DaVariant, DaAdjudicator,
DaSpare and DaRedundantStructure. For a complete description of the tags for each DAM stereotyped
refer to [75].
B.3.3.4. Access Control Modelling with UML
Over the years a number of UML profiles have been defined to represent security-related properties of
systems. Since the focus of the DICE project for what concerns issues of data protection and privacy rests
on problems related to giving access to data and information only to components that have the appropriate
rights for that. In this brief section we analyse several approaches for the modelling of access rights through
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UML concepts. These approaches could offer the elements through which the DICE profile includes the
concepts that are suitable for the modelling of security issues in DIAs.
SecureUML [76] is a UML profile that can be combined with domain specific languages, to provide the
latter with the concepts necessary to describe the rights to perform certain actions (e.g., read/write data). In
particular, it captures the concepts underlying Role Based Access Control (RBAC) [77] through suitable
stereotypes. In particular, these stereotypes allow users to define what resources need to be protected,
which users can access them, and what actions the users can perform on the resources.
SecAM [78] is a UML profile based on MARTE and DAM. SecAM addresses access control as well as
cryptography, resilience and security mechanisms. The access control package supports the specification of
different access control policies: Mandatory Access Control (MAC), Discretionary Access Control (DAC)
and Role-Based Access Control (RBAC). SecAM addresses confidentiality, integrity and authorisation
issues. SecAM proposes a small set of stereotypes that include: a) who is accessing to the system
(SecaSubject stereotype); b) which objects should be protected for unauthorized access or modification
(SecaObject stereotype) and c) which operations a user wants to perform on the available objects
(SecaOperation).
UMLsec [79] enables to specify security relevant information during development of security-critical
systems. In particular, it considers RBAC as access control policy and provides a tool-support [80],
implemented as Eclipse plugin, for formal security verification.

B.4.

Modelling tools

This section overviews the most relevant UML Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) Tools for
making a comparative analysis. The goal is to select an appropriate UML modelling tool for the DICE IDE.
The DICE vision imposes some constraints for the modelling framework we are developing. First, any tool
to be integrated in the IDE needs to be open source and free of charge. Second, the UML modelling tool
needs to import/export XML Meta-data Interchange (XMI) [81] for MARTE Profile annotated models, so
the tool needs to support UML2 and MDA. Third, the UML modelling tool should support the largest
number of UML diagrams. In the following, we list the UML tools we considered for our comparison.
More information about UML tools can be found here:



http://modeling-languages.com/uml-tools/
http://software-talk.org/blog/2014/05/comparison-of-free-uml-tools/

Enterprise Architect (EA) [82] is a commercial software, which means that it’s not suitable for DICE
IDE. However, it is an exceptional tool with a rich set of features. So we use EA as a baseline in our
analysis since it defines a comprehensive set of requirements that will be used for comparison with free
UML modelling tools.
Papyrus [83], UML2 Modeller is an open source tool. It is based on the Eclipse framework and it is
licensed under Eclipse Public License (EPL) [84]. Papyrus primary goal is to implement the complete
standard specification of UML2. Papyrus also provides an extensive support for UML profiles. It includes
hence all the facilities for defining and applying UML profiles. The MARTE profile is available in
Papyrus. An inconvenience we discovered is that the learning curve could be higher than for the other
tools. However, this tool is well-documented [83], [85]-[92].
Modelio [93] is an Open Source UML modelling tool developed by Modeliosoft [94]. It supports UML 2.0
and Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [95] standards. The core Modelio software was
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released under the GPLv3 (a viral license which is not suitable for DICE), although there is a commercial
version too. Modelio allows the import/export of UML models from/to other tools via UML XMI format.
Modelio enables the use of the MARTE profile [96].
MOdeling Software KIT (MOSKitt) [97] is a free CASE tool, built on Eclipse which is being developed
by the Valencian Regional Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport, namely through technology provider
Prodevelop, to support the gvMétrica methodology (adapting Métrica III to its specific needs). It supports
UML2, BPMN [95] standards and database diagrams. MOSKitt is released under EPL [84]. MOSKitt gives
a framework to build Model-to-Model (M2M) transformations based on Eclipse standards, as well as
import capabilities for external UML XMI [81] format models.
ArgoUML [98] is an open source and free UML modelling tool distributed under the EPL 1.0 [84].
ArgoUML is a Java-based application that is available in ten languages. ArgoUML also provides code
generation for Java [99], C++ [100], C# [101], PHP4 and PHP5 [102]. It also enables reverse engineering
from Java. External modules have been developed to complement ArgoUML in specific areas. They
provide generation of database schemas or code in other languages like Ruby [103] or Delphi [104].
However, ArgoUML offers support only for UML 1.4 diagrams, which is not enough for DICE.
StarUML [105], [106] is a UML tool licensed under a modified version of GNU General Public License
(GPL) [107] until 2014. A rewritten version (StarUML 2) was released in 2015 under a proprietary license.
StarUML 2 is compatible with UML 2.x standard and supports totally 11 kinds of UML diagrams: Class,
Object, Use Case, Component, Deployment, Composite Structure, Sequence, Communication, Statechart,
Activity and Profile Diagram. StarUML 2 stores models in a very simple JSON format.
UML Designer by Obeo [108] supports UML 2.5 models. It uses the standard UML2 meta-model
provided by the Eclipse Foundation [109]. Obeo is a free tool (Open Source with EPL license [84]) for
prototypes and starter projects but it is necessary to pay a fee for Small/Medium/Large or critical projects.
UML Designer is based on Sirius [110]. It provides an easy way to combine UML with domain specific
modelling. UML Designer includes a MARTE Designer too (Beta release) [111] which is a graphical tool
to edit and visualise MARTE models.
MagicDraw [112] is a commercial UML modelling tool with a free educational edition. It’s written in
Java, supports UML2 [109], SysML [113], BPMN [95] and UPDM [114]. It provides MDA and code
engineering mechanism (support for J2EE [70], C# [101], C++ [100], CORBA IDL programming
languages [65], .NET [71], XML Schema [115], WSDL [116]), as well as database schema modelling,
DDL generation and reverse engineering facilities. It supports large projects and is used at Netfective
Technology as the modelling component of the BluAge product [117].
IBM® Rational® Software Architect [118] is a comprehensive design, modelling and development tool
for end-to-end software delivery. It uses the Unified Modelling Language (UML) for designing enterprise
Java® applications and web services. Rational Software Architect is built on the Eclipse open source
software framework and is extensible with a variety of Eclipse plug-ins. You can also enhance functionality
for your specific requirements with separately purchased Rational extensions.
B.4.1
Analysis
Table 3 provides summary of the tools reviewed in this section.
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Table 3: UML CASE Tools summary.
Name

Creator

Enterprise Architect [82]

Sparx Systems [119]

Papyrus [83]

CEA [120], Atos [121]

Modelio [93]

Modeliosoft [94]

Windows (Supports
Linux & Mac
installation)
Windows, Linux
(Java)
Windows, Linux,
Mac

Conselleria de
Windows, Linux
Infraestructuras, Territorio
(Java), Mac
y Medio Ambiente [122]
Cross-platform
Tigris.org [123]
(Java)
Obeo Model Driven
Windows, Linux,
Company [124]
Macs
Windows, Linux,
No Magic, Inc. [125]
Mac
Windows, Linux,
Architect
IBM [126]
Mac

MOSKitt [97]
ArgoUML [98]
UML designer [108]
MagicDraw [112]
Rational
[118]

Open
source

Platform/OS

Software

Software
license

Programming
language used

No

Commercial

C++ [100]

Yes

EPL [84]

Java [99]

Yes

GPL and
Commercial

Java

Yes

EPL

Java

Yes

EPL

Java

Yes

EPL

Java

No

Commercial

Java

No

Commercial

Java

B.4.2
MARTE profile feature (import *.XMI)
As MARTE [68] is the most well-known UML profile for expressing quality characteristics of software
systems, we analyse the tools with respect to their capability of supporting such profile.
MARTE has been defined via a UML2 profile. Thus, UML tools able to support MARTE have to import at
least XMI with version of UML2. Currently, three open source tools are available for system modelling
using the MARTE profile: Modelio [93], Papyrus UML [83] and MARTE Designer (Obeo, but it is still in
Beta Status) [111]. ArgoUML [98] cannot import UML2, therefore it cannot support the MARTE Profile.
Table 4 provides an overview of all tools (open source and commercial) and of their level of support for
MARTE.
Table 4: CASE tools.
Name

Enterprise
Architect
[82]

UML2

Yes

Modelio
[93]

Yes

Papyrus
[83]

Yes

MOSKitt
[97]

Yes

ArgoUML
[98]

No

MDA
[57]

Yes

Yes

XMI
[81]

Yes

Languages generated

Can be
integrated
with

Forum
MARTE User
community
[68]
Manual
(30/03/2015)

Supports
MDA
templates
Yes
and Code
Generation
templates

ActionScript [127], C,
C# [101], C++ [100],
Delphi [104], Java, PHP
[102], Python [128],
Visual Basic [129],
Eclipse &
Visual Basic .NET
Visual
[130], DDL [131], EJB,
Studio [136]
XML Schema [115],
Ada [132], VHDL
[133], Verilog [134],
WSDL [116], BPEL
[135], Corba IDL [65]

Yes

Yes

Java, C++, C#, XSD,
WSDL, SQL

Eclipse,
EMF

Yes

Ada 2005, C/C++, Java
add ins

Eclipse

Yes

2/5
[141]

Post: 2966
Topics: 639
Users: 968
[147]
(Eclipse
Forum)

Eclipse

No

[142]

[148]

No

3/5
[143]

Post: 1457
Topics: 453
Users: 254
[149]

Unknown Yes
Yes

Templates

Yes

Unknown

M2M
and
Yes M2T
HTML, CSS, Java
generation
Yes

Unknown

C++, C#, Java, PHP4,
PHP5, Ruby [103]
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[137]

5/5
[139]

Post: 108641
Topics:
28604
Users:

153438
[146]

4/5

[140]
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UML
Designer
[108]

Yes

Yes

No

No

2/5
[144]

Users: 977
[150]

Eclipse
EMF,
NetBeans
[138]

Yes

3/5
[145]

Post: 9558
Topics: 3099
Users: 1295
[151]

Eclipse

No

-

Yes

Java

Eclipse

MagicDraw
[112]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Java, C++, C#, CIL,
CORBA IDL, DDL,
EJB, XML Schema,
WSDL

Rational
Software
Architect
[118]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Java

-

B.4.3
UML diagrams supported
Even though UML 2.0 has been standardised long ago, not all tools support all its diagrams. Table 5 shows
the diagrams that are supported by each tool.
Table 5: UML 2.0 Diagrams supported by modelling tools.

Structural UML diagrams
Class diagram
Component diagram
Composite structure
diagram
Deployment diagram
Object diagram
Package diagram
Profile diagram
Behavioral UML diagrams
Activity diagram
Communication diagram
Interaction overview
diagram
Sequence diagram
State diagram
Timing diagram
Use case diagram
Other diagrams
BPMN [95] diagram
SysML [113] diagram
Database diagram

UML
ArgoUML MagicDra
Designer
RSA [118]
[98]
w [112]
[108]

EA [82]

Papyrus
[83]

Modelio
[93]

MOSKitt
[97]

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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B.4.4
Summary
In summary the tools that appear to be suitable to be used in the DICE context are Modelio [93] and
Papyrus [83] since they have the appropriate licenses and support the UML Profile mechanism. However,
the Modelio plug-in for MARTE is not supported anymore and it does not work with the last version of
Modelio designer.
The last version of Papyrus (1.1) was released in June 2015 with Eclipse Mars [152]. This version brings
new features and improvements but also tackles some known issues related to performance and userfriendliness. In particular, in a well-filled containment tree, especially a developed tree, the graphical user
interface works smoothly as long as the size of the model does not becomes excessively large, i.e., more
than 2000 visible nodes.
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B.5.

Tools for model to model transformations

The purpose of this section is to evaluate tools that transform software models, described using non-formal
or semi-formal languages, into formal models. The goal of the target formal model is to perform analyses
of the non-functional properties of the software system, such as performance, reliability, availability, safety
or privacy. To this end, we have reused the evaluation framework proposed by [153]. This work also
reviewed some tools. Here we have added to the original evaluation some new tools that are of interest to
DICE. The evaluation framework proposed in [153] is summarized in the Table 6:
Table 6: Summary of the evaluation framework for model-to-model transformation tools [153].

1

#

Characteristic

Description/question

1

model specification

Does the tool support specification of systems as graphical models? {Yes/No}

2

graphical notation for
model transformation

Does the tool support graphical specification of transformation? {Yes/No}

3

lexical notation for model
transformation

Does the tool support lexical specification of transformation? {Yes/No}

4

model-to-model
transformation support

Does the tool support model-to-model transformation? (e.g., from one UML model to
another?) {Yes/No}

5

model-to-text
transformation support

Does the tool support model-to-text transformation, such as generation of source code?
{Yes/No}

6

support for model analysis

Is there any support for model analysis? {Yes/No}

7

support for Quality of
Service (QoS)
management

Is there any support for managing QoS during model specification and transformation?
{Yes/No}

8

meta-model-based

Is the tool based on explicit descriptions of the meta-models of source and target
model? {Yes/No}

9

MOF1 integration

Is the tool integrated with a MOF1 (or other meta-model-based repository)? {Yes/No}

10

XMI integration

Is the tool integrated with XMI1? {Yes/No} which version(s) of XMI is supported?
{list of versions}

11

based on UML

Is the tool based on UML models as source and/or target models for transformation?
{Yes/No}

12

UML specification

Does the tool provide support for UML modelling {Yes/No}

13

UML tool integration

Can the tool be integrated with existing UML tools? Either directly, as active plug-ins
in UML tools, or indirectly through model exchange via, e.g., XMI? {Yes/No}or{names
of the set of techniques}

14

iterative and incremental
transformation support

Does the tool handle reapplication of transformation after model updates? {Yes/No}

15

Bidirectional
transformation

16

traceability

Does the tool handle traceability of transformations, i.e., can it maintain traces of the
source and targets of a transformation?
{Yes/No}

17

DSM language support

Is there support for defining domain-specific modelling languages (e.g., UML
profiling) and DSM transformations? {Yes/No}

Does the tool support bidirectional transformations? {Yes/No}

MOF - Meta Object Facility. XMI - XML Metadata Interchange [81]

Once presented the evaluation framework we apply it to the tools of interest.
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B.5.1
Palladio Component Model
The Palladio Component Model (PCM) [154] captures the software architecture with respect to static
structure, behaviour, deployment/allocation, resource environment/execution environment, and usage
profile. In the PCM software is described in terms of components, connectors, interfaces, individual service
behaviour models (so-called Service Effect Specifications, SEFF), servers, middleware, virtual machines,
network, the allocation of components and servers, models of the user interaction with the system etc.
Overall, the PCM captures multiple views of software systems including elements which affect the extrafunctional properties (e.g. performance, reliability etc.) of software systems [154]. Table 7 presents
evaluation framework from Table 6 applied to Palladio Component Model.
Table 7: Evaluation framework from Table 6 applied to Palladio Component Model.
1

Yes, tool called ‘PCM-Bench’, which enables software developers to create instances of the PCM meta-model

2

No

3

No info given

4

Model-to-model transformation from a PCM instance to an SRE instance are performed with Java

5

Yes, model-to-text transformation based on the openArchitectureWare (oAW) framework generates code
skeletons from PCM model instances. The implementation uses either Plain Old Java Objects (POJOs) or
Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs) ready for deployment on a J2EE [70] application server

6

Model validation by checking OCL [72]constraints

7

Yes

8

Yes, the PCM is a meta-model designed to describe component-based software architectures in order to
analyse performance properties

9

Yes

10

Model instances can be serialised to XMI-files

11

Yes

12

No

13

No

14

Yes

15

No

16

No

17

No

B.5.2
VIATRA2
The main objective of the VIATRA2 [155]-[157](VIsual Automated model TRAnsformations) framework
is to provide a general-purpose support for the entire lifecycle of engineering model transformations
including the specification, design, execution, validation and maintenance of transformations within and
between various modelling languages and domains.

Table 8 presents evaluation framework from Table 6 applied to VIATRA2 model transformation tool.
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Table 8: Evaluation framework from Table 6 applied to VIATRA2 framework.
1

Yes. Models and meta-models are all stored uniformly in the VPM model space, which provides a very
flexible and general way for capturing languages and models on different meta-levels and from various
domains (or technological spaces).

2

No

3

Yes, VTCL transformation language [155]

4

Yes, Intra model transformations and Inter model transformation, both of these transformation categories are
supported by the transformation language of the VIATRA2 framework.

5

Yes, VIATRA2 supports mode-to-code generation in different ways

6

[155]

7

Yes

8

Yes, standard metamodelling paradigms are integrated into VIATRA2 by import plugins.

9

Yes

10

Yes

11

Yes

12

Yes

13

Yes

14

Yes

15

No

16

Yes

17

Yes

B.5.3
UML transformation tool
UML Transformation tool (UMT) [158] is a tool to support model transformation and code generation
based on UML models in the form of XMI [81]. This is a generic tool, so it does not provide models in a
concrete formalism, but the environment for obtaining them. Table 9 presents evaluation framework from
Table 6 applied to UML transformation tool.
Table 9: Evaluation framework from Table 6 applied to UML transformation tool.
1

No. There is no support for specifying models in UMT. It relies entirely on imported models from UML
tools

2

No. There is no graphical notation for model transformation

3

Yes. UMT uses XSLT and Java as transformation languages, with possibility of extending to support
other languages

4

No

5

Yes. Model-to-text transformation is the main functional domain for UMT
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6

No. There is no support for model analysis, except for very simple support for checking of a model’s
conformance to simple profiles

7

No. There is no support for management of QoS

8

No. UMT only targets the UML meta-model and is not flexible with respect to changing this

9

No. There is no integration with MOF

10

Yes. UMT imports UML/XMI files from different UML tools

11

Yes

12

No. There is no support for specifying UML models. UMT relies wholly on model input from external
UML tools

13

No. There is no direct UML tool integration. Integration is indirect through XMI

14

There is lightweight support for regenerating code without overwriting previously generated and modified
code

15

No. There is no direct support for bidirectional transformation. However, there is some support for reverse
engineering of code to XMI models

16

No

17

The tool does not provide support for defining DSM languages. It provides support for transformations of
DSM languages. E.g., transforming one DSM-based model to another DSM-based mode

B.5.4
Other tools
The following tools have poor information and we could not fill the evaluation framework. So we provide a
brief description of them.
B.5.4.1. CARiSMA
The CARiSMA [80] core is independent from any particular modelling language. It is just based on the
Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF). CARiSMA enables compliance analyses, risk analyses, and security
analyses of software models. A flexible architecture makes CARiSMA extensible for new languages and
allows users to implement their own compliance, risk, or security checks.
B.5.4.2. UPUPA (fUML and Profiles for Performance Analysis)
Upupa [159] considers non-functional properties of a software system early in the development process.
UPUPA develops a model-based analysis framework based on the Foundational Subset for
Executable UML Models fUML [160] for enabling the implementation of model-based analysis tools. This
framework enables to carry out model-based analysis of non-functional properties of a software system
based on runtime information in the form of traces obtained by executing UML models using the fUML
virtual machine. Therefore, the framework integrates UML profile applications with execution traces to
enable the consideration of additional information captured in profile applications in the model-based
analysis as required for instance in performance analysis.
B.5.4.3. QVT and Related Technologies
QVT stands for Query-View-Transformations [161], a generic, all-purpose model transformation and
manipulation language standard that goes along with Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) standard [57] to
support its purposes and intent. QVT is an OMG [58] standard and, in essence, it defines a standard way in
which model transformation shall take place, using standard elements and operational transformation
behaviour. QVT defines standard views in which model information can be presented and manipulated, e.g.
in order to migrate a Platform-Independent Specification into a Platform-Specific one. The most widely
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known technology related to QVT resides within the eclipse foundation model-manipulation environment,
i.e. AMMA [162]. AMMA features Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [163], which is a QVT-like
model transformation language, with its own abstract syntax and environment. The transformation is itself
a model conforming to a specific meta-model. This, for example, permits the creation of higher order
transformations, i.e., transformations that produce ATL transformations.
B.5.5
Summary
DICE will need to implement Model-to-Model (M2M) transformations extensively. First at UML level,
from the DPIM (DICE Platform Independent Model) to the DTSM (DICE Technology Specific Model),
and from the latter to the DDSM (DICE Deployment Specific Model). Second, on the DDSM an M2M
transformation will be useful for yielding the TOSCA deployment (see Section B.6). Third, each UML
diagram in the DIA design needs to be translated into the corresponding target formal model, which
comprises a combination of formalisms and UML diagrams at different abstraction levels (DPIM, DTSM
and DDSM). The third kind of M2M transformation needs to take into account the DICE stereotypes and
tags for parameterising the formal models and for extracting the quality requirements expressed as SLAs.
However, from the analysis of tools we carried out in this section we found the following conclusions.
First, there is no tool that can be reused for M2M transformations in the context of DICE. Second, the
framework in [153] should guide the development of the M2M DICE transformation tool, which means to
try to develop a tool able to answer ‘Yes’ to as many as possible of the framework questions.

B.6.

Deployment modelling with TOSCA

TOSCA stands for ‘‘Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications’’ [164]. In the hands
of TOSCA lies the state of the art for deployment solutions that are both technology independent and multicompliant. This intrinsic characteristic stems from the joined interplay within which TOSCA was originally
specified, i.e., the OASIS standardisation effort. Within the OASIS TOSCA Technical Committee (TC) big
industrial players (e.g., IBM, Huawei, Ericsson) defined the essential elements for the purpose of providing
easily deployable specifications for cloud applications in all its aspects, including, but not limited to,
Network Function Virtualisation, Infrastructure Monitoring and similar. Essentially, quoting from the
TOSCA specification 1.0 [164], ‘‘TOSCA [...] uses the concept of service templates to describe cloud
workloads as a topology template, [...]. TOSCA further provides a type system of node types to describe the
possible building blocks for constructing a service template, as well as relationship type to describe
possible kinds of relations’’. Figure 12 outlines the essential concepts within TOSCA and their respective
relation:
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Figure 12. Main TOSCA concepts and their relations [164].

Currently, the working group around TOSCA is focusing on the following key activities:
(a) Interoperation and Industrial Adoption - this activity is pursued by working on two fronts: (1) from a
more ‘‘soft’’ perspective, the group has enacted a fine-grained demoing strategy involving conferences and
practitioner events (e.g. Open Source CONvention OSCON 2015 [165]); (2) from a more technical side,
the group is working on providing additional constructs needed within industrial practice and ad-hoc node
specifications (e.g., ‘compute’ and ‘store’ nodes, etc.). Most of the above activities are carried out by the
TOSCA-TC SubCommittee (SC) on interoperability [166]. Currently the SC is concentrating on
conducting adoption, interoperation and validation experiments with industry partners.
(b) Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) - this activity is pursued by defining concepts and relations
connected to Software-Defined Networking and ad-hoc TOSCA constructs that may be compatible with
said technology. Also, in the scope of these activities the TOSCA-TC is working to define ad-hoc design
patterns (e.g. ad-hoc required and provided properties within topology templates) that match the reasoning
and logical assumptions behind NFV.
(c) Language Simplification - this activity is pursued by incrementally refining a simplified TOSCA reinterpretation in YAML (YAML Ain’t Mark-up Language) [167] - a human-readable mark-up language
capable of sensibly reducing the learning curve behind TOSCA. The YAML specification is currently at
revision 15 and has not reached stability yet.
(d) TOSCA Marketing and Dissemination - in the scope of dissemination TOSCA has defined a specific
sub-committee was entrusted with the investigation of containment technologies (e.g. Docker, see Section
B.7.4) and their relation to TOSCA, with particular focus on how such technology can be used to improve
TOSCA notations and their value proposition. TOSCA defines its own Cloud Service ARchive (CSAR)
containment technology in an abstract way, e.g. to encompass Docker or similar technological solutions. In
this regard, TOSCA can be said to profile current containment technology. This group is interoperating
strongly with an ad-hoc containment group taking care of the CSAR area of TOSCA.
In the scope of the definition of the DICE profile, TOSCA and TOSCA-ready specifications play a key role
in enabling designers at the DDSM level to realise seamless auto-generation of TOSCA-ready templates.
These templates can be in turn deployed on TOSCA-enabled orchestration engines (see Section B.7).

B.7.

Deployment tools

B.7.1
Overview
Setting up virtual machines and bare-metal machines, management of network connectivity, installing and
configuring software are inevitable parts of operating with computation centres and clouds. Performing
these tasks manually is an involved and error-prone activity, which also scales badly. Over the decades the
IT industry advanced far enough to enable most if not all of these activities to be performed automatically
through scripting.
Scripting has an advantage of making all processes repeatable. However, scripted solutions are only
applicable to the platforms (operating systems, kernel versions, installed libraries etc.) that they have
originally been built for. To abstract specifics of operating systems and their distributions, tools exist,
which offer the configuration described in a Domain-Specific Language (DSL). This frees the user to focus
on describing the nodes leaving the distribution-specific operations to the tool’s drivers (also called
providers in some of the tools).
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B.7.2
Configuration management
The configuration management tools embody the automation, normally focusing on management of
existing nodes. They run stand-alone on the node that they need to configure or use a central service to
obtain the instructions on the node configuration. The supported DSL enables expressing common
operations (e.g. install a package, create a file, run a programme) in a simple way, while at the same time it
is powerful enough to build and maintain complex applications running across one or more clusters. The
popular representatives are the following:






Puppet – configuration management solution [48]
Chef – automation tool [49]
SaltStack [168]
Ansible – automation tool for application deployment [169]
Vagrant – tool for configuring development environments [170]

These tools have reached maturity, and they also have a large community of developers providing support
and development of the base tools. The community of those supplying the recipes is even wider, thus the
public repositories contain at least one Chef recipe for each of the core DICE building blocks, which are
freely available for installing in private data centres.
B.7.3
Orchestration
The orchestration in computing [171] represents the next level of the automation. It manages and connects
services into applications and building workflows. It employs automation provided by configuration tools,
but it runs tasks in a particular order or at particular events, e.g., when a database engine starts and becomes
available, it configures all the depending services and runs them. This is important for applications, which
normally run in multiple tiers. The orchestration tools have a notion of the application’s topology. They
also play an important role when scaling parts of the application up or down, and when healing the
application after faults.
DICE deployment tools act very much like orchestration tools, receiving a TOSCA model at the input and
deploying the application based on the contents in TOSCA. Here are some of the more prominent and
popular representatives dealing with orchestration.
B.7.3.1. Ubuntu Juju
Juju is the offering for orchestration by Canonical [172].. It introduces and uses Juju charms [173] to
represent and handle individual nodes and services. It provides a rich command-line interface, mostly
mirrored by the functionality in its web interface console. The charms are structured bundles of files,
composed of YAML files [167] to describe the charms and specify actions, scripts and other files required
in the charm. The automation in the charms revolves around hooks and actions. Hooks define what happens
when a service installs, starts, stops, changes configuration or gets upgraded. Additional hooks handle
joining, changing, departing and breaking of relations with other charms. Actions further extend the
functionality of a charm’s instance.
A bundle is a YAML file describing the whole application, listing all the charms, their relationships and
configuration values.
Charms are available for the core Big Data services, which Canonical openly promotes [174]. A growing
number of other data-related charms exist for other services as well.
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B.7.3.2. Cloudify
Cloudify is a cloud application orchestrator [175] supporting a wide variety of platforms and
infrastructures. It accepts blueprints formatted in a TOSCA-compliant YAML [167].
Because of its reliance on Chef, Puppet and other configuration tools, the Big Data building blocks are well
supported. The author’s own words are that their original goal was ‘to make Big Data deployments a firstclass citizen within Cloudify’ [176]. Cloudify seems as a consolidated technology with strong points in
modelling and deployment of cloud specs. These might come in handy during DICE, especially in terms of
their usage as a case-study or TOSCA usage scenario.
B.7.3.3. Alien4Cloud
Application LIfecycle ENablement for Cloud [177] aims to help in designing applications and
collaboration during the design by employing the TOSCA YAML documents for describing applications.
They offer a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for managing blueprints (called topologies) and monitoring
deployment progress. One of the core functionalities behind this technology is, quoting from the home site:
‘Create or reuse portable TOSCA blueprints and components. Leverage your existing shell, Chef or Puppet
scripts’ [177]. These features suggest that Alien4Cloud may easily be integrated in the various
methodological and technological phases intended in the definition and application of the DICE profile.
The tool relies on third party tools such as Cloudify [175] for the actual deployment. The project is in the
early stages of the initial releases.
B.7.3.4. Apache Brooklyn
The Apache Brooklyn [178] is another project using blueprints for describing applications. Its aim at the
orchestration is to enable also the application’s runtime management with the ability to express SLA-like
policies and associated actions. The policies rely on the metrics from the monitoring services, which
Brooklyn supports. The actions can only be expressed in Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Currently Brooklyn
supports OASIS CAMP [179], but they also plan to support TOSCA.
B.7.3.5. Flexiant Cloud Orchestrator
Flexiant Cloud Orchestrator (FCO) [180] is a world-leading Cloud Orchestration Software solution. FCO
provides service providers the ability to design, create and manage their own virtual public, private or
hybrid cloud solutions.
With Flexiant Cloud Orchestrator, a data centre operator can manage an entire cloud solution, from
hardware, network and storage management through to metering, billing & customer/end-user self-service.
The FCO uses Chef recipes [49] for managing the configurations, and therefore supply the Big Data
building blocks.
B.7.3.6. Rundeck
Rundeck [181] is an open source software that is designed to automate operational procedures in cloud
environments. Rundeck allows tasks to be run on any number of nodes/Virtual Machines (VMs) using a
GUI or command line interface. It does this by working in tandem with solutions such as Chef [49] or
Puppet [48] and acts as a command and control portal that lets users execute commands using features like
node filtering and parallel execution.
B.7.3.7. CAMF
CAMF [182] focuses on three distinct management operations, particularly application description,
application deployment and application monitoring. To this end, it adopts the OASIS TOSCA open
specification for blueprinting and packaging Cloud Applications. Being the part of the Eclipse Software
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Foundation, part of the CAMF code will be made freely available and open source under Eclipse Public
License v1.0 [84].
B.7.3.8. CELAR
A relevant background is also the CELAR project [183] and the related tool-support within Eclipse, i.e., cEclipse. The CELAR project is an initiative specific for multi-cloud elasticity provisioning. In realising
said elasticity provisioning services, CELAR and connected tool-bases are working to implement and
gradually extend a deployment engine featuring specific TOSCA templates. As part of the Eclipse
ecosystem the complete source code of c-Eclipse is made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public
License v1.0 [84]. Similarly, a part of the CELAR project code responsible for automated deployment will
also be made freely available as well.
B.7.3.9. Open-TOSCA
Open-TOSCA is an open source initiative from the university of Stuttgart to develop open source TOSCA
modelling/reasoning and orchestration technologies including support for modelling via the Winery
modelling technology [184] as well as TOSCA containment modelling via an ad-hoc OpenTOSCA
Container and instantiation via the VinoThek self-service instantiation portal [185]. Because it is composed
of a set of technologies, Open-TOSCA does not have a clear and homogeneous open source licensing
model as a single product. Rather, individual licensing has to be evaluated for the single modules it is made
of.
B.7.3.10. Tools analysis

Table 10 provides comparative summary of deployment orchestration tools described in detail in the
sections B.7.3.1-B.7.3.9.
Table 10: Comparative summary of deployment orchestration tools.

Tool name

License

Ubuntu Juju AGPL
[186]
[172]

Cloudify
[175]

Input
format

Configuration
support

Native cloud
support

Command
Juju Charms [173] OpenStack,
line, YAML - hooks and actions [192], ...
[167]
run executables in
target environment

Apache
TOSCA
License
YAML
License 2.0
[187], UI
commercial
(currently
free)

Scripts, Chef [49],
Puppet [48] ,
SaltStack [168],
OpenStack API
[188], CloudStack
[189], custom
plugins

interactive
see Cloudify
Alien4Cloud Apache
License
2.0
GUI;
YAML
[177]

First
release

Latest
release

AWS at least 2
years ago

May 2015
(recent)

OpenStack,
SoftLayer [193],
Apache CloudStack,
VMware vSphere
[194] and vCloudAir
[195]; plug-ins for
AWS,...

February
2012
(3 years
ago)

see Cloudify

Q1 2015
(in
progress)

‘many supported’,
leverages Apache
jclouds [196]

January
December
2013 (2 2014
years ago) (4 months
ago) - version

internally
(via
Cloudify
[175])

Apache
Brooklyn

Apache
CAMPChef, SaltStack,
License 2.0 compliant
scripts
YAML[167]
+ JVM plug-
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[178]

ins, RESTful
API

0.7.0

FCO
Flexiant
custom
Cloud
license
Orchestrator
[180]

GUI,
Chef, FCO
SOAP/REST Blueprints [190],
API
FCO Triggers
[191]

FCO
2007
-Hypervisors
supported
Virtuozzo
Xen 4
KVM
VMware vSphere
Hyper-V 2012 [197]

April 2015
(recent)

Chef, Puppet,
Jenkins (see
Section B.8.2)

Using configuration
frameworks any
cloud platform can
use.

2010

April 22 2015
V2.5

TOSCA
Public
XML (GUI
License 1.0 in Eclipse)
[84]

Chef

‘many supported’,
leverages
Apache
Java
Multi-Cloud
Toolkit
(jclouds)
[196]

under
developm
ent,
started
2013

not
yet

released

CELAR
[183]

Apache
TOSCA
License 1.0

Unknown [183]

CELAR Serverbased (for the
moment) but
environment is
under definition

under
developm
ent,
started
2013

not
yet

released

OpenTOSCA
[184], [185]

No license

Implementation
OpenStack, AWS
Artefacts Engine
supporting plugins

April
2015 (1
month
ago)

April 2015
(1
month
ago)

Rundeck
[181]

Apache
GUI,
License 2.0 Command
Line

CAMF [182] Eclipse

TOSCA

B.7.4
Virtualisation and containers
Orchestration tools use description of services and applications to be deployed at a high level, but they need
to handle the actual deployment and configuration also at the low level. The possibilities of where and how
to instantiate the needed building blocks are only limited by the target environment's support and the
drivers included in the orchestration and configuration tools. Currently the most common means of
provisioning and deploying resources is to create and use virtual machines in an IaaS environment.
Virtualisation enablers are the hypervisors such as KVM, Xen or VMWare [197]. Newer hypervisors aim
to offer light-weight, simplified or faster execution from the traditional ones. A peer H2020 project
MIKELANGELO [198] is going to produce a faster, lightweight software stack for virtualisation under
widely adopted and supported OpenStack [188].
The increasingly popular alternative to virtualisation is using containers. The containers rely upon the Unix
container technology which has been available for a long time, but have only recently received a good
support for management and portability of the applications within containers. Docker [199] and LXC [200]
are only two of the representatives. Docker in particular offers to package a service or an application in a
container, creating a lower footprint on the overall execution environment and increasing the portability of
the application.
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The concept opposite to the virtualisation and containers is using the whole bare-metal computer as a
computational unit (MaaS - Metal as a Service). This is possible through standards such as Intelligent
Platform Management Interface (IPMI) [201].
In DICE we aim to support the ability to deploy the building blocks first in the more popular environment such as the
virtualisation in the IaaS. For the more advanced releases, we will also look into offering an ability to deploy parts of
the applications using Docker containers and the OSV [202] virtualisation.

B.7.5
Summary
In DICE we are aiming to support standards, and the OASIS TOSCA is an important one. We will base our
solution on one of the more stable and powerful TOSCA-compliant orchestration tool. At the time of the
analysis, Cloudify [175] is a tool which has been available for several years, while its support and
development are still strong. Its command-line and RESTful interface is perfect for our use, where the users
never need to see the orchestrator directly. Also its reliance on jclouds [196] as the abstraction of the IaaS
and the extendibility enable its potential use in a variety of cloud providers, including the Flexiant Cloud
Orchestrator [180] as the dedicated testbed in the DICE project. The choice is further enforced because
another solution - Alien4Cloud [177] - uses it as a basis. Alternatively, Apache Brooklyn [178] promises to
add support for TOSCA in the upcoming months, making it also worth considering.
For the low-level configuration management, we plan to use Chef [49]. The competition at this level is
high, but Chef stands out because the DICE developers have a higher familiarity with Chef, and there is a
potential for reusing pre-existing cookbooks and recipes.

B.8.

Continuous integration tools

The software engineering practice where the developers merge their development changes into the shared
mainline daily or even more frequently has been named Continuous Integration (CI) [203], [204]. The
practice enables both a higher rate of software releases as well as a greater confidence in the quality of the
produced code. The latter also depends on a well-built development and testing environment, and on the
developers adhering to the test-driven approaches of the development. The overall idea is that the
developers perform code and project validation with every change, working towards the code which does
what is expected from it, while at the same time it does not break any other parts of the application. By
often integrating changes introduced concurrently by different members of the team, the developers find
and resolve conflicts while they are smaller and easier to resolve. continuous integration is therefore an
important element of the Application Lifecycle Management and thus crucial to the DevOps ecosystem.
The code validation takes many forms, from preparing and running unit tests at the small scale to
integration tests to test multiple modules, services and even systems. This can easily include assessment of
the quality of each deployment, giving both a binary response (pass/fail) as well as softer ones to help drive
the development and the improvements. In DICE we have set out to offer the tools to perform such
evaluation, and while it will be possible to execute them manually, the native way of using them in DICE
will be via the continuous integration.
The tools implementing the continuous integration handle one or more jobs, each of which can be triggered
manually, periodically or by some service or another job. The jobs typically follow a pattern of obtaining
the latest code changes from a Version Control System (VCS) such as Git (see Section B.9.1.3) or
Subversion (SVN) (see Section B.9.1.2), saving them in their local space. Then they attempt to build the
project and save the output of the successful builds (binaries, executables, libraries etc.) in an artefact
repository. Finally, they run any verification provided by the developers with the code, indicating whether
an application functions as expected or fails at any point.
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The process pipelinedescribed above issues and indication when the project baseline breaks. Certain early
criticisms of the continuous integration approach [205] pointed out that this indication only happens after
the fact, halting the development process for everyone involved. The side effect of this is that the
developers approach commits under stress and fear of breaking the build, while at the extreme case the
developers start to ignore the failure notifications from the continuous integration tools. These problems
can largely be avoided by employing code review steps where the tools verify the merged commit before
the actual merge.
The continuous integration jobs can also perform fully custom actions and steps, so any project team is free
to follow their own patterns and use their own tools when building and testing their application.
Here we review the tools with active development and recent latest releases. A more comprehensive
overview is available at the ThoughtWorks website [206], but the information there is partially outdated.
B.8.1
TeamCity
TeamCity is a part of the JetBrains’ commercial offering in their Teamware suite [207]. It natively supports
Java, .NET [71], Ruby [103] and XCode [208] languages and environments. Many other languages are
supported via plug-ins.
TeamCity supports a remote run feature which performs a check of a build before it is committed into the
baseline branch. The feature works from a TeamCity plug-in in Eclipse or other IDE and does not involve
the branches in VCS.
The tool also natively supports many build agents, code coverage tools and a code change inspector for the
Java code projects. Build agents can run distributed in various locations and host environments to address
load distribution and specific requirements of multi-platform builds.
B.8.2
Hudson / Jenkins
Jenkins [209] is a highly popular open source CI tool. It is a fork of the Hudson [210] tool, and both still
exist and are actively developed, although Jenkins reportedly has a larger developer community and a
higher installation base [211]. Originally the tool had a high level of support mostly for the Java-centric
projects. However, currently a wide selection of plug-ins provide support for other types of projects as well
(e.g. Python [128], Ruby [103] etc.). The plug-ins can extend the default functionality for the majority of
aspects of the CI jobs, including the build steps and the means of sending job result notifications. It is
possible to publish the plug-ins in a Jenkins plug-in directory.
Both Hudson and Jenkins are created in Java [99]. Therefore, they can be installed in any operating system
or Linux distribution. Each installation can be a fully-featured installation or a small slave agent installation
used in a distributed build agent set-up.
B.8.3
Atlassian Bamboo
Atlassian’s Bamboo [212] is a commercial offering which works as a standalone service, hosted in the
Atlassian’s cloud or installed in the customer-controlled environment. It natively includes integration with
the JIRA issue tracking service [213], and the Stash code versioning management system [214]. Bamboo
emphasises the support for continuous delivery, providing releases in multiple environments. The
commercial nature of the project is also evident in solutions easing the continuous integration management
with grouping jobs in chained stages, simplified management of distributed version control systems’
branching, as well as general support for migrating from popular open source tools such as Jenkins [209].
Nevertheless, it offers RESTful API to support custom add-ons.
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B.8.4
Go
An open source continuous integration and delivery tool from ThoughtWorks called Go [215] focuses on
handling complex pipelines, chaining jobs according to their dependencies in a directed graph with possible
fan-out and fan-in. Naturally it also supports integration with other ThoughtWork projects such as the agile
project management tool Mingle [216].
B.8.5
Strider CD
The Strider CD [217] is a relatively recent solution for continuous integration and Continuous
Development. It is built on lightweight technology such as node.js [218] and promises a high level of
customisability by supporting the plug-ins. The authors focus on improved user experience and automation.
VCS branches can have different jobs attached to them.
B.8.6
BuildBot
The BuildBot [219] is a framework for continuous integration emphasising the flexibility and providing the
tools for complex projects which mix technologies and languages. The jobs are configured using Python
scripts [128]. This means they can be simple, but, if needed, provide the ability to dynamically configure
builds and jobs. In the complex software projects it is possible to use a concept of source stamping to
include dependencies from various VCS projects, and the built-in versioning system helps manage the
dependencies.
B.8.7
CircleCI
The CircleCI [220] is a hosted environment for continuous integration. It advertises the speed of the job
execution. This is achieved by the timing of the builds and their subsequent distribution into parallel builds
based on this timing. Each job gets its own Docker environment [199], so each build is clean and
independent of any previous builds. Natively it also provides support for virtual graphical frame buffer
using Xvbf [221] in Linux. Table 11 provides comparative summary of continuous integration tools
described in details in the sections B.8.1-B.8.7.
Table 11: Comparative summary of continuous integration tools.
Eclipse
plug-in

Supports
custom
plug-ins

commercial
with a limited
free license

Yes

Yes

Web GUI,
RESTful

July 2006
(9 years ago)

December 2014
(6 months ago)

Hudson [210] Eclipse EPL
license [84]

Yes

Yes

Web GUI,
RESTful

Summer 2004
(11 years ago)

January 2015
(4 months ago)

Jenkins [209] MIT License
[222]

Yes

Yes

Web GUI,
RESTful

February 2011 (4 May 2015 (recent)
years ago) forked from
Hudson

Atlassian
Bamboo
[212]

commercial

Yes

Yes

Web GUI,
RESTful

February 2007 (8 November 2011
years ago)
(6 months ago)

CircleCI
[220]

commercial,
hosted only

No

No

Web GUI,
RESTful

unknown

recent

N/A

Yes

Web GUI,
RESTful

7 years ago

April 2015
(1 month ago)

Tool name
TeamCity
[207]

License

ThougtWorks Apache
Go [215]
License 2.0
[187]
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Strider CD
[217]

BSD License
[223]

No

Yes

Web GUI,
RESTful

July 2013
(2 years ago)

March 2015
(3 months ago)

BuildBot
[219]

GPL 2

No

Yes

Web GUI,
RESTful

March 2006
(9 years ago)

April 2015
(2 months ago)

B.8.8
Summary
DICE DevOps support tools naturally aim to support the continuous integration and Continuous
Deployment. The tools used will represent the glue between the development and simulation work on the
one side, and automated deployment and application’s execution on the other side. The selection is wide
and strong, but DICE needs to offer an open source solution. Of the ones that comply with this requirement
and have also a strong community, active support and a high level of adoption, Jenkins [209] is certainly at
the top. It is also the solution favoured by many DICE partners for their own internal or collaborative
projects. As a good alternative, BuildBot [219] also offers a good support for highly customised solutions.
The commercial solutions will likely serve as an inspiration in terms of the features to consider and support
in the DICE continuous integration. For instance, the CircleCI’s ability to provide headless testing of
graphical interfaces (as required by the Selenium library (see Section C.11.2.3) for testing the web GUI
applications) may become useful for providing quality tests.

B.9.

Versioning of software engineering artefacts.

The purpose of versioning is to map a complex system of software components to a commonly and easily
understood name or number. This helps the users understand which functionality to expect from a certain
component’s version. Considering that few systems operate on their own, the versioning also helps in
defining which components are compatible and possible to co-operate. The actual version assignments are
ultimately the responsibility of the developers and their project leaders. No system can perform version
assignment in a fully automated way. It is also highly dependent on the purpose and type of software being
versioned [224]. However, it is a common and recommended practice to use a system which automatically
assigns revisions to each change.
DevOps methodology advocates DevOps teams to version everything in their environment: application
code, infrastructure, configuration, data, and internal system artefacts. The major aspect of the systems
providing the versioning control is that they provide history of changes in the code and the ability for the
collaborating teams to obtain a consistent view of the whole project at any time. In combination with
continuous integration it is possible to also always be able to obtain a tested and stable version from the
change history.
B.9.1
Classical versioning tools
The versioning control systems - more accurately named revision control systems or source control systems
[225] - are roughly divided into two categories: centralised systems (represented by the CVS [226] and the
Subversion [227]) and distributed systems (Git [228] and Mercurial [231]).
B.9.1.1. CVS
The Concurrent Versions System [226] is one of the earlier representatives of the centralised source control
system. It serves the basic purpose of keeping the change history, but its method of checking in single files
makes it unsuitable for modern DevOps.
B.9.1.2. Subversion
Subversion or SVN [227] is a software versioning tool from Apache distributed as free software under the
Apache License 2.0 [187]. It is mainly used for revision control of source code but also for any kind of
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files, such as documentation in binary format, archives, links, etc. It is a popular system, one of the
advantages being that its use is not overly complex. Revisions compose changes of one or more files in the
project, and the Subversion assigns each revision a unique non-decreasing number. The users can also
assign tags of arbitrary unique names to particular revisions, for instance to mark stable versions.
B.9.1.3. Git
Git [228] differs from SVN being a distributed control version system. It is used in very large projects
thanks to easier branch operations, a full history tree available offline, and a distributed peer-to-peer model.
Currently, it is one of the most widely used version control systems for software development.
Each Git revision receives a commit ID, an alphanumeric string the length of 40 characters which contains
a hexadecimal representation of the SHA1 [229] digest of the revision. This commit ID reliably marks the
revision and its history, which is crucial for the distributed nature of the whole system. However, the ID
cannot work well as a part of the version number like the Subversion’s revision number could. Therefore,
the developers need to keep their own custom revision numbers, e.g. by storing it in a file in the project and
having it auto-increment using a repository hook [230].
B.9.1.4. Mercurial
Mercurial [231] is also a distributed revision control tool like Git [228]. It is also used in major
developments like OpenOffice.org [232]. Its main difference - with respect to other revision control
systems - is that Mercurial is primarily implemented in Python [128], as opposed to C, and is easier to learn
than other distributed versioning system.
B.9.2
DICE needs with respect to versioning
An important issue in DICE is the ability to associate to each UML model element a unique version
number, which is consistently propagated through the DICE toolchain. For example, if one splits a
component in two, the monitoring and enhancement tools should detect that the monitoring data acquired
before this change is probably no longer representative of the application at hand.
It is generally best if any DIA component has a version number stored in some component configuration so
that it is available to all the tools used in the chain. The continuous integration tool could increment the
version number upon success, but usually a build number of a kind comes from the Git [228] or any other
version control system. But otherwise it should be up to the human users to say which version they want
the current build to have.
Since history of versions is important and results of the current version build depend on previous version
builds due to the enhancement tools, the DICE tools - with the help of the continuous integration tool could always preserve the latest results and the best results in any version. But since each result has to be
bound to a specific commit to the version control system, the best results can only serve as a kind of a
reference, while only the latest results actually matter. Existing tools to help automatically increase version
numbers depend on the principal language used in the application. For example:


Versions plug-in for Maven [233] helps manage the versions of the artefacts in a Project’s Object
Model (POM);



Python-versioneer [234] provides a number of formats and styles for generating the new version
number from any past version numbers used in the VCS;



Dist::Zilla [235] manages the version increments for the libraries written in the Perl.
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B.10.

Discussion

In this chapter we gave an overview of a large set of approaches and tools that are related both to
development and operation and, in most cases, have been developed in a completely independent way by
research and practitioners.
Referring to Figure 13 that shows the DICE high level vision, this state of the art analysis has been drawn
within the context of DevOps (Section B.2) that is the movement within which DICE aims at operating.
The DICE methodology (on the left hand side of the figure) will be defined keeping the DevOps principles
in mind. Moreover, it will be based on Model-Driven Engineering (Section B.3) and will take its roots from
the existing model-driven approaches focusing on cloud and DIA applications. The IDE (the box in the
Figure 13 that encloses four different tools) will be developed starting with modelling tools such as Papyrus
[83] and MOSKitt [97]. These tools allow us to let DICE users exploiting the DICE profile - which will be
built as part of the MARTE profile [68] - model DIAs and interact through proper connectors using tools
that support simulation, optimisation, creation of deployment recipes and analysis of testing results. Model
to model transformations (Section B.4) will be used to support the generation of different views on a DIA
model. Such views can either be used to support the transition from high level design of a DIA to the
selection of Data-Intensive technologies and to the deployment on the cloud, or they can be used to
transform models in a way that is suitable for specific analyses and simulation activities. TOSCA (Section
B.5) will be used as an output format representing the deployable model of a DIA. Such format will be
provided as input to the deployment and management tool that will be based on those reviewed in Section
B.6. Finally, the continuous integration tools (Section B.7) will be used as the basis to support the DICE
integration phase, keeping in mind that in our approach the emphasis is not only on integrating, building
and deploying code but also on managing and continuously evolving model. Of course, models’ and
components’ evolution results in the need for keeping track of different versions and of the relationships
between the various components versions. An analysis of the literature in this field is provided in Section
B.9 and is strictly correlated to the continuous integration approaches of Section B.8.

Figure 13. DICE high level vision [237].
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C.

Quality Assurance

C.1.

Non-Functional Properties in DevOps

In the previous chapter we have examined approaches to design and implementation of DIA and the
underpinning development toolchain functional properties. In this chapter we investigate non-functional
properties. In the DICE vision non-functional characteristics of the software follow the definition of the
ISO/IEC standards and may be summarised at a high-level as follows:





Reliability: The capability of a software product to maintain a specified level of performance,
including Availability and Fault tolerance.
Performance: The capability of a software product to provide appropriate performance, relative to
the amount of resources used, as described by time behaviour and resource utilisation. The terms
performance and efficiency are considered synonyms throughout.
Safety: The capability of a software product to achieve acceptable levels of risk of harm to people,
business, software, property or the environment.

The project will interface the DICE profile to existing reliability and performance tools, which will be
enhanced to be able to analyse behaviour related to data. Further, the project will also encompass
verification and trace checking capabilities to support safety analysis.
In this chapter we survey tools and methods for quality analysis. We emphasise two dimensions:



Design tools and methods. The annotation and analysis of quality requirements in UML [67].
Enhancement tools and methods. The combination of monitoring, testing and feedback analysis
techniques to improve the design and quality analysis of application prototypes.

In more details, the contents of this chapter are as follows:






First, we introduce definitions of reliability, performance, safety properties and metrics that are
relevant to the analysis. Service-Level Agreements (SLAs) are readily determined by predicating
on these quantities. We illustrate various notions of predicates in the safety properties sections,
which can be readily used also to qualify reliability and performance constraints arising in SLAs
(e.g., the 95th percentile of end-to-end response times should be smaller than a certain amount).
SLAs can be directly annotated in the UML models, thus we do not look at other forms of
specification (e.g. Web Services (WS) standards [238]).
Next, we overview UML annotations to specify reliability, performance, and safety properties.
We emphasise two existing profiles as baselines: UML MARTE [68] and UML DAM [69]. We
also overview UML extensions for access control specification and techniques to optimise
deployment plans generated from such UML specifications.
Finally, we introduce Model-Driven Testing (MDT) tools and complementary monitoring tools to
retrieve information about application behaviour during test, followed by methods to analyse the
monitoring data acquired, in particular trace checking, feedback analysis, and anomaly detection
via machine learning.

In this section, we review the definition of several metrics that will be examined as part of DICE
performance, reliability and safety predictions. Performance and reliability are the focus of simulation and
optimisation tools, whereas safety predictions will be performed by verifying properties through model
checking.
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C.2.

Performance Metrics

In this section, we review some basic definitions concerning performance prediction metrics. These are
standard definitions that are usually used in the context of queueing models, but are also applicable to
performance predictions obtained with other formalisms, such as Stochastic Petri Nets (see Section
C.5.2.1). We give definitions for the basic case where requests are considered of a single type (i.e. a single
class model). The generalisation for multiple types is simple and in most cases requires only adding an
index to each metric to indicate the class of requests it refers to [239].
Considering an abstract system where T is the length of time we observe a system, A is the number of
arrivals into the system, and C is the number of completions (users leaving the system) we can define the
commonly used measures [239]:



Arrival rate: A = T
Throughput: X = C = T (simply the rate of request completions)

In a system with a single resource we can measure Bk, and denote Ck the number of arrivals at the resource.
If Tk is the time the resource k was observed to be busy, we can then define two additional measures:



Utilisation, Uk = Bk = Tk (this is normally given as a percentage, e.g. 30% server utilisation)
Service time per request, Sk = Bk = Ck

From these measures we can derive the Utilisation Law as U = XS. The above quantities can be made
specific to a given resource, for example Uk stands for the utilisation of resource k.
One of the most useful fundamental laws is Little's Law [239] which states that N, the average number of
customers in a system, is equal to the product of X, the throughput of the system, and R, the average
response time a customer stays in the system. Formally this gives: N = XR. The formula is unchanged if
one considers a closed model, which has a fixed population N of customers. Another fundamental law of
queueing systems is the Forced Flow Law [239] which, informally, states that the throughputs in all parts
of the system must be proportional to one another. Formally the Forced Flow Law is given by: Xk = Vk X,
where Xk is the throughput at resource k, Vk is the visit count of resource k, i.e., the mean number of times
users hit this resource. Combining both Little's Law and the Forced Flow Law allows for a wide range of
scenarios to be analysed and solved for a particular desired quantity. For example, it is possible to compute
utilisation at a server k in a distributed network directly as [239] Uk=X Dk where Dk=VkSk is called the
service demand at server k.

C.3.

Reliability Metrics

The area of reliability prediction is established and focuses on determining the value for a number of
standard metrics, which we review below.
The execution time or calendar time is appropriate to define the reliability as R(t)=Prob(𝞃>t} that is,
reliability at time t is the probability that the time to failure 𝞃 is greater than t or, the probability that the
system is functioning correctly during the time interval (0,t].
Considering that F(t)= 1-R(t) (i.e., unreliability) is a probability distribution function, we can calculate the
expectation of the random variable 𝞃 as
. This is called Mean Time to Failure
( MTTF) [240] and represents the expected time until the next failure will be observed.
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The failure rate (called also rate of occurrence of failures) represents the probability that a component fails
between (t,dt), assuming that it has survived until the instant t, and is defined as a function of R(t):
. The cumulative failure function denotes the average cumulative failures associated
with each point in time, E[N(t)].
Maintainability is measured by the probability that the time to repair (𝜽) falls into the interval (0,t] [240]
M(t) = Prob { 𝜽 ⪯ t }

Similarly, we can calculate the expectation of the random variable 𝜽 as
(Mean Time To Repair), and the repair rate as

, that is called MTTR

.

A key reliability measure for systems that can be repaired or restored is the MTBF (Mean Time Between
Failures) [240], that is the expected time between two successive failures of a system. The system/service
reliability on-demand is the probability of success of the service when requested. When the average time
to complete a service is known, then it might be possible to convert between MTBF and reliability ondemand.
Availability is defined as the probability that the system is functioning correctly at a given instant
A(t)=Prob{state=UP,time=t}. In particular, the steady state availability can be expressed as function of
MTTF and MTTR (or MTBF):

C.4.

Safety Properties

Safety properties vary from system to system and require formalisation in terms of logical expressions that
can be verified via formal methods. The general idea of formal verification is the following: given a formal
model of the system to be analysed (let us call this model S), and given a property (a requirement), also
formalised in some suitable way (let us call this property R), we check whether R holds for S or not (in
symbols, we write this as S |= R).
There are many possible formalisms for describing S and R; S and R themselves might be described using
different formalisms [241], [242].
A (non exhaustive) list of formalisms for describing the system S are:





Finite State (Büchi) Automata
Timed Automata
Probabilistic Automata (in the broad sense of the term, including Discrete-time Markov Chains,
Continuous-Time Markov Chains, Markov Decision Processes, etc.)
Temporal logics (of many different kinds: with/without metric on time, discrete/continuous-time,
etc.).

Typically (though not always) the requirement R is described through a logic. Examples of logics that can
be used are the following:
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Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
Metric Temporal Logic (MTL), and the similar TRIO
Computation Tree Logic (CTL)
Probabilistic CTL (PCTL)
Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL)

The kinds of properties that can be expressed and verified depend on the nature of the formalisms used to
describe S and R. Some categories of properties that can be expressed are the following:


Ordering properties
For example, a safety statement may require that: ‘Every occurrence of b must be followed eventually by a’
 A possible (though not the only one) formalisation of this property in LTL is the
following:
G(b → F(a))
 Metric properties
Example: ‘Every occurrence of b must be followed eventually by a within 10 time units’
 Possible formalisation of this property in MTL:
G(b → F[0,10](a))
 Invariants/safety properties
Example: ‘the system will never enter state critical’
 Possible formalisation in LTL:
G(¬critical)
 Branching-time properties (i.e., properties of executions)
Example: ‘Any time the system is in state critical, it can eventually recover to state normal’
 Possible formalisation in CTL:
AG(critical → EF(normal))
 Probabilistic properties
Example ‘The probability of eventually reaching state critical from state normal without passing from state
warning is less than 0.1’
 Possible formalisation in PCTL:
normal → P≤0.1 (¬warning U critical)
 Real-time probabilistic properties
Example ‘The probability of eventually reaching state critical from state normal without passing from state
warning and within 5 steps is less than 0.1’
 Possible formalisation in PCTL:
normal → P≤0.1 (¬warning U≤5 critical)

Over the years, several works have identified ‘patterns’ with which requirements have been defined by
users in various domains. Examples of these works are [243] for LTL specifications, [244] for real-time
patterns, [245] for probabilistic properties, and [246] for properties of service-based applications. These
patterns might be the basis for the definition of a user-friendly interface through which DICE users can
introduce the properties to check safety without having to delve into the finer details of expressing them in
logic terms.
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C.5.

Quantitative analysis for assessment of performance, reliability and safety

Research in reliability and performance analysis has led to a variety of modelling techniques, each focusing
on particular levels of abstraction and/or system characteristics. Such modelling techniques are used for
predictions of reliability/performance properties, often rely on stochastic assumptions, and they help in
answering questions that are more pressing to the engineers (e.g. is the system scalable? Will the system
provide a specified response time? Is the system able to tolerate N simultaneous equipment/component
failures? When a shutdown occurs, how long does it take to recover the system? Is the system able to
provide the service during a given time period? etc.).
It is worth noting that, depending on the system characteristics and on the type of measure to be evaluated,
the analysis can be carried out under steady state or transient assumptions [247], [248]. Steady state
analysis assumes that the system has reached a stable state, so the estimated measures (e.g., mean response
time of the service, steady state availability) are not influenced by the considered system initial state. On
the contrary, transient analysis assumes that the system has not yet reached a stable state and the estimated
measures depend on the choice of the initial state. The latter type of analysis is much more challenging and
more realistic when the system may take long time to reach a stable state. It should be also carried out
when the measures of interest are functions of time, e.g., the reliability function (R=Prob{ Time To Failure
> t}) and instantaneous availability (A=Prob{‘System is up at time t’}).
Herein, we review the main modelling and analysis techniques according to the following classification:
combinatorial, state-based and Monte Carlo simulation. Combinatorial techniques do not enumerate all
possible system states to obtain a solution, they are simpler than the state-based ones. However, they do not
easily capture stochastic dependences. Hence they can be used for a quick, rough-cut analysis. Steady-state
techniques are more comprehensive than combinatorial ones, since they allow to model explicitly complex
relationships, including sequencing information. Monte Carlo simulation techniques are alternative
solutions to state-based ones when the state space of the modelled system is too large to be analysed as a
whole.
C.5.1
Combinatorial techniques
Reliability Block Diagrams (RBD) [249] and Fault Trees (FT) [250], used for reliability and availability
analysis, belong to this category.
RBD [249] is a graphical representation of the system components and connectors. An RBD consists of
blocks and lines: the blocks represent system components and the lines describe the connections between
components. If any path through the system is successful, then the system succeeds, otherwise it fails. It is
assumed that connectors have reliability equal to one (i.e. do not fail) and that both the system and its
components are in one of two states: either up or down. Hence, in an RBD, each component can be seen as
a switch that is closed when the component is up and open when the component is down. The system will
be up only when a path exists between the input and output nodes. Failure/repair times of components are
assumed independent random variables.
Fault Tree (FT) [250] is an acyclic graph with internal nodes that are logic gates (e.g. AND, OR, K-of-M),
external nodes that represent component/sub-system faults (basic events, undeveloped events) and,
possibly, transfer gates. It is a top-down technique, i.e. the FT construction begins by considering a system
failure mode - the ‘top event’ - and terminates when either the basic events which provoke such a failure
are all identified or the desired level of detail is reached. FT can be used to compute the probability of
occurrence of the top event, considering the system mission time, and may correspond to the system
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unreliability or unavailability computed at a given time instance1. Several variants of FT have been
proposed to enhance the modelling capabilities, such as Dynamic Fault Trees [251] that include special
purpose gates capturing sequence dependencies (functional dependency, spare and priority-AND gates).
C.5.2
State-based techniques
Markov models belong to this category: they have been extensively used for reliability, performance and
performability analysis [252], [253]. The simplest Markov model is a Markov chain, which is a Markov
process with a discrete state-space. For reliability and performance analysis Continuous-Time Markov
Chain (CTMC), i.e. a Markov chain with time taking non-negative real values, is the reference model, and
many solution algorithms exist for it [254]. One of the main drawback of CTMC numerical solution is the
so-called ‘state-explosion’ problem, that is for complex systems with large number of components, the
number of states can grow in a prohibitively manner. So, techniques aimed at reducing the size of the
model have been proposed, such as state truncation methods [255], hierarchical model solutions [256], state
lumping techniques [257] and aggregation techniques [258]. The latter do not produce exact solutions, only
approximate values. Other types of techniques use special data structures to reduce the space requirements,
such as binary and multi-valued decision diagrams [259]. Another problem that may occur when a Markov
model is characterised by transition rates with very different order of magnitude is the ‘stiffness’ (e.g.
failure rates and repair rates, failure rates and job arrival rates etc.) that may be avoided by using
aggregation techniques [258] or special solvers [260].
Markov models represent the basis of higher abstraction level modelling formalisms, like Stochastic Petri
Nets (SPN) [261] and Queueing Networks (QN) [239].
C.5.2.1. Stochastic Petri Nets
Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) [261] are usually solved by deriving the underlying CTMC, which is
isomorphic to its reachability graph, and then by using the wide variety of aforementioned techniques. For
large complex models alternative techniques can be used to avoid the space-explosion problem, such as
discrete event simulation [262] and bounding techniques [263]. SPN have been extended to include: arcs
with multiplicity, immediate transitions, transition priorities, inhibitor arcs. The most popular class of SPN
including such extensions is Generalised Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPN) [264]. Other extensions allow more
flexible firing rules including guards and enabling functions such as Stochastic Activity Networks (SAN)
[265] or Stochastic Well-Formed Nets (SWN) [266]. On the other hand, there have been several proposals
on relaxing the ‘exponential distribution transition firing time’ assumption, making the stochastic process
associated to the SPN instead of CTMC. For example, Extended Stochastic Petri Nets (ESPN) [267] are
SPN where transitions can be characterised by general firing time distributions. Deterministic and
Stochastic Petri Nets (DSPN) [268] have immediate, exponential and deterministic transitions. Markov
Regenerative Stochastic Petri Nets (MRSPN) [269] and Concurrent Generalised Stochastic Petri Nets (CGSPN) [270] are generalisations of DSPNs. Numerical techniques based on the solution of the underlying
stochastic process have been also proposed for the aforementioned SPN variants.
C.5.2.2. Queueing networks
Some classes of Big Data technologies such as streaming systems, in-memory databases and Hadoop
clusters (see Chapter D), may be effectively modelled by means of a queueing network models. A
queueing network model is a network of resources throughout which requests are routed after spending
some time at each resource. Each queue can be used to model either a physical resource (e.g., CPU,
network bandwidth etc.) or a software server (e.g. admission control or connection pools). Nowadays,
applications are often tiered and queueing networks can easily capture the interactions between tiers.

1

Observe that for non repairable systems the two measures are equivalent.
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Several variants of queueing network models exist, such as product-form models [271] which can be solved
analytically, and extensions to model blocking, fork/join behaviour and priorities [252].
A popular class of queueing networks used to model complex software systems are layered queueing
networks (LQNs). An LQN adds the capability of describing request workflows and organising resource
hierarchically, in layers. LQN models of an application can be built automatically from software
architecture models expressed using formalisms such as UML or Palladio Component Models (PCM)
[154]. Several evaluation techniques exist for LQNs such as [272]-[275].
The authors in [276] provide a discussion about the advantages and disadvantages of LQNs identifying a
number of key limitations for their practical use. These include, among others, difficulties in modelling
caching, lack of methods to compute percentiles of response times, trade-off between accuracy and speed.
Evaluation techniques for LQNs that allow the computation of response time percentiles have been
presented [275]. Recently these models have been further extended to represent the operational
environment in which a system operates through an abstraction called random environment. Finally, we
mention the existence of a class of models, referred to as Queueing Petri Nets (QPNs), which add to
queueing networks the possibility to include some elements of stochastic Petri nets in the specification of
the service workflow of requests. QPNs models combine benefits of both approaches, but they require
evaluation via simulation due to the current lack of analytical results for this class of models.
C.5.3
Monte Carlo simulation techniques
A common use of Monte Carlo simulation is to express the system behaviour using simulation languages,
e.g. [277] or general-purpose programming languages. Also, simulation can be used as solution technique
for systems modelled with the high level formalisms discussed in the previous section (i.e. Stochastic Petri
nets [261], Queueing Networks [239] and their extensions).
Simulation allows to estimate performance and reliability measures by generating and analysing randomly
chosen paths through the state-space. For each measure of interest, the simulation provides the estimated
value and the confidence interval, i.e. the real (unknown) value falls into this interval with a certain
probability (i.e. confidence level). The width of the confidence interval is a measure of the accuracy of the
estimated value.
Different simulation approaches exist. When the measures of interest have a transient nature, then a
common approach is the replication where N statistically independent simulation runs are executed and the
measure is estimated considering the N independent measurements collected in the different runs. More
efficient simulation approaches are used when the aim of the analysis is the estimation of steady state
measures. Indeed, in such cases just a single simulation run can be executed where the simulation time is
‘long enough’ to bring the system into the steady state, and then use measurements taken across time
(rather than measurements taken across replications). For example, the method of batch [278] partitions the
simulation interval in successive epochs of fixed duration and for each epoch a measurement is collected.
The computational cost of the simulation depends on various factors: 1) the length of transient period, i.e.
that is the simulation time until the steady state is reached, 2) the length of the simulation time needed to
collect a ‘good sample’, and 3) the length of the epochs needed to ensure statistical independence of
successive measurements. It is worth to observe that such factors depend on the system under analysis, so
the choice of simulation input parameters is a critical point since both the statistical quality of the
simulation results and computer time that is required to simulate a desired amount of system time rely on
them. Concerning the length of the epochs, a possible rigorous solution is the regenerative points method
[279], where a regeneration point is a time instant at which the system enters a given state (e.g. in an M/G/1
queue model this is the state where there are no jobs in the queue).
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Moreover, statistical issues may arise in case of rare events, for example when the measure to be estimated
is a small probability, e.g. the system failure probability. So-called variance reduction techniques have been
developed to overcome them [280].
With respect to the required computer time approximate accelerated stochastic simulation approaches have
been proposed to reduce it [281].

C.6.

Performance and reliability prediction tools

In this section we revise the performance and reliability tools supporting the modelling and analysis with
the formalisms of interest for DICE, i.e. Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) tools and Queueing Network tools.
C.6.1
Stochastic Petri Net tools
There is a variety of modelling and evaluation tools for SPN, most of them can be found in [282]. The
survey in [283] provides a ranking of those tools considering a set of criteria including: multi-platform
support, open source, embedded graphical animation, structural analysis and stochastic and coloured Petri
Net support.
Table 12 compares the tools that provide support to Generalised Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPN) [264] and
their extensions, such as:


Stochastic Well Formed Nets (SWN) [266] and Coloured Generalised Stochastic Petri Nets
(CGSPN), that are a stochastic variants of Coloured Petri Net [284], and



extended Deterministic and Stochastic Petri Nets (eDSPN), that are DSPN [268] characterised by
transitions with deterministic, exponentially and generally distributed delays.

The first column of the Table 12 provides a list of the features we consider relevant for the DICE
framework. Particular attention has been paid to the quantitative analysis support.
From the quantitative point of view GreatSPN [285] and TimeNET [286] are better than PIPE [287],
considering that for reliability analysis having transient solver is a need. Observe that TimeNET supports
the simulation of rare events, which are often studied in reliability/performability models. Moreover, it
includes both sequential and distributed simulation modules. GreatSPN and TimeNET provide support to
extended classes of GSPN (transitions with general distributions). On the other hand, the advantage of
using PIPE - together with the integrated modules of PeabraiN [288] – is that it is multi-platform (Javabased). It is worth to note that PeabraiN provides two types of steady state simulator, in particular the
approximated one is used to accelerate the analysis.
Table 12: Comparison of SPN tools.
Features / Tools

GreatSPN [285]

TimeNET [286]

PIPE [287]

PeabraiN [288]

Open source (license)

proprietary, free for
academic institutions

proprietary, free for non
commercial use

GPL

GPL

PNML Format
Interchange

X

X

X

Multi-Platform

X

X

X

GSPN,

GSPN, CGSPN

Net composition
PN classes

X

X

GSPN, SWN, eDSPN

GSPN, CSPN, eDSPN
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CGSPN
Qualitative Analysis

X

X

X

steady state, transient

steady state, transient

steady state

Quantitative Analysis
Exact numerical
analysis
Approximated
numerical analysis
Simulation

steady state

steady state

Rare event simulation
Bounding techniques
Probabilistic
checking

model

steady state, transient

steady state
(exact,approx)

steady state

steady state
X

X

CSL-TA

C.6.2
Queueing Network tools
A similar comparison is given below in the Table 13 for queueing network modelling tools.
Table 13: Comparison of Queueing Network tools.
Features / Tools

JMT [289]

LINE [290]

LQNS [291]

GPL

BSD-3

Proprietary, Free for academic
use

XML, proprietary

same as LQNS

XML, proprietary

Any Java supported

Windows, Linux

Windows

Product-form models

X

X

X

Open models

X

Approximate

Approximate

Blocking

X

Fork-join

X

Priorities

X

Open source (license)

File Format
Multi-Platform

Random environments

X
X

X
X

X

Workflows

Partial

Partial

Comprehensive

Service phases

Partial

X

X

Transformed to single
layer

X

steady state, transient

steady state

Nested layers?

Exact numerical analysis

steady state,
transient

Approximated numerical
analysis

product-form
models
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Percentiles analysis

X

Simulation

X

X
X

Rare event simulation
Bounding techniques

C.7.

product-form
models

Formal analysis of safety and privacy properties

The main goal of DICE is to define a Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [59] approach and a Quality
Assurance (QA) toolchain. One of the functionalities of the DICE IDE is to offer the ability to specify the
DIAs through UML models. From these models, the toolchain will guide the developer through the
different phases of quality analysis, formal verification being one of them.
The purpose of formal verification in DICE is to assess safety and privacy risks of Data-Intensive
Applications (DIAs). More precisely, the DIAs will be transformed into DICE models. The verification and
validation of these models will be achieved by: (1) annotating the models with safety and privacy formulas,
and (2) automatically translating the models into a suitable formal representation.
For many decades it was thought that formal verification is hopeless due to cryptic notations and nonscalable techniques, as well as hard to use because of the dedicated tools. Moreover, the existing non-trivial
case studies were not convincing enough for the software or hardware engineers.
Around 1990s perspectives for formal verification started to look more optimistic once techniques like
model checking [292] and theorem proving were adopted. Researchers and practitioners began performing
more and more industrialised case studies and thereby gaining the benefits of using formal methods.
Nowadays, the formal verification techniques and tools face another challenge, namely they must undergo
a deep technological transition to exploit the new available architectures. These new complex architectures
were imposed by the Cloud Computing (the ease of accessibility of the cloud-based computing resources)
and Big Data (large amount of data which have become easily accessible) emerging technologies.
There exist in the literature only few attempts of applying formal verification in the context of DIAs. For
example, [293] focuses on techniques for checking specifications expressed in a metric temporal logic with
aggregating modalities (using the MapReduce programming model). These specifications correspond to
quantitative metrics [294], e.g. response-time, throughput or availability. Similarly, [295] proposes an
approach for the offline monitoring of DIAs. Unlike [293], it uses metric first-order temporal logic for
specifying properties of the system actions to be checked, as well as a formal framework for slicing logs.
Their work also relies on MapReduce model. From a different perspective, [296] uses Big Data technology
(Hadoop MapReduce [14]) for parallelising and distributing model checking techniques in order to make
the verification of DIAs feasible or more efficient. None of these approaches focuses on verifying
qualitative properties, like safety and privacy of DIAs. An attempt similar to ours is presented in [297],
aiming to model the MapReduce model with Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) formalism [298].
The authors present a very simplistic model together with an example and, as future work, it is planned to
use a dedicated model checker [299] to check safety properties of the model. No explicit safety property
was verified; however, the authors mention that the model is suitable to verify properties like ‘If MASTER2
node failed, there is no component handling this exception, the system cannot recover from the error and
the MapReduce programme cannot be finished successfully.’ Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [300] is used
2

A MASTER node performs scheduling and failure handling.
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in [301] as underlying formalism for representing the MapReduce model and expressing its safety
properties. The general purpose model checker Uppaal [302] is used to implement the model and verify
properties like load balancing and fault tolerance.
An architecture and technology-oriented formalisation of DIAs is presented in [303]. The authors present a
multi-formalism approach which enables the modelling of the architecture (Lambda Architecture [17]) and
application logic of DIAs as well as the environment. Although their approach uses Petri Nets for
modelling the application logic, the work is important for DICE because the authors present a two-layer
abstraction model enabling a very precise modelling of the application, but at the same time allowing to
hide the complexity when necessary. Their work could be inspirational since the DICE profile comes also
at different levels of abstraction Hence we have an example of what and how different elements, e.g.
architecture components and queries, are modelled at different layers.
From the works cited above we can learn the following: (1) there are suitable logic-based formalisms
modelling the MapReduce framework; (2) there does not exist a general level of abstraction for application
architecture, application logic and environment; (3) there is no consensus on safety properties of interest to
be verified; (4) there are no dedicated methods and tools for dealing with DIAs models, so researchers use
general-purpose techniques and tools; (5) the research in this direction is in the early stage.
Hence, the challenge of the DICE research will be to exploit and adapt existing techniques for checking
safety and privacy of DIAs. Therefore, in the remainder of this section we will focus on general-purpose
verification methods and tools that we aim to use and adapt in the framework of the DICE project.
Two of the underlying formalisms used to enable formal verification which will be exploited by us are
temporal logic and first-order logic. While temporal logic proved to be useful for formalising the
application and expressing the properties to be checked, first-order logic is the working language of
powerful state-of-the-art solvers that can be used to check the satisfiability of these properties. This is also
the strategy we aim to pursue in DICE. Hence, below we’ll present relevant research in these two directions
and how we plan to exploit them.
Using temporal logic notation (see e.g. [304]) as the language of annotating the UML models, or software,
is not appealing for any kind of actor/end user, unless they have previous experience with such notations.
To overcome this shortcoming, temporal logic description of the models should be completely hidden from
the modellers. One way to achieve this is to use a pattern-based approach to the presentation, codification
and reuse of property specifications. For finite-state verification, research has been initiated in this direction
in [305], which proposes specification abstractions having the property to be parameterisable, high-level,
and formalism-independent. It turned out that their approach was successful since it is mainly the case that
practitioners prefer guidance on how to optimise the usage of the language for solving a large class of
problems, rather than using its full expressiveness. In a similar manner, the TRIO approach [306] a firstorder linear temporal logic that supports a metric on time - allows template-based specification. TRIO
specifications of systems consist of basic predicates and arithmetic temporal terms representing elementary
phenomena of the system. The system behaviour over time is described by a set of TRIO formulae, which
state how the predicates are constrained and how they vary over time in a purely declarative fashion. This
formalism has been successfully applied to the case of embedded systems [307]. More recently,
specification patterns have been used in Service-Based Applications (SBAs), in particular industrial SBAs
in the banking domain [308]. In the framework of the DICE project we plan to use and extend the TRIO
formalism, as well as for specifying Big Data applications models.
Similar to the state of the art, in DICE we will also consider using classical model checkers like SPIN
[309], NuSMV [310] and Uppaal [302], which target continuous-time, real-time systems, and PRISM
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[311], which handles probabilistic models, in order to test safety properties specific for DIAs. In this
context we will also exploit the techniques introduced in [312] to include the possibility of modelling and
verifying data transmission under real-time constraints. Additionaly to this, for efficiency purposes,
Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers such as Z3 [313] and satisfiability solvers for temporal logics
such as Zot [314] will be used as verification engines to build formal verification techniques for UML
models with real-time constraints similar to b project [307]. However, in the DICE framework these
techniques have to be extended in order to cope with the particularities of DIAs.
For what concerns the formal verification at different levels of abstraction and granularity, the work
presented in [307], which is implemented in the CorrettoUML [315] formal verification tool for UML
models, is relevant for DICE: we plan to decouple the semantics from the predicates that represent model
elements. In this way one can change the semantics while translation from UML to the predicates remains
unaffected. Since verification at all abstraction levels will be impossible due to the complexity of the model
and the properties to be verified, we plan to adopt the so-called lightweight formal approaches [316], where
verification formalisms are applied only where necessary. Moreover, [307] introduced stereotypes to allow
actors to identify those parts of the system on which they want to focus verification activities. These
stereotypes are then taken into account during the transformation phase, which only produces formal model
for the tagged parts instead of the whole model. A lightweight formal approach combined with stereotypes
will be also used within DICE. These, together with verification at different abstraction levels, will allow us
to model the application as a set of components (e.g. nodes) performing the same kind of task (e.g. Map,
Reduce) and check the same safety property for each component type. In order to avoid this repetition, a
generalisation of the safety properties for an arbitrary number of components of the same kind is useful.
Such generalisation was applied for many case studies, for example mutual exclusion protocols [317]. We
believe that this parametricity is practically important, especially in the context of DIAs modelling.
Regarding privacy properties, research similar to DICE Model-Driven Engineering context is carried out in
[318]. The authors develop a Model-Driven Development approach for the secure medical system Selkis.
They built both the functional and security models (Platform Independent Models) of the application in
SecureUML [319], translated them into a specification in the B method [320] and then used the animation
tools of the B method in order to validate the functional model and to perform systematic tests. The
modelling of privacy properties like data confidentiality and integrity made possible the detection of
insiders’ attacks. In DICE we aim at capturing privacy properties at the UML level using SecureUML and
then formalising them in temporal logic.
We presented a short overview of existing methods and tools relevant in the context of DICE for the
verification of safety, respectively, privacy of systems. We noticed that the verification tasks are
approached from different perspectives. Due to this consideration, in DICE safety and privacy properties
will be handled by using different techniques and tools suitable to the given situation.

C.8.

Tools for Formal Verification

As was explained at the beginning of the chapter in formal verification approaches we aim to check - given
a model of the system S and a requirement R, both formally expressed - whether R holds for S or not (i.e.
whether S |= R). Depending on the formalisms used to describe S and R we can express and verify different
kinds of properties (e.g. ordering, real-time, probabilistic etc.).
Many tools have been built that implement the various formal verification approaches. In this section we
briefly list some of the most commonly used, and the candidates to be the starting point for the DICE
formal verification tools.
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Table 14 lists the tools of interest. For each tool we indicate its name, the formalism used to describe the
system S (the ‘System language’) and the formalism used to describe the requirement R (the ‘Property
language’). The tools’ websites can be found in the list of references.
Table 14: Formal verification tools.
Tool
SPIN
[309]

System language
Transition systems

Property Language
LTL

The input language of SPIN is called Promela, and it allows users to describe transition systems, i.e., finite
state automata. The tool allows users to check for properties such as state reachability, assertion violations,
and properties expressed in LTL; essentially, it allows for the verification of ordering properties (real-time
properties can be checked provided we assume ‘1 state transition = 1 time instant’. The verification is
based on the exhaustive exploration of the state space.
NuSMV
Transition systems
[310]

LTL/CTL

NuSMV has a custom language for describing system models to be analysed, which corresponds to
defining transition systems. It implements several decision procedures based on a symbolic representation
of the state. Depending on the decision procedure, it uses a different formalism to express the property to
be checked: CTL or LTL. As a consequence, it is capable of analysing ordering properties. An evolution
of the tool has been recently released, called nuXmv [321], which is capable of analysing infinite-state
systems and also real-time properties.
Uppaal
[302]

Timed Automata

Restricted version of CTL

Uppaal is the most popular tool for analysing real-time systems. It uses Timed Automata as input
language. To define the property to be analysed it employs a restricted variant of CTL which only allows
certain combinations of temporal operators. Essentially, it allows users to check whether certain desired
states are reachable or not. The decision procedure is based on the exhaustive exploration of the state
space of the so-called ‘region automaton’ that is derived from the timed automaton.
PRISM
[311]

Probabilistic automata

PCTL/CSL

PRISM is the reference tool for the formal verification of probabilistic systems. It allows users to use
several languages to describe the system to be analysed: Discrete-Time Markov Chains (DTMC),
Continuous-Time Markov Chains (CTMC), Markov Decision Processes (MDP), Probabilistic Timed
Automata (PTA). For systems described through DTMC, MDP and PTA, the tools allow users to
formalise the property to be checked through PCTL, whereas the properties to be analysed for CTMCs are
expressed in CSL.
Zot
[314]

Metric Temporal Logic

Metric Temporal Logic

Zot is a satisfiability checker for various kinds of temporal logics, most of which have a metric on time.
More precisely, it can decide the satisfiability of formulae of LTL, MTL/TRIO, CLTL (Constraint LTL)
and CLTLoc (Constraint LTL over clocks). To check whether property R holds for system S it reduces the
problem to one of satisfiability of a logic formula. More precisely, when both S and R are described
through temporal logic formulae, it checks whether S |= R or not by determining if S ∧ ¬R is satisfiable (S
|= R holds if S ∧ ¬R is not satisfiable). Zot employs a so-called bounded decision procedure, where the
temporal logic formula P whose satisfiability needs to be checked is translated into a formula of a
decidable logic that captures the unfolding of P over k time instants (where k is the bound). Then, the
satisfiability of the latter formula is checked through an off-the-shelf SAT of SMT (Satisfiability Modulo
Theories) solver such as, for example, Z3[322].
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C.9.

Software Anti-patterns

Flaws in software architecture design resulting in performance problems are known as software
Performance Anti-patterns (AP).
The first study employing automated AP detection [323] involves construction of application design model
based on monitoring data and specification of a set of rules. Each rule is a description of application
behaviour if a specific anti-pattern is present. These rules are then applied to the design model in order to
detect APs. This approach became the practice used in all subsequent work in the area. However, the work
considered only Enterprise Java Bean applications and could not be used for other technologies.
Additionally, the approach utilises run-time monitoring data, and thus is not suitable for anti-patterns
detection on the early development stages.
Cortellessa [324] in his state of the art analysis has summarised the research activities undertaken by his
research group in the area of performance anti-patterns specification, detection and solution. The paper
stressed the importance of the automation of these activities and gave a summary of model-driven
techniques employing UML or the Palladio Component Model (PCM) [154] and specifically developed
Anti-patterns Modelling Language (Aemilia). [324] also proposed a ranking system to rate anti-patterns
based on their contribution to violating requirements. This approach aims to facilitate more efficient and
automated AP solving. Finally, open issues, such as accuracy of anti-pattern specification, conflict
between anti-pattern solutions, ambiguity in formalisation, interdependencies among performance
requirements and others were outlined.
Trubiani et. al. [325] built on the work cited and discussed in [324] by adding the ranking system to the
detected anti-patterns. This system allows one to find anti-patterns causing the performance degradation
and, based on the results, run the automated search for the optimal architecture configuration that would
eliminate this ‘guilty’ anti-pattern. The authors though argue against the full automation of the anti-patterns
solution process, as human experience can be useful to cut some alternatives or give priority to other
alternatives than an optimisation algorithm would. The proposed methodology is implemented as a tool,
built on PCM and Aemilia.
Wert et. al [326], [327] have also developed an automated AP detection tool, but did not extend it to the
automated AP solution. While the tool in [325] requires the prior knowledge of the application software
architecture and PCM is used to simulate it in order to obtain performance analysis results, Wert et. al.’s
tool acquires performance analysis metrics through specifically designed set of experiments. Design of
experiments technique used in this approach is based on the assumptions about application usage profiles.
Trubiani et. al [328] investigated potential benefits of synergy between two types of software performance
analysis: Bottleneck Analysis (BA), aimed at identifying overloaded software components/hardware
resources, and Performance Anti-patterns (PA) in order to enhance the efficiency of identification and
solution of performance problems, and, as a result, present software developer with a broader set of
promising alternative solutions. For the validation of this approach authors designed a case study, where
they first executed two techniques separately, and then in sequence: PA after BA and BA after PA. The
sequence ‘bottleneck analysis after performance anti-patterns’ yielded the highest improvement on the
parameter of interest – response time of a certain operation (reduction by 90.8%). This approach also
allows for the choice of anti-patterns to be resolved or discarded, but instead of ranking system introduced
in Trubiani et. al. [325], the decision is made based on the results of BA. In conclusion, the authors
discussed limitations of BA and PA if executed in isolation, trade-offs between algorithm complexity and
its effectiveness and benefits of BA and PA synergy. However, there is still a limitation to the proposed
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approach as its execution time depends on a number of application-specific parameters, e.g. number of
software components/hardware resources, which may cause scaling problems if implemented in large-scale
applications. Table 15 provides a summary of the methods discussed above. Automated AP detection and
automated AP solution are chosen as dimensions for comparison to indicate if manual labour is required in
the method application. Dependence on the specific technology/platform or reliance on the specificallydeveloped modelling language might become a challenge in the uptake of a method. Finally,
implementation of a formal model in the method may be an advantage, as they are well understood and
widely used. However, this may play a negative role as well, as formal models require large parameter
space which ‘explodes’ with increase of an application’s scale.
Table 15: State of the art in the area of software performance anti-patterns detection.
Automated AP
detection

Automated AP
solution

Platform/technology
independent

Utilises
formal
model

Specific modelling
language

Parsons et. al
[323]

Y

N

N

Y

N

Wert et. al.
[326], [327]

Y

N

Y

N

N

Trubiani et. al.
[325]

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y (Aemilia)

Trubiani et. al.
2 [328]

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

C.10.

Optimising Deployment Plans

The DICE project aims at providing an optimisation tool whose main goal is to identify a minimum cost
deployment for DIAs providing performance (e.g. job execution time is within a deadline) and reliability
(e.g. probability of no failure before the end of task is at least 99%) guarantees in a (public or private)
Infrastructe as a Service (IaaS) system. Once a model-to-model transformation is created between UML
models and the class of reliability and performance models discussed earlier, one can think of a search
procedure that alters the definition of the resources needed by the application up to finding an assignment
that satisfies the SLAs. This implies that each candidate deployment needs to be re-assessed using quality
analysis tools to determine the fitness of that assignment and possibly suggest the optimal search directions
for a new guess. The final output of this activity is the generation of a cost-optimal deployment plan from
the UML model. Evidently, the development of efficient search methods is of paramount importance in this
activity, since model-to-model transformations and solutions of formal models are both computationally
expensive. Thus, we overview advanced methods that have been proposed to efficiently search the space of
deployment allocations.
Identifying a Big Data cluster of minimum cost to operate a DIA under job completion time constraints is
far from trivial. As a matter of fact, given the variety of resource types, their performance and pricing
models available in the online catalogue of any of the Cloud providers in the market, the number of
possible Cloud configurations grows combinatorially. This makes the exploration of the solution space a
difficult and time consuming task even for determining a feasible configuration of small size systems.
What is more, since the number of VMs to be allocated to a single job depends on their type, even in the
simplistic scenario where only one type of VMs is selected the resulting problem belongs to the class of bilevel optimisation problems (i.e. a one problem is nested within another) that has been demonstrated to be
NP-Hard also for the simpler linear-linear case [329]. More details on bi-level optimisation problems can
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be found in [330]. Finally, the problem could result in being highly nonlinear in the constraints set. In
particular, given a certain deadline for an application, a number of VMs and the associated type, the
process of checking whether the application meets the requirements on the completion time (i.e. whether it
terminates before the deadline or not) can be nonlinear in the size of the problem. The described problem,
being intractable with exact algorithms even for very small cases, calls for a meta-heuristic solution
approach [331].
One meta-heuristic of interest to DICE is local search. The rationale behind a basic local search is the idea
to reach a good solution through a sequence of moves, each one leading from one solution to another. A
move can be described informally as an atomic operation that changes the structure of a solution it is
applied upon, generating a new (hopefully better) one. Indeed, not every move implies the generation of a
better solution. A local-search-based algorithm starts from an initial solution and drives the optimisation
process by selecting the moves to perform according to a certain strategy, which might involve moves that
can lead towards better or worse result. Local search techniques within the larger class of meta-heuristics
have proven to be highly adaptable and well suited to deal with optimisation problems where the evaluation
of the objective function is a process that may require a long time. There are several reasons for this. One is
that they are generally more reactive than other techniques. Furthermore, they tends to be more suitable to
incorporate and exploit specific knowledge of the problem, derived from performance models, to drive the
search toward more promising zones of the solution space.

C.11.

Testing and Monitoring of Non-Functional Properties

C.11.1 Testing methods
In this section, we focus on state-of-the-art research in quality testing through model-driven approaches.
Since the model-driven aspect is central to DICE, we do not review here standard testing approaches that
are agnostic of the application model-driven architecture. Furthermore, we only consider testing methods
that primarily focus on quality aspects (e.g. efficiency), ignoring functional testing, which is a mature area
[332]. Model-driven functional testing methods are easy to integrate with UML 2.0, for example via the
UML Testing Profile (UTP) distributed by OMG [333].
A systematic review performed in 2007 [334] reported that among 200 surveyed works in Model-Driven
Testing, just 10 papers covered non-functional aspects, in particular performance testing and related
dimensions (i.e. stability, resource utilisation and scalability).
Model-driven performance testing aims at using model-based reasoning to: 1) automatically generate a
performance test suite, possibly using model-to-model transformations; 2) automate the execution of the
test activities such as:







Load tests: where the test workloads are similar to the ones faced in production. Therefore the aim
is to expose the expected behaviour of the application under such workloads in order to verify
compliance with service-level objectives.
Stress tests: where the goal is to expose hardware and software bottlenecks by generating a
workload that leads to resource exhaustion. Stress testing can expose worst-case scenarios, poor
system configuration or verify the ability of self-adapting system to react to extreme conditions.
Stability tests: where the application stability is assessed by long-running tests.
Spike tests: where the system response is evaluated under unit workload spikes.

In the context of web-based enterprise systems, Model-Based Testing typically relies on the following
classes of models:
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User behaviour models, commonly specified via formal models such as probabilistic automata or
Markov chains, which can describe the navigation behaviour of users on a set of web pages. It is
easy to define algorithms that use these models to randomly generate user sessions for testing
purposes. Often the challenge in specifying these models is in the characterisation of the
preconditions that should hold in order to generate semantically-valid user sessions [335]. UML
sequence diagrams or PCM models [154] can be automatically translated into user behaviour
models, as done for example for PCM by the MDLoad tool developed in the MODAClouds project
[336]. Furthermore, methods to automatically extract user behaviour models have also been
recently proposed [337].
Traffic models: formal models are also commonly exploited to specify the frequency at which
requests should be sent to the application. For example, Markov-modulated models [338], [339]
have been used in recent years to automatically inject workload burstiness in a test suite. In the
literature, traffic models have not been normally related to UML or PCM modelling artefacts and
they are more often provided as input parameters to the workload generator.

Other classes of models for stress testing have also been considered in the literature, such as network
usage models that can be extracted from UML diagrams to support the generation of workloads that are
likely to expose faults related to network traffic [340].
One question left open by the methods discussed above concerns their ability to cope with the generation of
large volumes of data or high-velocity streams. We have surveyed the relevant literature. For NoSQL
datastores (see Section D.4), the main benchmark is the Yahoo! YCSB benchmark [341] which allows the
generation of user-specific datasets based on the number of records/keys with a specific distribution.
Clients can be configured to access the datastore in a random fashion or skewed with distributions that
mimic internet applications/services and with different ratios of reads/writes. Traditional databases have a
number of benchmarks mostly based on the TPC [342] suite of benchmarks, including the new TPCx-HS
Big Data benchmark specification. The size of the data is defined within the specifications and is usually
scaled from the minimum specification, e.g. in TPC-C depends on the number of warehouses. Data
generation variability is controlled by defined functions designed to be semi-random. However, it has been
shown that the data tends towards uniformity [343]. Data access is semi-random based on the same
functions for data generation, but the access footprint tends towards randomness. It is important to note that
the TPC benchmarks are specifications and their implementations are left to third parties.
Concerning stream-based systems, the unique feature of load/stress testing for stream-based application is
that the parameters that we can change to put load on the system consist of two orthogonal dimensions: (1)
data stream to the system, (2) query to retrieve information from the system. For example, for the former
we can change:



Event injection rate. Represents the number of events injected per second into the system. For
example: {1K, 5K, 10K, 50K, 100K}
Number of users. Represent the concurrent number of users submitting queries (e.g., /recommend
and /similarity in Oryx [31]) to the system.

And regarding the second dimension, we can change:



Query inter-arrival time. Represent the inter-arrival time between the query submission by a user.
Query parameters. Represent the type of parameter that is passed to the query. For example in
Oryx we can pass the userID and depending on the type of user the cost of running the query could
be different.
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In the research community for comparing approaches benchmarks like LRB benchmark [344] are used.
However, to the best of our knowledge there is no available tool that generates loads automatically based
on a user-defined usage pattern (like model-driven approaches for web-based applications, e.g.
MODACLouds MDLoad testing tool [336]) or probabilistic characteristics. The Starfish system [345] is the
most relevant approach. It represents a cost-based optimiser for MapReduce programmes which focuses on
the optimisation of configuration parameters for execution of these programmes on the Hadoop platform. It
relies on the profiler component that collects statistical information from executing the programmes and a
what-if engine for fine-grained cost estimation processing.
Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM) is the previous generation of technology for modern event-driven
applications like stock trading, event-based supply chain management, air traffic control and online
auctions. However, with the popularity of stream-based applications, the popularity of MOMs diminished
and they are now mostly used only in web-based non-Big Data systems. There exist a number of
proprietary and open source benchmarks for messaging platforms — for example, the SonicMQ Test
Harness [346], IBM’s Performance Harness for Java Message Service [347], Apache’s ActiveMQ JMeter
Performance Test [348] and JBoss’ Messaging Performance Framework [349].
Reliability testing tools are used to exercise an application and/or platform so that failures can be
discovered within the design and functionality. To do this, these tools are used to generate load and/or
faults within the application or platform. Test results can be used to identify bottlenecks and faults within
the structure of the deployment. Traditionally these tests are run before live deployment where faults found
will cause no issues to the production system. However, with the increase in usage of the Cloud, reliability
tests are now being run on live production as fast redeployment and inexpensive elasticity have made this
possible.
C.11.2

Testing tools

C.11.2.1. Grinder
Grinder [350] is a framework for distributed testing of Java applications. In addition to testing HTTP ports,
it can test web services (SOAP/REST), and services exposed via protocols such as JMS, JDBC, SMTP,
FTP and RMI. The tool executes test scripts written in Java, Jython [351] or Clojure [352]. Tests can be
dynamic, in the sense that the script can decide the next action to perform based on the outcome of the
previous one. The tool is mature, having been first released in 2003. It is quite popular with weekly
download count of around 400 downloads. A limitation of Grinder is the lack of an organised community
of volunteers to support this tool.
Current Version: 3
License type: Custom, BSD-style license.
C.11.2.2. Apache JMeter
JMeter [353] is a distributed load testing tool that offers similar features to Grinder in terms of load
injection capabilities. If combined with Markov4JMeter [354], the tool can also feature probabilistic
behaviour. Interestingly, the tool also features native support for MongoDB (a NoSQL database, see
Section D.4). The tool excels in extensibility, which is achieved through plug-ins. A limitation of JMeter is
that the web navigation may not be representative on websites where Javascript/AJAX play a major role for
performance, since JMeter does not feature the same range of Javascript capabilities as a complex browser.
JMeter has support of the large Apache Foundation community.
Current Version: 2.13
License type: Apache Public License 2.0 [187]
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C.11.2.3. Selenium
Selenium [355] is a popular library that automates the control of a web browser, such as Internet Explorer
or Firefox. It allows to execute tests using a native Java API. Furthermore, test scripts can be recorded by
adding Selenium plug-in to the browser and manually executing the operations. An extension, formerly
called SeleniumGrid and now integrated in the stable branch of the main Selenium tool, allows to perform
distributed load testing.
Current Version: 2.13
License type: Apache Public License 2.0 [187]
C.11.2.4. MODAClouds MDload
The MDload tool [356] is a Java stress testing application built upon the Selenium library. The
distinguished feature of the tool is the generation of requests driven by an engine capable of a layered
model describing user behaviour and resource topology, which can be used online to decide the next
request to issue to the system. MDload offers the capability to conduct a multi-threaded test using local
Mozilla Firefox browser. The tool acts as a closed-loop workload generator, where clients need to complete
requests before issuing new requests. Requests can also be injected via bursts, for increased realism. A
limitation of MDload is the lack of integration with the distributed stress testing capabilities of Selenium.
Current Version: 1.0
License type: BSD-3 [223]
C.11.2.5. Chaos Monkey
Chaos Monkey [357] is an open source service that runs on Amazon Web Services [192]. This tool is used
to create failures within Auto Scaling Groups [358] and to help identify failures within cloud applications.
The design is flexible and can be expanded to work with additional cloud providers and provide additional
functionality. The service has a fully configurable schedule for when actions will be taken and by default
runs on non-holiday weekdays between 9am and 3pm. A similar tool has been developed within .NET [71]
for Microsoft Azure [359] called WazMonkey [360] which offers similar functionality as Chaos Monkey
such as rebooting or reimage role instances within a given Azure deployment at random.
Current Version: 2.4.0
License type: Apache Public License 2.0 [187]
Table 16 provides comparative summary of testing tools described in detail in the sections C.11.2.1C.11.2.5.
Table 16: Comparative summary of testing tools.

Type

Distributed
Testing

User Behaviour
Model

Traffic Model

Grinder [350]

Performance

Y

Y

Y

JMeter [353]

Performance

Y

Y*

Y

Selenium [355]

Performance

Y

N

N

MDload [356]

Performance

N

Y

Y

ChaosMonkey
[357]

Reliability

Y

N

N

*: via the Markov4JMeter plug-in.
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C.11.3 Monitoring tools
During recent years a large number of companies/organisations tried to move part or even entire
infrastructure to the cloud. This trend can be observed due to the new easy ways of delivering applications,
process large workloads and even empower the end-user to work with some model of the cloud.
Although the trend is so that lots of organisations tend to move their applications to the cloud, there are still
problems that have to be addressed in order to ease usage of cloud technologies. One of the problems that
have to be addressed is related to the way one can monitor the cloud in order to provide the user with
aggregated information about cloud behaviour in different situations. The major problem that arises in the
context of monitoring is which metrics have to be monitored. Besides this problem one has to figure out
what sort of monitoring solution fits the cloud model deployed.
Below we present a short overview of different monitoring solutions that can be applied in different cloud
deployments. We will start by presenting solutions that are based on Hadoop toolkit [361], then we’ll
provide a short overview of technologies used for monitoring NoSQL databases (see Section D.4 for the
technology description and analysis) and some other solutions used in different applications.
C.11.3.1. Hadoop toolkit
Hadoop Performance Monitoring User Interface (UI) [361] provides a Hadoop built-in solution for quickly
finding performance bottlenecks. It also can visually represent the configuration parameters which might be
tuned for better performance. The monitoring toolkit provides a lightweight monitoring UI for the Hadoop
servers. Although it is a lightweight solution, it allows its users to find out where and why bottlenecks
occur in different instances of Hadoop. The toolkit is already present in any Hadoop distribution, hence in
order to use it one only has to start the UI and do data queries.
License type: Apache Public License 2.0 [187]
C.11.3.2. SequenceIQ
SequenceIQ [362] provides a solution for monitoring Hadoop clusters. The architecture proposed in [363]
and used in order to do monitoring is based on Elasticsearch [364], Kibana [365] and Logstash [366].
The general picture of their proposed architecture as presented in [363], is shown in the Figure 14 below:

Figure 14. SequenceIQ high-level architecture [363].

The architecture proposed by [363] has the main objective of obtaining a clear separation between
monitoring tools and some existing Hadoop deployment. For achieving this they use three Docker [199]
containers.
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In a nutshell, the monitoring solution consists of client and server containers. The server container takes
care of the actual monitoring tools. In this particular deployment it contains Kibana for visualisation and
Elasticsearch for consolidation of the monitoring metrics. Through the capabilities of Elasticsearch one can
horizontally scale and cluster multiple monitoring components. The client container contains the actual
deployment of the tools that have to be monitored. In this particular instance it contains Logstash, Hadoop
[14] and the Collectd [367] modules. The Logstash connects to Elasticsearch cluster as client and stores the
processed and transformed metrics data there.
License type: Apache Public License 2.0 [187]
C.11.3.3. Hadoop Vaidya
Hadoop Vaidya [368] (Vaidya in Sanskrit language means ‘one who knows’, or ‘a physician’) is a rulebased performance diagnostic tool for MapReduce jobs. It performs a post execution analysis of
map/reduce job by parsing and collecting execution statistics through job history and job configuration
files. It runs a set of predefined tests/rules against job execution statistics to diagnose various performance
problems. Each test rule detects a specific performance problem with the MapReduce job and provides a
targeted advice to the user. This tool generates an XML report based on the evaluation results of individual
test rules.
License type: Apache Public License 2.0 [187]
C.11.3.4. Ganglia
Ganglia [369] is a scalable distributed monitoring system for high-performance computing systems such as
clusters and grids. It is based on a hierarchical design targeted at federations of clusters. It leverages widely
used technologies such as XML for data representation, XDR for compact, portable data transport and
RRDtool [370] for data storage and visualisation. It uses carefully engineered data structures and
algorithms to achieve very low per-node overheads and high concurrency. The implementation is robust,
has been ported to an extensive set of operating systems and processor architectures, and is currently in use
on thousands of clusters around the world. It has been used to link clusters across university campuses and
around the world and can scale to handle clusters with 2000 nodes.
License type: BSD-License [223]
C.11.3.5. Apache Ambari
The Apache Ambari [371] project is aimed at making Hadoop management simpler by developing software
for provisioning, managing, and monitoring Apache Hadoop clusters. Ambari provides an intuitive, easyto-use Hadoop management web UI backed by its RESTful APIs.
License type: Apache Public License 2.0 [187]
C.11.3.6. Apache Chukwa
Chukwa [372] is an open source data collection system for monitoring large distributed systems. Chukwa is
built on top of the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [33] and MapReduce framework and inherits
Hadoop’s scalability and robustness. Chukwa also includes a ﬂexible and powerful toolkit for displaying,
monitoring and analysing results to make the best use of the collected data.
License type: Apache Public License 2.0 [187]
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C.11.3.7. Datastax-OpsCentre for Apache Cassandra
Datastax [373] provides a solution called OpsCentre [374] which can be integrated in order to monitor
Cassandra [375] installation. Using OpsCentre one can monitor different parameters of the Cassandra
instance and also different parameters provided by the actual machines on which it runs. Also, they expose
an interactive web UI that can allow administrators to add or remove nodes from the deployment. One
interesting feature provided by the OpsCentre is the automatic load balancing. A developer API is also
provided in order to integrate with other services.
License: Free for Datastax-OpsCentre (not bundled)
C.11.3.8. MongoDB (MMS)
One way of monitoring and keeping under control a MongoDB deployment is using MMS [376]. MMS is a
cloud service developed by the MongoDB team. It provides an integrated and easy way to provision,
monitor, backup and scale MongoDB on the infrastructure of choice. It also includes out of the box support
for Amazon Web Services (AWS) [192]..
License: Commercial.
C.11.3.9. Server Density
The tool provides an interesting way of monitoring different systems. Besides the monitoring itself, it
provides a way to clearly visualise the data. One of the main advantages of Server Density [377] is its
versatility. Its implementation ranges from the monitoring of the basic user profile to the monitoring of the
high-throughput (over 30TB/month) processing of time-series data.
License: Commercial.
C.11.3.10.
Manage Engine
Applications Manager enables the users to monitor the performance of Cassandra [375] and also perform
administration tasks of all the nodes in a cluster in a centralised manner. One can collect different statistical
data from the JVMs that run in a cluster. Besides Cassandra the tools offered by Manage Engine [378]
cover a wide variety of other applications that can be monitored. When it comes to NoSQL databasess it
can also monitor MongoDB instances and others.
License: Commercial.
Table 17 provides comparative summary of monitoring tools described in detail in the sections C.11.3.1C.11.3.10.
Table 17: Comparative summary of monitoring tools.
Tool
Hadoop-toolkit
[361]

License
Apache [187]

SequenceIQ [362]

Multiple

Hadoop Vaidya
[368]

Apache

Ganglia [369]

BSD [223]

Monitored technology
Hadoop [14]

Tools used
-

Hadoop

Docker [199], Collectd [367], Logstash
[366], elasticsearch and Kigtbana [365]

Hadoop

-

Clusters

-
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Ambari [371]

Apache

Hadoop

-

Chukwa [372]

Apache

Hadoop

-

MongoDB

-

MMS (MongoDB)
[376]
DatastaxOpsCentre [374]

First 8 servers
free
Free*

Server Density
[377]

Pay

Manage Engine
[378]

Pay

C.12.

Cassandra [375]
MongoDB, others

Cassandra,
others

-

-

MongoDB, -

Monitoring Feedback Analysis

C.12.1 Tools for Detecting Anomalies with Machine Learning
The goal of this section is to review Machine Learning (ML) tools that may be applied to perform anomaly
detection on the monitoring data acquired during testing. One of the most well known tools for machine
learning is Weka [379]. It is an extensive collection of ML algorithms written in Java covering
classification, regression, clustering, outlier detection etc. It also features a package system that allows its
functionality to be extended with both official and non-official packages. Weka is not designed out of the
box to run on any distributed systems such as Hadoop [14] but there is a set of wrappers [380] available that
support MapReduce operations on top of Hadoop. Another interesting package built on top of Weka is
called MOA (Massive Online Analysis) [381]. It is the most popular open source framework for data
stream mining.
Scikit-learn [382] is a general ML framework developed in Python [128] with some code written in
Cython [383] for increased performance. It is built on top of existing math and science Python packages:
NumPy [384], SciPy [385] and matplotlib [386]. It has a wide variety of machine learning algorithms
similar in scope to that of Weka. It is arguably the most mature Python-based framework. It has been used
in a wide range of scientific and commercial applications.
KNIME (Konstanz Information Miner) [387] is an open source data analytics, reporting and integration
platform. It is written in Java and based on the Eclipse project. It has two important features. First, KNIME
integrates various other open source projects ML libraries and data manipulation utilities (such as Weka,
LIBSVM [388] and R [389]). The second feature is that its user interface is based on a visual paradigm
(workflows), not API.
ELKI [390] is another specialised ML framework. It aims to provide a suitable environment for the
development and evaluation of advanced data mining algorithms and their interactions with database index
structures. One of its most interesting features is the extensive collection of outlier detection algorithms.
The R language [389] is one of the most used environments among ML practitioners as the main goal of
this system is to provide an environment for statistical computing and graphics. R is easily extensible by
using packages. These packages can be written in Java [99], C/C++ [100] and Fortran [391]. The CRAN
package page [392] contains a wide variety of specialised ML algorithms. Several packages were
developed in order to enable Big Data processing within R, most of them being available under CRAN
packages page.
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Mathematical libraries such as Mathematica [393] and Matlab [394] have both an extensive ML libraries
and are used both in academia and commercial products. They even possess special plug-ins/libraries that
enable the implementation of MapReduce. For Mathematica it is HadoopLink [395] while for Matlab this is
Distributed MapReduce [396].
There are tools that are designed for specific problems. One such tool is Encog [397] which focuses on
neural networks. It features a wide array of neural network types and training algorithms. Although the
most widely used version of this framework is written in Java, there are .NET [71] and C++ [100] variants
as well. Another important characteristic of Encog is that it is one of the fastest ML tools for training neural
networks [398].
In the last 10 years a significant trend in ML is the use of General-Purpose Computing on Graphics
Processing Units (GPGPU) [399], which can in some instances outperform high-end CPUs (and bring
costs of equipment required for this training from $1M down to $20,000) [400], [401]. A significant
portion of these tools is geared towards deep learning scenarios. Major deep learning software frameworks
have incorporated GPU acceleration, including Caffe [402], Torch7 [403], Theano [404], CUDAConvnet2 [405], DeepLearning4J [406], cuDNN [407] and NVIDIA’s DIGITS [408].
Most of the tools listed above are not Big Data ready in the sense that they are not designed to handle large
datasets. Also, most frameworks are not horizontally scalable. In the following section we will detail
machine learning tools which are in fact Big Data ready and almost all of them are deployed on a
distributed environment making them horizontally scalable. Table 18 provides comparative summary of
ML anomaly detection tools described in detail above.
Table 18: Machine Learning tools.
Name

License

User Community

Language

Weka [379]

GPL 3

Large

Java [99]

BSD [223]

Large

Python [128]

GPL 3

Large

Java

AGPL 3 [186]

Moderate

Java

GPL 3

Large

C, Fortran [391]

Encog [397]

Apache 2.0 [187]

Low

Java, .NET [71]

Caffe [402]

BSD 2.0

Moderate

C/C++ [100]

Apache 2.0

Low

Python

Scikit-learn [382]
KNIME [387]
ELKI [390]
R [389]

Theano [404]

C.12.2 Distributed Machine Learning Platforms
H2O [409] and MLLib [410] are two of the most extensively developed projects of fully distributed and
scalable Machine Learning (ML) tools. Both feature distributed in-memory computations and are certified
both for Spark (MLLib being the part of Apache Spark [411]) and Hadoop [14] distributions. This inmemory capability means that in some instances this framework can outperform strictly Hadoop based
frameworks [412]. One important distinction is that each H2O node (which is a single JVM process) runs
as a mapper in Hadoop. There are no combiners or reducers. Also, H2O has more built-in analytical
features and a more mature REST-based interface for R [389], Python [128] and JavaScript [99] than
MLLib.
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Mahout [413] is an ML framework built on top of Hadoop and features an extensive collection of ML
algorithms. The latest version (0.9) supports a variety of different execution engines such as Hadoop [14],
Spark [411], H20 [409] and Fink [414]. It is widely regarded that Mahout is well-suited for high-latency
analytics and unsupervised learning tasks.
Jubatus [415] is a distributed computing framework specifically designed for online ML of Big Data. A
loose model-sharing architecture allows it to efficiently train and share ML models by defining three
fundamental operations: Update, Mix and Analyse [416]. It supports the scaling of ML processing of up to
100,000 or more data point per second. All data is processed in memory. The main difference between
Jubatus and Hadoop/Mahout is that the former can handle real-time deep analytics tasks while the latter is
not designed for these tasks.
Another distributed stream processing framework which focuses on real-time online machine learning is
Trident-ML [417] built on top of Apache Storm [19]. It processes batches of tuples in a distributed way
which means that it can scale horizontally. However, Storm doesn’t allow state updates to append
simultaneously which hinders distributed model learning. Learning step can’t be distributed and no
distributed learning algorithms are currently implemented for Trident-ML.
The Apache Oryx 2 [31] framework is a realisation of the Lambda Architecture [17] built on top of Spark
[411] and Kafka [21]. It is a specialised framework that provides real-time large scale machine learning. It
consists of three tiers: lambda, ML and application. The Lambda tier is further split up into batch, speed
and serving tiers respectively. Currently it has only 3 end-to-end implementations that implement the batch,
speed and serving layer (collaborative filtering, k-Means clustering, classification and regression based on
random forest). Although it has only these three complete implementations, its main design goal is not that
of a traditional ML libraries but more a Lambda Architecture-based platform for MLLib [410] and Mahout
[413].
Vowpal Wabbit [418] is an open source fast out-of core learning system currently sponsored by Microsoft
Research [419]. It has an efficient implementation of online ML. Learning is accomplished through
progressive validation. The so-called hash trick presented in [420] is implemented as the core data
representation which results in significant storage compression for parameter vectors. Vowpal Wabbit also
reduces regression, multi-class, multi-label, structured prediction etc. to a weighted binary classification
problem. This allows for significant computational optimisations.
One limitation of this framework is that some problems can’t be solved with the resources of a single
machine. However, a Hadoop-compatible computational model called AllReduce [421] was developed to
tackle this problem. For example, using this model, a 1000-node cluster was able to learn a terafeature
dataset in one hour [420]. Table 19 contains a list of fully distributed and scalable ML tools.
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Table 19: Distributed ML frameworks3.
Distributed
Environment

Licensing

Petuum
[422]

Open source
(Sailing Lab)

DL, CL, Reg, Metrics
Learning, Topic modelling

Clusters or on Amazon
EC2 [429], Google GCE
[430]

Moderate /
Large

C++ [100]

Jubatus
[415]

LGPL v2.1

CL, Reg, AD, CU, Rec,
Graph analysis

Zookeeper [20]

Moderate

C++

MLlib
[410]
(MLBase)

Apache 2.0
[187]

Reg,
CL,Rec, CU

Spark [411]

Large

Apache 2.0

Collaborative Filtering, CL,
Hadoop [14], Spark, H2O
CU, Dimensionality
Moderate
[409]
Reduction, Topic Models

Java

Oryx 2
[31]

Apache 2.0

Rec, CL, Reg, CU

Hadoop, Spark

Low

Java

TridentML [417]

Apache 2.0

CL,Reg, CU, Feature
Extraction

Storm

Low

Java

H2O [409]

Apache 2.0

DL, Reg, CL,CU, PCA

Hadoop

Moderate

Java

GraphLab
Apache 2.0
Create
[423]

CU, CL, Reg, DL, Rec

Hadoop,
Spark, MPI

High

C++

Vowpal
Wabbit
[418]

Ms-PL

CL, Reg, CU

Hadoop

Moderate

C++

Deep
Learning
4J [424]

Apache 2.0

DL

Hadoop,
Spark,

Moderate

Java,
Scala

MLBase
[425]

MIT License
[222]

CL

Julia [431]

FlinkML
[426]

Apache 2.0

CL, Reg, CU,
Rec

Flink Hadoop

Low

Scala
[433]

N/A

CU, Frequent Pattern
Mining, AD

Hadoop

None

Java

N/A

Reg, PageRank

Hadoop

None

DML

Mahout
[413]

NIMBLE
[427]
SystemML
[428]

ML Problem

Users
Community

Name

Language

Scala,
Java

Julia [432]

The tools mentioned in this section should not be considered as an exhaustive list of all the available ML
tools. Some tools which are specialised on a specific use case were not covered. One such tool is Ellogon
[434], specifically designed for natural language processing. Instead we focused on general ML
frameworks which can be adapted with relative ease to any DICE use case.
Another important consideration when choosing the ML tools is to consider the specific challenges that
arise in the application domain. For example in anomaly detection applications, one will most likely
3

CL=Classification, CU=Clustering, Reg = Regression, Rec = Recommendation, AD = Anomaly Detection, DL = Deep Learning
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consider both point anomalies as well as collective and context dependent anomalies. Because of this,
easily extensible libraries such as Weka [379], Encog [397] or ELKI [390] are of key interest to the project.
At this point it is not clear if a distributed ML engine is required in the DICE context but during the project
we will look into and possibly adapt distributed ML tools to fit the project's needs.
C.12.3 Model Parameter Estimation
Part of the feedback analysis concept focuses on reducing amount of manual labour for the software
developer when studying software performance analysis results and making decisions about
improvements/changes in the application code or design.
Van Hoorn et. al [435] presented Kieker – a tool that conducts performance analysis, reconstructs software
architecture model and automatically annotates it with analysis results. Additionally it presents
performance analysis results in graphical and textual form via web-based user interface. The tool can be
applied both to concurrent and distributed systems and currently implemented for a number of specific
platforms/technologies (Java [99], .NET [71] and COM). The tool does not provide automated anomaly
detection, leaving this task to the developer.
Filling-theGap (FG) tool, proposed and developed by Perez et. al [436] is similar to van Hoorn’s [435] in
that it also can be deployed both in concurrent and distributed systems, automatically updates performance
model and presents performance analysis results both in graphical and textual form. However, FG tool
employs UML diagrams and is platform and technology-independent. This is an ongoing work and
currently the tool does not support automatic anomaly detection, neither support to improvements in the
application code or design (leaving interpretation of analysis results to the developer).
Calinescu et. al [437] developed a tool for continual verification of service-based systems. The proposed
method solves a formal model (discrete time Markov chains obtained from the software model via modelto-model transformation), automatically annotates performance model with results and verifies if all model
parameters are within required values. If some thresholds are violated, algorithm chooses another service
from the pool of available services so that all performance requirements could be satisfied. In this way
developer’s involvement is minimal and is required only if algorithm cannot find any service within a pool
to satisfy performance requirements. Then the warning is issued and developer should make a decision, e.g.
change requirements or re-factor model/application code. Table 20 provides a summary of the tools
discussed above. Automated anomaly detection, automated anomaly solution, automated model update and
the option of reporting to the developer/architect are chosen as dimensions for comparison to indicate if
manual labour is required in the tool application. Dependence on the specific technology/platform might
become a challenge in the uptake of a tool. Finally, the attempt is made to assess if these tools can be used
in Big Data applications.
Table 20: State of the art in the area of feedback analysis tools.
Automated
anomaly
detection

Automated Automated
anomaly
model
solution
update

Reports
results to the
developer?

Platform/system
independent

Can be used in Big
Data applications?

Van Hoorn
et. al [435]

N

N

Y

Y
(text, visual)

N

Likely

Perez et. al
[436]

N

N

Y

Y
(text, visual)

Y

Likely

Calinescu
et. al [437]

N

N

Y

Y (warning)

N

Unclear, due to large
parameter space
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C.12.4 Trace Checking
Trace checking is a procedure for evaluating a formal specification against a log of recorded events
produced by a system. Traces are produced at runtime by a monitoring engine, which collects events of the
system and saves them to a storage while running. According to Bauer et al. [438], run-time verification
consists of all the verification techniques which allow for checking whether a certain execution of a system
satisfies a given property, and trace checking is a run-time verification technique as long as only one (or a
finite number of) execution of the system is analysed at a time. Therefore, runtime verification mainly
focuses on the detection of violations of properties occurring in the observed system executions.
Trace checking can be performed online or offline, depending on the moment when the trace checking
algorithm is executed and the moment when the result of the processing is available for the analysis. The
online approach includes procedures such that the trace to verify is the current execution of the system and
the analysis carries out while the system is running. The result of the verification is immediately considered
upon the procedure terminates and allows for checking the integrity of the system and the adherence to the
requirements. The offline approach prescribes that the verification is done on previously recorded traces
which correspond to past executions of the system.
Logic-based formalisms were inherited from model-checking and became very popular also in run-time
verification to specify properties. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [439] is employed in [440], while
extensions of LTL over continuous-time are considered in [441], which studies monitoring procedures of
LTL properties enriched with special operators dealing with time, and in [442] and [443] which devise
monitoring algorithms for Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) specifications [444].
The standard approach to deal with trace checking is to build a monitor which verifies the correctness of
the trace with respect to a certain property (e.g., ‘the average/maximum number of events per hour in the
last ten hours is less than K’). In general, the time and memory complexity of the procedure building the
monitor is small, as the monitor is only generated once for each specification to verify. On the other hand,
logs in Big Data applications are rather extensive and procedures which formally verify properties on them
can be rapidly limited by time and memory requirements.
Dealing with huge amounts of data increased the research effort towards the design of procedures for runtime verification leveraging parallel computational mechanisms. [445]shows the relationship between trace
checking and Boolean circuits for which there are efficient algorithms to evaluate the output if their graph
satisfies some specific restrictions. Although for general LTL formulae trace checking cannot be expressed
with such a class of circuits, parallelisation with respect to sub-formulae can be efficiently achieved. The
decidability of the trace checking problem over timed trace is studied in [446].
The consolidation of Big Data approaches and frameworks, started from the advent of MapReduce in
industrial and mainstream applications, have led the community to a mature stage where parallelisation is
adopted in trace checking [295] and run-time verification [447]-[449]. All adopt first-order relations over
finite domains to represent the events in the traces which, based on the terms occurring therein, can be split
into several unrelated partitions that are then verified in parallel by independent threads. These approaches
rely on splitting traces on data but not on the structure of the formula. MapReduce for trace checking is
adopted to evaluate LTL formulae over traces in [450] and in [451]. The latter employs MapReduce to
check traces with MTL specifications by parallelising the evaluation of the formulae on their syntactic
structure. The memory scalability depends on the size of the temporal intervals occurring in the formulae.
[452] addresses this limitation by exploiting a special semantics and a parametric decomposition of
formulae which allow the evaluation of the truth value of sub-formulae to consider only bounded portions
of the trace for minimising the memory usage.
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D.

Data-Intensive Technologies

D.1.

Overview

This section introduces the technologies relevant to the DICE framework. For each technology we
emphasise three dimensions:


General characteristics: In this subsection the innovative aspects and typical application domains
of the technology are explained. The description is accompanied by a diagramme showing a typical
architecture of this technology. Where possible, a list of public cloud offerings available for this
technology is also reported together with advertised costs and quality. As the DICE project targets
open source framework, open source solutions for adoption of this technology in private clouds are
also described. If known, pointers to existing Chef [49] recipes to automate deployment of the
solutions are provided.



Quality assurance: For quality assurance aspects a list of key monitoring metrics used to assess
quality in this technology is given. If possible, the description focuses on unique metrics specific to
this technology. The main quality assurance challenges are described for this technology, referring
to the research literature. In case there exist a native support and configuration options for
reliability and high-availability, it is also detailed, as well as native support and configuration
options for scalability and performance, for hard deadlines and real-time processing, and for
privacy and data protection.



Models (if it applies): Finally, if there exist meta-models that explicitly address this technology,
relevant citations are provided. Also, if there exist Quality of Service (QoS) prediction models that
explicitly address this technology, relevant references are provided.

The technologies and concepts covered in this chapter are listed below:







D.2.

Hadoop/MapReduce/Spark (Section D.2).
Streaming (Section D.3).
NoSQL (Section D.4).
Software Defined Networking (Section D.5).
Cloud-based Blob Storage (Ceph and Amazon S3) (Section D.6).
In-memory Databases (e.g. HANA) (Section D.7).

Hadoop and Spark

D.2.1
Overview
Below we discuss the main technological solutions adopted in the industry to develop and execute DataIntensive applications to cope with variety (unstructured data) and volume dimensions: Apache Hadoop
[14] and Spark [411]. Both frameworks can exploit a common infrastructure for data distribution (relying
on the distributed file system HDFS [33]) and for resource management (that can be handled by the
resource negotiator YARN [18]). For introduction purposes we provide an overview of HDFS and YARN
first.
The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [33] transparently distributes data across a computational
cluster. Every machine runs a Data Node agent, which is responsible for handling blocks, i.e. data chunks
belonging to files in the file system (usually of the size around 64/128 MB), whilst a central Name Node
holds metadata that map blocks to files. For fault-tolerance reasons, blocks are replicated three times by
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default and possibly one replica is placed on a different rack with respect to the other two. When files are
written to HDFS, the Name Node provides a list of Data Nodes that will process the corresponding blocks.
The client then sends data to the first Data Node, which further forwards replicas in a pipelined fashion to
the subsequent Data Nodes. Name Node presents a single point of failure in the HDFS. Therefore, for
reliability reasons it is common practice to run a second Name Node in passive state. It periodically saves
snapshots of file system metadata in order to provide a failover alternative in case the active Name Node
fails.
Hadoop YARN [18], acronym for Yet Another Resource Negotiator, was developed to decouple resource
management and application semantics, as well as to address scalability issues brought by the resource
management model implemented in Hadoop 1.x. Initially, Hadoop relied on a central Job Tracker to
perform tasks ranging from capacity allocation to progress monitoring, including checking possible failures
or performance degradation, and addressing them. All these duties resulted to be overwhelming for a single
node in very large clusters. The issue is now addressed in YARN by distributing responsibilities among
several entities. A first class of components - the Node Managers - handles resources locally activating
containers, an abstraction for a slice of the resources available. The central Resource Manager has the role
of allocating resources for the execution of jobs, based on a configurable scheduling policy. However, all
the duties related to application semantics, such as restarting failed tasks, tracking progress, performing
speculative execution, among the others, are delegated to Application Masters, which are applicationspecific components. When a job is submitted for execution, the Resource Manager bootstraps a container
for the corresponding Application Master. Then, the Application Master requests a number of containers to
perform the computation. According to the current state of the cluster and the scheduling policy, the
Resource Manager provides a token-authenticated lease that the Application Master will use to activate the
obtained containers at Node Managers.
After this introductory description of the common infrastructure, we present in detail the two considered
frameworks: Hadoop and Spark.
D.2.2

Apache Hadoop

D.2.2.1. Overview
Hadoop [14] project started as an open source implementation of MapReduce framework. Hadoop
framework allows for parallel and distributed computing on large scale clusters of commodity hardware,
focusing on batch processing of huge datasets. Furthermore, it guarantees beneficial properties of faulttolerance, scalability, and automatic parallelisation and distribution of computation across the cluster at the
expense of a simple and rigid programming paradigm. MapReduce jobs are composed of two main phases,
namely, Map and Reduce. The former takes as input unstructured data from HDFS [33], filtering them and
performing a preliminary elaboration according to the instructions in a user-defined function. The
intermediate results are returned as key-value pairs, grouped by key in the Shuffle phase and distributed
across the network, so as to provide each node taking part in the Reduce phase with all the values
associated with a set of keys. In the end, every Reduce node applies a second user-defined function to
complete data elaboration and outputs to HDFS.
Upon the same infrastructure, the Apache Tez [453] project allows for a less rigid programming paradigm.
Applications can be expressed as directed acyclic graphs, where vertices represent data elaboration tasks
and edges represent data dependencies among tasks. Depending on the application graph, Tez
automatically launches tasks as soon as their input data are available.
There are four main comprehensive Hadoop distributions available for adoption in private clouds:
Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP) [454], Cloudera CDH [455], MapR [456], and IBM BigInsights [457].
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The first is composed of only open source software and is the only distribution that runs both on Windows
and Linux. CDH offers proprietary software alongside the main open source projects to perform cluster
management tasks, whilst MapR also adds closed source features to Hadoop. IBM BigInsights, on the other
hand, integrates software from the open source Hadoop stack with enterprise-grade IBM solutions, such as
Big R [458] and Big Sheets [459]. In literature there are not any up-to-date comparative studies on these
solutions. However, they differ in terms of installed software stack: all of them include Hive [460], Pig
[461], and HBase [462], SQL-on-Hadoop [463] projects, but CDH and BigInsights do not provide Storm
(see Section D.3.4.1) and Tez, and HDP does not provide Spark [411]. Only HDP and BigInsights provide
the Ambari [371] management platform. HDP, CDH, and MapR can be deployed with outdated Chef
cookbooks available on GitHub [464]-[466].
D.2.2.2. Hadoop public cloud offerings
This section provides an overview of the offerings available from the three public cloud providers having
the largest market shares (i.e. Amazon, Microsoft and Google) with an additional overview of Flexiant path
to release Hadoop services.
Amazon provides Elastic MapReduce (EMR) [29], which automatically deploys a Hadoop cluster on EC2
[429] virtual machines. Users are billed on a pay-per-use basis, with a price per instance and hour ranging
from $0.058 to $0.756 for general purpose instances at the time of writing [467], depending on their
computational capabilities. Data can be stored on HDFS [33] hosted on ephemeral storage, at the cost of a
lower scalability. EMR distinguishes two main classes of nodes: one performing computation and data
storage, whilst the other only contributing for computational purposes. This forces the number of instances
in the former class to never decrease to avoid data loss. Further, if the total number of data nodes is
increased, HDFS is not automatically rebalanced, hence existing datasets do not benefit from the added
capacity. Alternatively, it is possible to use EMRFS [468], a custom version of HDFS hosted on top of
Amazon S3 (see Section D.6.2), working around such limitations and allowing for data persistency. With
this approach, nodes in the EMR cluster are only in charge of computation and access of S3 space, thus
allowing for dynamically scaling. Both storage solutions are billed hourly.
Microsoft offers HDInsight [469] – a Hadoop cloud service backed by Azure [359]. The pricing
mechanism is similar to Amazon EMR, with prices per instance-hour ranging from $0.08 to $1.41.
Differently from EMR, HDInsight clusters use all the attached instances as data nodes, hence they can be
easily scaled up, but can only be scaled down by restarting the currently running jobs. This poses a threat of
data loss due to the HDFS Data Nodes that are shut down in the process. Alternatively, as for the Amazon,
it is possible to use Azure Blob [470] Hadoop-compatible containers for storage, allowing for a
dynamically variable cluster size without data loss concerns.
Finally, also Google Compute Engine [430] offers Hadoop cluster, but this service is geared towards
development or test environments and is not as straightforward as the previous alternatives.
Within DICE, Flexiant goal is to build the necessary feature set to replicate the AWS EMR service in
conjunction with Flexiant Bento Boxes [471] that can be leveraged to spin up/down the Hadoop cluster. In
particular, Flexiant Cloud Orchestrator [180] will provide the following:





The means to access an object storage service to host the input files.
The means to template a Hadoop cluster with all the required nodes roles (JobTracker,
TaskTracker, NameNode, DataNode) to provide both HDFS [33] and MapReduce functionality.
This could be leveraged by enhancing the Bento Box feature, including the ability to specify the
number of workers to create from a single OS image containing the Hadoop framework
The means to submit a job to the Hadoop cluster, ideally picking it from the object storage service.
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The ability to tell the Hadoop cluster where to place the output files (again into the object storage
service).
The ability to destroy the cluster once the job is complete.

The object storage service will be provided externally by software like Ceph (see Section ) or Swift [472]
but Flexiant Cloud Orchestrator will retain the Control Panel functionalities that are required to configure
the service and possibly to browse its content. The OS image used by the cluster will be prepared by
Flexiant in conjunction with a Hadoop expert partner and using popular frameworks such as the one
delivered by Hortonworks [454].
D.2.2.3. Hadoop Quality metrics
The key metrics to assess the quality of MapReduce jobs are throughput and compliance with deadlines
[473], [474].
The Hadoop framework provides reliability guarantees by monitoring the execution of Map and Reduce
tasks. In case of failure of a node, all the hosted Map tasks are automatically restarted on other nodes
processing other replicas of the failed blocks, whilst Reduce tasks are transparently restarted and fetch
again the associated values across the network. In this way, the framework efficiently handles failures recomputing only the needed portions of intermediate values or final results.
D.2.2.4. Hadoop meta- and QoS models
Meta-models and high level language for specifying Data-Intensive applications have been provided in
[475], [303], which can be further translated into Stochastic Petri Nets for performance analysis. The
authors’ proposed framework supports what-if analysis for Hadoop based systems.
Several QoS models for Hadoop and HDFS can be found in literature, which can be listed in three main
categories: empirical models mapping data size into execution times, approximate formulae evaluating jobs
executions time starting from individual tasks execution time and formal models like queueing network and
colored Petri Nets.
In the first category, Herodotou [476] provides formulae that take into account every main contribution to
total execution times. Anyway, the author did not perform any validation of the proposal. Zhang et al. [477]
use regression methods to estimate job completion times based on dataset size and available capacity.
Verma et al. [478] propose the ARIA framework for MapReduce job completion time prediction, adopting
job profiles extracted from previous executions to predict performance under different resource allocations.
Zhang et al. [479] build upon these findings to derive a new model that takes into account both userdefined functions via job profiles, and generic platform performance linked to framework code.
Malekimajd et al. [480] extend the formulae proposed in [478] to the multiple users case and apply them to
optimise Hadoop cluster configuration in public clouds. Yang and Sun [481] propose a model that
separately considers job and system impacts on performance. Their results are not accurate, but under
varying configurations show a realistic trend, which might help in optimising cluster resources utilisation.
Lin et al. [482] propose a detailed model taking into account low level aspects of the framework
mechanism, but validate it only in the simplistic case of single job execution.
At last, within formal models, Lin et al. [483] propose a tandem queues network with overlapping phases to
predict MapReduce jobs performance, which correspond to the overlapping of the Map and Shuffle phases.
Tan et al. [484] consider Reduce-intensive jobs and model the Map phase with an M/G/1 queue, whilst the
Reduce phase with a multi-server queue. Bardhan and Menascé [485] adopt mean value analysis to solve a
queueing network model and predict the Map phase duration. Vianna et al. [486] develop a hierarchical
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model coupling a precedence tree and a queueing network and then apply approximate mean value analysis
to estimate service time.
An attempt to model HDFS with Timed Coloured Petri Nets has been carried on in [487]. Through
simulation they can also obtain an optimal number of replicas to provide a sufficient reliability of the
system in terms of read and write successful operation. Castiglione et al. [488] used a Stochastic Petri Nets
to model MapReduce applications performance and proposed a novel mean field analysis evaluation
method.
D.2.3

Apache Spark

D.2.3.1. Overview
Apache Spark [411] started as a research project at UC Berkeley to address the performance issues related
to the use of the MapReduce paradigm in applications that imply iterative algorithms or interactive
processing [489]. Spark is an in-memory framework based on the novel concept of Resilient Distributed
Datasets (RDD), i.e. read-only, partitioned collections of records. Both for consistency and performance,
RDDs can only be created through transformations, i.e. bulk operations applied to data sources or parent
RDDs. It is also possible to request actions on RDDs, such as counting elements or extracting other
aggregate values from the datasets. Among the available transformations there are Map and Reduce tasks,
but also more complex operations such as union, groupByKey, etc. Every RDD is immutable, may be
required to persist, and stores information about its lineage. RDDs are lazily created when an action is
requested on them: the framework obtains a graph from the chain of dependencies and launches
computation accordingly, possibly pipelining subsequent elaboration on RDDs with narrow dependencies.
Given its very good performance the use of Spark is advocated for batch but also for interactive job
analysis and streaming. Further, Spark supports interfaces for Python [128], R [389], and Scala [433] (R is
partially supported for streaming analysis).
D.2.3.2. Spark public cloud offerings
Contrasting to Hadoop, the main public cloud providers do not feature readily available Spark services. On
the other hand, both Amazon and Microsoft provide instructions about the customisation of their cloud
Hadoop clusters to run Spark. In the case of Google instead there is a publicly available third-party script
allowing for easy deployment of Spark clusters on Compute Engine [490]. Databricks [491] - the software
company founded by Spark developers - offers automated deployment and management of Spark clusters
on Amazon AWS [192]. Unfortunately, pricing is not clearly stated on the company website.
Among the above mentioned Hadoop distributions, all but Hortonworks [454] also comprise Apache Spark
as part of their software stack.
Apache Spark guarantees reliability exploiting information about the lineage of RDDs. In the event of node
failures the framework identifies missing partitions and schedules re-computation only of those.
Dependencies in the lineage are used to obtain a graph of required transformations and this is followed up
to the closest available ancestor.
D.2.3.3. Spark Quality metrics and models
The key metrics to assess quality of Spark jobs are, as for Hadoop, throughput and compliance with
deadlines [492].
Being a rather young and poorly documented project, no performance models are available yet. However,
in literature it has been observed that the shuffle phase is a bottleneck and some works investigate the
optimisation of specific parts of the framework, as in [493], [494] even if some recent works have shown
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how business intelligence workloads are mainly CPU-bounded and little improvement can be achieved if
network and I/O in general are improved [495].

D.3.

Streaming

D.3.1
Introduction
Stream processing is a technology designed to collect, integrate, analyse and visualise data streams or
sensor data with a high ratio of event throughput versus number of queries, all in real-time as the data is
being produced.
Stream processing solutions are designed to handle high volume in real time without disrupting the activity
of existing sources and enterprise systems and with a scalable, highly available and fault-tolerant
architecture [496], [497].
Use cases and application domains:








Telecom: Security breaches, network outages, bandwidth allocation...
Financial services: anti-fraud, operational risks, order routing, pricing...
Retail: shrinkage, stock outs, offers, pricing...
Manufacturing: preventive maintenance, quality assurance, supply chain optimisation...
Transportation: driver monitoring, predictive maintenance, routes, pricing...
Web: Application failures, operational issues, personalised content
Research: Digital signal processing, databases, operating systems and networks, complex event
processing, machine learning...

D.3.2
Stream processing architecture
Streaming architectures are typically organised in three layers [498]:
1. Data collection: A large scale data collection layer (Sensors, social media monitoring, financial
market data, business transactions, machine-to-machine data etc.).
2. Real-time stream processing.
3. Data output: Redirect the processed data to other sub-systems for further processing.
Data collection and data output usually is performed through a highly efficient message broker such as
Kafka [21] or RabbitMQ [499]. Figure 15 shows a typical streaming processing solution [500].

Figure 15. Architecture of a typical streaming processing solution [500].
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D.3.3
Public cloud offerings
Table 21 lists some of the most important public and commercial cloud offerings with some streaming
components integrated.
Table 21: Public and commercial cloud offerings for stream processing.
Product
Microsoft HD Insight
[501]
AWS Kinesis [504]

Databricks [491]

Components

Free
trial

Pricing

One
month

Hadoop + Yarn + Spark +
Storm [502]

Difficult to
calculate [503]

Kinesis API + Integration
with AWS [192] and Storm

Depends on the
amount of records No
streamed [505]

Black boxed
components available
through APIs

Spark

Not publicly
available

One
month

-

Kafka + Spark + HBase [455] -

-

Based on Apache
components. More
private cloud oriented

Dataflow SDK + Google
Cloud Platform (Kafka,
RabbitMQ [499], HBase
[462], …)

Two
months

Beta

Cloudera [506]

Google Cloud Dataflow
[27]

Observations

Difficult to
calculate

Based on Apache
components

As a conclusion, most public clouds offerings are based on open source software components, mostly
provided by the Apache foundation, while others provide custom APIs and SDKs for the streaming
process.
D.3.4
Open source solutions.
A detailed view of some of the most important streaming solutions is described below:
D.3.4.1. Apache Storm
Apache Storm [19], [507] is a distributed real-time computation system for processing large volumes of
high-velocity data.
Features:






Fast: one million 100 byte messages per second per node.
Scalable.
Fault tolerant: workers automatically restarted.
Reliable: guarantees every message is processed.
Easy to operate: ready for production.

Figure 16 shows a typical Storm architecture [508].
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Figure 16. Typical Storm architecture [508].

D.3.4.2. Apache Spark Streaming
Apache Spark Streaming [509] is a batch Big Data processor that provides a module for streaming
processing.
Features:




API: supports Java [99], Scala [433] and Python [128].
Fault tolerance: recovers both lost work and operator state.
Integration: Allows reuse the same code for batch processing.

Figure 17 shows a typical Spark architecture [508].

Figure 17. Typical Spark architecture [508].
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D.3.4.3. Comparison between Storm and Spark
For what concerns streaming analysis, the main difference between Storm and Spark resides in the different
processing models implemented. Storm processes the incoming pieces of information (tuples) one at a time
and this leads to a lower latency but also to a lower throughput compared to Spark which is based on the
mini-batch analysis paradigm. In a nutshell, a mini-batch is a collection of tuples arrived at the systems
during a (short) time window. This approach raises the latency to the order of seconds.
Moreover, in Storm each tuple is acknowledged back to the source implementing the at-least-once fault
tolerance mechanism. This means that Storm cannot avoid considering twice the same tuple while
recovering from a fault. Spark, instead, tracks the data at batch level guaranteeing to analyse each batch
exactly once. From the programming languages point of view, Storm is developed in Clojure [352], while
Spark in Java and Scala [433]. Storm natively supports a larger set of languages but many third-party
projects aiming at extending Spark-supported languages are available. Storm is undoubtedly more widely
adopted in real-life deployments, whereas only one company officially uses Spark in production. Finally,
although both solutions can run on their own and on Mesos clusters [15], Spark also supports YARN [18]
natively.
This short comparison, summarised in the Table 22, is inevitably partial and circumstantial. The
performance, for example, greatly depends on the version and configuration of the tools. Moreover,
recently Storm introduced Trident [417], which is a solution for the mini-batch processing that implements
many features that are typical of Spark.
Table 22: Storm vs Spark comparison.
Storm [19], [507]

Spark [411]

Stream type

Stream processing (one record at time)

Mini-batching

Latency

Less than a second

Seconds

Fault tolerance mechanism

At least once (may have duplicated)

Exactly once

Implementation language

Clojure

Scala and Java

Directly supported languages Java, Scala, Clojure, Python, Ruby Java, Scala, Python
[103]
Production deployments

Many

Only one

Resource Management

Mesos

YARN, Mesos

Throughput

10k records/s/node

400k records/s/node

D.3.4.4. Apache Samza
Apache Samza [510] is a distributed stream processing framework. It makes use of Apache Kafka [21] and
Apache Hadoop YARN [18].
Features:





Simple API: provides a very simple callback-based ‘process message’ API comparable to
MapReduce.
Managed state: Snapshots and restoration of streaming processors’ state.
Fault tolerance: When a cluster fails, tasks are transparently migrated.
Durability: No messages are ever lost.
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Scalability: Partitioned and distributed.
Pluggable.
Processor isolation: Hadoop’s security model and resource isolation through Linux CGroups.

Figure 18 shows a typical Samza architecture [508].

Figure 18. Typical Samza architecture [508].

D.3.4.5. Other solutions
Other open source solutions not as mature as the above ones:








Hadoop streaming [511].
Apache S4 [512].
Streamparse [513].
Stratio [514].
Summingbird [515].
Facebook Scribe [516].
LinkedIn Pinot [517].

Comparison matrix of Streaming solutions discussed in detail in the sections D.3.4.1-D.3.4.4 is presented in
the Table 23.
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Table 23: Comparison of streaming processing frameworks [508], [518]-[520].
Technology

Apache Storm

Apache Spark

Apache Samza

Delivery semantics

at-most-once
at-least-once
exactly-once (with
Trident)

exactly-once

at-least-once

State management

stateless, stateful (with
Trident)

stateful

stateful

Latency

sub-second

seconds

sub-second

Language support

Java, Clojure and any non Scala, Java, Python
JVM language

Java, Scala, only JVM
languages

Maturity

***

**

**

Ease of use

**

***

*

Originates from

Twitter

AMPLab

LinkedIn

Companies using it

Groupon, Twitter,
Yahoo!, Spotify, Yelp

Alibaba Taobao, Amazon, LinkedIn, Intuit,
Autodesk, Ebay, Yandex MobileAware, Fortscale

Stream source (S)

spouts

receivers

consumers

Stream primitive (P)

tuple

Dstream

message

transformations windows
operations

tasks

Stream computation (C) bolts

D.3.5




D.3.6

Message queues
Apache Kafka [21]
Apache ActiveMQ/Apollo [521]
RabbitMQ [499]
General characteristics

D.3.6.1. Key monitoring metrics
 Latency, as the difference between the time message enter the system until it contribute to the final
results
 24x7 streaming
 I/O troughput
 Maximum delivery time
D.3.6.2. Main quality assurance challenges
Real-time processing is the next large step in Big Data analysis. Main difficulties have to be with the ease
of configuring and deploying testing environments and make them ready to be deployed in production
without breaking the streaming flow.
D.3.6.3. Reliability
Some streaming processors guarantee that each message will be fully processed. This is the case of Storm
[522].
Streaming processors are fault-tolerant: when workers die, they will be automatically restarted. If a node
dies, the worker will be restarted on another node [523].
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D.3.6.4. Scalability
Streaming processing solutions are inherently parallel and run across a cluster of machines. Different parts
of the processors can be scaled individually by tweaking their parallelism even on the fly [524], [525].
D.3.6.5. Efficiency
Streaming processing solutions can process more than 100 000 messages per second per node.
D.3.6.6. Privacy
Usually privacy and data protection is provided by other collateral components. For example, Apache
Ranger delivers a comprehensive approach to security for a Hadoop cluster. It provides central security
policy administration across the core enterprise security requirements of authorisation, audit and data
protection [526], [527].

D.4.

NoSQL

Traditionally, the Relational DataBase Management Systems (RDBMS) were the main type of databases in
use in the application. With the growth of the level of distribution of both storage and computation, and
with the ever growing amount of data, the NoSQL (Not only SQL) database model became more suitable
for certain data-intensive use cases. For example, Facebook, Google or LinkedIn support millions of
connection in each seconds. The data does not exhibit the strong structural and relational requirements, but
instead requires a quick and simple scaling up to handle increase of the data sources and the growth of the
users accessing the data.
NoSQL databases are data storage solution suitable for building very large and scalable web application
that have to deal with analysing and moving huge data sets. NoSQL refers to those distributed databases
that avoid the rigidity of the relational model in favor of other kind of data models. The reason to move to a
NoSQL database arises from a mismatch between the needs of modern DIAs compared to the following
characteristics of relational databases:
1. Rigidity of the data model. In a relational data model, data have a precise structure and all those
belonging to a certain relation have to share exactly the same structure. This means that, for
instance, it is difficult to represent, as part of an e-commerce application, situations in which we
have a catalog of heterogeneous products all having a size, but where the way to represent such
size can vary from by height, width and depth for one item and radius for others.
2. Difficulty of handling large quantities of data. Relational databases have been designed and built to
handle data that stay within a few Gigabytes. When considering Terabytes and Petabytes, which
are the targets for DIAs, they fail and should be replaced by simpler systems that make less strict
assumptions about the ACID properties of data.
The main kinds of not relational data models offered by NoSQL are the following:





Key value: each data item is identified by a unique key that is used to retrieve it. The actual data
item is stored as a sequence of bytes and is opaque to the NoSQL database.
Document-based: this model is an evolution of the key-value one. Each data item is still univocally
identified by a key, but the internal structure of the data is known by the database and it is not fixed
and equal for all data items.
Column-based: these databases owe their name to the data model proposed by Google BigTable
paper [528]. Data are stored inside structures named Columns, which, in turn, are contained inside
Column Families, and are indexed by Keys.
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Graph-based: in this case the data model follows the graph theory and allows adjacent nodes to be
directly connected one with the other. Such kind of data model is often adopted to represent highly
interconnected structures such as social networks.

The data models described above are quite different from each other, but generally aim at simplifying the
organisation of data to make them more suitable for distribution. Distribution and replication are in fact the
two mechanisms to enable scalability of the database with respect to the growth of the quantity of data to
be handled. More specifically, replication of data on different nodes increases tolerance to faults and
network partitions. Distribution of data allows the processing work to be split among different nodes so that
it becomes more manageable while the size of the whole data set grows. Distribution of data occurs by
partitioning them horizontally or vertically. Horizontal partitioning, also called sharding, means that
different data items can reside in different nodes of a database cluster. Vice versa, vertical partitioning
applies to columns-based databases and means that data distribution occurs by column.
In the field of distributed databases the CAP theorem [529] state that it is impossible for a distributed
database system to achieve at the same time the three properties of Consistency, Availability and Partition
tolerance, but just two of them can be guaranteed simultaneously. While classical centralised relational
databases aim at guarantee the consistency and availability properties, NoSQL databases tend to privilege
availability and partition tolerance. More specifically, they typically fulfill the BASE requirements (basic
availability, soft state, eventually consistent).
D.4.1
High level architecture of a NoSQL database
A typical architecture for a distributed NoSQL database is the one shown in Figure 19. The Figure
highlights the presence of different distributed nodes each one managing its local storage. Such nodes are
typically coordinated by a master node that receives the requests from clients and propagates them to the
others. Other nodes are used to manage the life-cycle of the others.

Figure 19. Architecture of a distributed NoSQL. This Figure refers to the HBASE architecture.

D.4.2
List of public cloud offerings available for this technology
Table 24 lists some of the DaaS (Database as a Service) available on the market. While their quality e.g., in
terms of number of entities written or retrieved in the time unit, or of possible parallel requests handled is
of crucial importance for an application developer [529], still such information is not available to users of
such services.
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Table 24: Public cloud offerings for NoSQL (Database as a Service).
Name

Data model

Cost

Amazon
DynamoDB
[531]

Key-value
and
Document

Free usage tier.
The prices below depend on the region.
Provisioned Throughput Capacity
 Write Throughput: less than $0.01/hour for every 10 units of Write
Capacity (approx. 36,000 writes/hour);
 Read Throughput: less than $0.01/hour for every 50 units of Read Capacity
(approx. 180,000 strongly consistent reads/hour, or 360,000 eventually
consistent reads/hour).
Indexed Data Storage
 First 25 GB stored/month is free;
 less than $0.4/GB/month thereafter
Reserved Capacity
 depends on the time; less than $0.0150 hour for 100 Write/Read Capacity
Units
Data Transfer IN: free
Data Transfer OUT:
 first 1GB/month free of charge
 Up to 10 TB/month: $0.09/GB
 lower price for more transfer

Amazon
SimpleDB
[532]

Columnbased

Free usage tier
Machine Utilisation
 First 25 Amazon SimpleDB Machine Hours consumed per month are free;
 $0.2/Amazon SimpleDB Machine Hour consumed thereafter
Data Transfer IN: free
Data Transfer OUT:
 first 1GB/month free of charge
 Up to 10 TB/month: $0.25/GB
 lower price for more transfer
Structured Data Storage
 first 1GB/month free of charge
 less than $0.4/GB/month thereafter

Redis Labs
[533]

Key-value

There are available 10 types of virtual machines from different providers, for each
of them certain plan costs are available depending on the features provided.

Google Cloud Columnbased
Datastore
[534]

There are two types of costs: free cota/day, respectively prices if one exceeds the
quotas
Stored Data:
 free 1GB total limit;
 after $0.18/GB/month
Read Operations:
 free 50;
 after $0.06/100k operations
Write Operations:
 free 50k;
 after $0.06/100k operations
Small Operations:
 free 50k;
 after free

Document
Azure
DocumentDB
[535]

It is billed based on the number of collections contained in a database account.
There are three types of collections S1, S2 and S3:
 S1: SSD Storage 10GB; Requests Units 250/sec.; Scale out limits up to
100; SLA 99.95%; $0.034/hr (~$25/mo)
 S2: SSD Storage 10GB; Requests Units 1000/sec.; Scale out limits up to
100; SLA 99.95%;$0.067/hr (~$50/mo)
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S3: SSD Storage 10GB; Requests Units 2500/sec.; Scale out limits up to
100; SLA 99.95%;$0.134/hr (~$100/mo).

Azure Redis
Cache [536]

Key-value

It gives the ability to use a secure open source Redis cache, managed by Microsoft,
to build highly scalable and responsive applications by providing you super-fast
access to your data.
It is offered in two tiers:
 basic - a single cache node (ideal for development/test and non-critical
workloads);
 standard - replicated cache in a two-node Primary/Secondary
configuration; automatic replication between the two node; highavailability SLA.
There are six configuration types,two of them being, for example:
 C0: cache size 250MB; basic $0.022/hr (~$16/mo); standard $0.055/hr
(~$41/mo)
 C6: cache size 53 GB; basic $0.84/hr (~$625/mo); standard $2.10/hr
(~$1,562/mo)

Azure
Storage [537]

Multiple

Azure has four types of storage, each coming with two options standard,
respectively premium. We detail here the prices for the standard storage.
 block blobs, suitable for streaming and storing documents, videos, pictures,
backups, and other unstructured text or binary data. For example, for the
first 1 TB / Month, prices are starting from $0.024/GB for LRS (Locally
redundant storage - maintaining three copies of your data) and gets to
$0.061/GB for RA-GRS (Read access geo-redundant storage - replicating
the data to a secondary geographic location, and also providing read access
to the data in the secondary location). In this category one can buy storage
capacity up to Over 5,000 TB / Month
 page blobs and disks, suitable for random read and write operations (VHD
images). For example, for the first 1 TB / Month, prices are starting from
$0.05/GB for LRS and gets to $0.12/GB for RA-GRS. In this category one
can buy storage capacity up to over 5,000 TB / Month.
 tables and queues; tables offer NoSQL storage for unstructured and semistructured data (suitable for web applications, address books, and other
user data). Queues provide a reliable messaging solution for your apps. For
example, for the first 1 TB / Month, prices are starting from $0.07/GB for
LRS and gets to $0.12/GB for RA-GRS. In this category one can buy
storage capacity up to over 5,000 TB / Month.
 files (preview): suitable for sharing the files between applications running
in the virtual machines using familiar Windows APIs or file REST API.
For LRS option, the price is $0.04/GB.
Their cost depends on how much one stores, the volume of storage transactions out
data transfer, which data redundancy option is chosen.

MongoLab
[538]

Document

There exist three types of predefined databases for various needs:
1. Sandbox - for development and prototyping, free
2. Shared - for small datasets and light workloads, $15 and more
3. Dedicated - large datasets and demanding workloads, $180 and more
There exists also other plans, the machines can be chosen to be hosted by different
providers (Amazon, Google, Microsoft Azure):
 dedicated cluster plans
o standard, e.g. RAM 68GB SSD 700GB $3520/month
o high storage, e.g. RAM 68GB SSD 1TB $3790/month
o high performance, e.g. RAM 61GB SSD 640GB $5890/month
 dedicated single-node plans, e.g. RAM 68GB SSD 700GB $2045/month

Rackspace
[539]

Redis – Key- Redis. There are three options for using Redis at Rackspace: Managed Cloud, Redis
value
as a Service and Private Cloud. For example, using Redis as a Service, one should
pay from $59 for 500MB up to $7499 for 100GB.
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MongoDB - MongoDB. The same three usage options as above. For example, using MongoDB
Document
as a Service, one should pay from $19 for 1GB/month and customized price for
storage in the interval 100GB - 10PB.

D.4.3
Open source solutions
List of open source solutions for adoption of NoSQL technology in private clouds is presented in the Table
25:
Table 25: Open source solutions for NoSQL.
Name

Website

Apache HBase http://hbase.apache.org/

Data model

Chef
Cookbook

Column-based Version 0.1.0

Cassandra

https://cassandra.apache.org/

Column-based Version 0.2.4

Hypertable

http://hypertable.org/

Column-based Version 0.3.2

Accumulo

http://accumulo.apache.org/

Key-value

Cloudata

https://github.com/gruter/cloudata

Column-based Not found

MongoDB

http://www.mongodb.org/

Document

Version 0.16.2

CouchBase
Server

http://www.couchbase.com/

Document

Version 1.3.1

CouchDB

http://couchdb.apache.org/

Document

Version 2.5.2

RethinkDB

http://www.rethinkdb.com

Document

Version 0.1.0

SequoiaDB

http://www.sequoiadb.com/en/index.php?p=index&j=2

Document

Not found

RavenDB

https://github.com/ravendb/ravendb

Document

Not found

Riak

http://riak.basho.com/

Key value

Version 3.1.0

Redis

http://redis.io/

Key value

Version 3.0.4

Aerospike

http://www.aerospike.com/

Key-value
In-memory

Version 0.0.12

LevelDB

https://github.com/google/leveldb

Key value

Version 1.18.0

Berkeley DB

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/databasetechnologies/berkeleydb/

Key value

Not found

Oracle
NoSQL
Database

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/databasetechnologies/nosqldb/overview/index.html

Key value

Not found

Dynomite

https://github.com/moonpolysoft/dynomite/wiki/dynomite- Key value
framework

Version 0.2.2

HamsterDB

http://hamsterdb.com/

Not found

Key value

Not found

Table 25 lists in column ‘Chef Cookbook’ the version supported by Chef [49] recipes.
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D.4.4

Quality Assurance

D.4.4.1. Key monitoring metrics
There is not much work in the literature aiming at assessing the performance of NoSQL. Yahoo has defined
in 2010 a benchmarking framework by identifying a set of workloads useful to analyse the performance of
NoSQL [540]. A very recent application of such benchmarks is reported in [541]. Another work going in
this direction is described in [529]. In general, the metrics being considered are the following:




Throughput by workload: number of CRUD (Create, Read, Update and Delete) operations
performed on the database in the time unit, considering different types of workloads.
Latency by workload.
Support to parallel connections: that is, ability of the database to support various client connections
without cutting them or showing unforeseen failures.

D.4.4.2. Main quality assurance challenges.
As already mentioned, the Brewer's CAP Theorem [529] states that in a distributed system it is impossible
to have at the same time availability, consistency and partition tolerance satisfied at the same level. NoSQL
databases tend to privilege availability and partition tolerance.
While most NoSQL databases and, in particular, the column-based ones have been developed to support
high scalability with respect to the growth of data, they delegate to the developer most of the activities
related to the optimisation of CRUD operations. For instance, if a developer wants to extract from a
NoSQL the data items fulfilling a certain complex condition, most likely, this developer will have to extract
and filter all data in the database in order to find the ones that are interesting to him/her. If such extraction
and filtering operations are programmed in a non-optimised way, all the advantages offered by NoSQL in
terms of scalability may be lost at the application level because of the execution of many operations on
such data.
D.4.4.3. Reliability
NoSQL stores use data sharding and replication by design. Several configuration options allow database
administrators to tune between performance and reliability, such as: number of replica (shards), number of
writes to consider a write operation successful, number of reads to consider a read operation successful etc.
D.4.4.4. Efficiency
Unlike relational database management systems that were designed initially as monolithic systems, NoSQL
stores are designed upfront as distributed systems. They support scale-out approach; they allow ease
addition or removal of nodes in/from the storage nodes cluster.
D.4.4.5. Safety
Database NoSQL have been built for offering high performance and for being available also in the presence
of network partitioning. However, they have not been developed for meeting hard-deadlines.
D.4.4.6. Privacy
NoSQL has not been designed with security as a priority. Many NoSQL products allow and even
recommend the use of a ‘trusted environment’ assuming that only trusted machines can access the
database's TCP ports. SSL connections are another measure to be enabled in order to offer better protection
at network layer.
At the application layer, products such as Riak [542] and MongoDB [543] already include support for
users’ authentication and authorisation, similarly to relational database management systems. To conclude,
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security is a shared responsibility between level of protection offered by the product and the deployment of
the product within an organisation and it safe to say that the latest versions of NoSQL software are no lesssecure than their relational systems.
D.4.5
Models
We are not aware of general meta-models focusing on NoSQL. In [544] a meta-model specifically
developed to support migration between column-based NoSQL of different vendors is defined.
D.4.5.1. QoS prediction models.
QoS research for NoSQL databases focuses on performance in terms of response times and throughput,
availability and scalability and consistency guarantees. Most studies that address performance, availability
and scalability are benchmarking studies with limited work in modelling, e.g. [545] and utilisation of
models in feedback loops, e.g. [546]. Research into predicting consistency guarantees, i.e., the probability
of retrieving stale data from quorum-like NoSQL databases, has been studied using Monte Carlo simulation
in [547].

D.5.

Software-Defined Networking

Big Data systems are usually massively parallel and require at some stage of the computation to transfer
partial results from one node to another (e.g. the copy shuffle phase of Hadoop and Spark). Data transfers
could become the bottleneck of the computation [548] and Software-Defined Networking (SDN) solutions
are widely adopted within data centres nowadays to configure the underlying networking infrastructure to
cope with such issues.
SDN is a new network paradigm based on the decoupling of the Control Plane from the Data Plane to make
computer networks more programmable [549]. SDN provides a global vision of all network nodes state
inside a logically centralised controller. Now programmers have the opportunity to easily create
applications that before had to be taught and developed over multiple nodes in a distributed way. All the
nodes had to be configured one by one in order to obtain the desired global network behaviour. It is much
easier reasoning over a complete network graph rather than on single nodes.
In the past, network devices were closed, proprietary, vertically-integrated systems with the drawback that
third-party programmes could not easily manage them. In addition the configuration interfaces varied from
vendor to vendor and even from device to device of the same vendor.
Through the creation of a software-based application, operators can control in an easier way the
infrastructure, having the ability to customise, optimise and deploy new services without having to upgrade
the underlying hardware.
D.5.1
Architecture
SDN architecture consists of three main layers: 1) Data plane, 2) Control plane and 3) Application layer.
Data plane includes the elements of the network infrastructure (physical and virtual switches). These
devices implement the forwarding behaviour dictated by the controller, which installs forwarding rules
through an abstract interface.
The Network Operating System (NOS) lies in the control plane. NOS is the intermediate layer between the
underlying network and the application layer. It gives a consistent abstract view of the network global state
and offers an interface for controlling the network to the application layer. The NOS acts like a standard
computer OS and abstracts the resources of the whole network to the applications executed on top of it.
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The application layer is placed at the top of the SDN stack. It contains applications that provide network
services. The above-defined abstractions allow third-party developers to easily deploy new services in
different heterogeneous networks (data centres, WAN, mobile networks, etc.).
To allow the communication between the layers, well-defined interfaces are used:


Southbound API: for the communication between the controller and the network infrastructure (e.g.
OpenFlow API).
Northbound API: for the communication between the network applications and the controller.
EastWest API: In the case of a multi-controller-based architecture, this interface manages
interactions between the various controllers.




Table 26 reports the most widely adopted open source SDN solutions that support OpenFlow [550], the
most used protocol for managing network devices. Two examples of SDN for WANs inter-data center are
B4 [551] and SWAN [552], deployed by Google and Microsoft respectively.
Table 26: Open source SDN solutions supporting OpenFlow.
Name

Description

OpenDaylight
[553]

A collaborative open source project hosted by The Linux Foundation. Its goal is to accelerate
the adoption of SDNs and create a solid foundation for Network Functions Virtualisation
(NFV).

OpenContrail
[554]

An Apache 2.0-licensed project that is built using standards-based protocols and provides all
the necessary components for network virtualisation–SDN controller, virtual router, analytics
engine, and published northbound APIs. It is the open source version of Juniper Networks
Contrail controller

Floodlight
[555]

The Floodlight Open SDN Controller is an enterprise-class, Apache-licensed, Java-based
OpenFlow Controller. It is supported by a community of developers including a number of
engineers from Big Switch Networks.

Ryu [556]

A component-based SDN framework. Ryu provides software components with well defined
API that make it easy for developers to create new network management and control
applications.

FlowVisor

FlowVisor is an experimental SDN controller that enables network virtualisation by dividing

a physical network into multiple logical networks.
Error!
Reference
source not
found.
ONOS

ONOS is the Open Network Operating System developed by the Open Networking Lab

(ON.Lab) from Stanford and UC Berkeley. Although ONOS is now aimed at carrier
Error!
networks, ON.Lab intends it as an alternative to the vendor-driven OpenDaylight initiative
Reference
and hopes to extend it to enterprises in the future.
source not
found.

D.5.2
Quality Assurance in Software Defined Networking
Traffic engineering (TE) is an important mechanism to optimise the performance of a data network at both
traffic and resource level. SDN allows for centralised visibility of global network topology and status, thus
providing great incentive for new TE techniques. SDN TE mechanisms mainly focus on four areas: flow
management, fault tolerance, topology update and traffic analysis Error! Reference source not found..
Flow management deals with the process of installation of new forwarding rules: when a flow does not
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match any rule in the switch, its first packet is sent to the controller that will install new forwarding rules.
This process can introduces delay and significant overhead if a significant number of new flows arrive at
switches. Some solutions exploit wildcards rules to reduce the control plane load Error! Reference source
not found.-Error! Reference source not found., others deploy multiple controllers architecture to obtain
load-balancing Error! Reference source not found.-[568].
Fault tolerance is a mandatory requirement to ensure network reliability: networks should detect and react
to a failure transparently and without affecting user experience. Fault tolerance is needed for both Data
Plane and Control Plane. For the data plane some solutions such as [569] and Error! Reference source not
found. are based on a restoration approach (backup path rules are installed reactively by the controller),
while others such as Error! Reference source not found. and [571] have a proactive approach (protection
paths are pre-computed and pre-installed, so no additional switch-controller signalling is required). Control
plane reliability is handled by replicating the controller with a primary-backup approach Error! Reference
source not found. or by means of a distributed cluster of controllers Error! Reference source not found.,
Error! Reference source not found..
Topology update mechanisms are related to planned network policies changes: updates must guarantee
consistency so that each individual packet or flow is not handled by a conflicting mix of old and new
policy.
Some approaches modifies packet’s header fields with an ID of the policy and temporarily keeping both the
new and old flow rules Error! Reference source not found., Error! Reference source not found., others
are time-based Error! Reference source not found., Error! Reference source not found..
Finally traffic analysis tools aim to supply instruments to monitor traffic, collect statistics at different
aggregation levels, check network invariants and debug programming errors.
Some approaches are active and based on polling from the controller Error! Reference source not found.,
Error! Reference source not found.. Others are passive and based on the analysis of control messages
Error! Reference source not found.. Some others exploit dedicated servers for monitoring traffic and
triggering updates to the controller Error! Reference source not found..
D.5.3
Current Issues
Networks consist of a wide variety of devices, and each time a new network function has to be developed,
network administrators must express policies through a tedious box-by-box configuration, dealing with a
multitude of protocols and vendor-specific interfaces. In the next paragraphs is explained why SDN
simplifies the network management and how is possible to avoid the usage of low level APIs.
D.5.4
Controllers architecture and low levels APIs
In SDN, the presence of a unique logically centralised controller simplifies and redefines how to manage
networks, letting the applications to be network aware.
The controller is in charge of both providing an abstract view of the network topology to the application
layer and of managing and communicating the applications requirements down to the dataplane layer
Error! Reference source not found..
OpenFlow [550], API reference of SDN, is a standard open interface which allows the communication
between the controller and the dataplane layer (southbound API). The controller uses the OpenFlow
messages to install rules, query traffic statistics and learn the network topology.
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While SDN makes it possible to programme the network, it does not make it easy. Since OpenFlow is a
low level APIs, a programmer is forced to write application in a low level language by handling each single
packet field in each single network device.
D.5.5
Languages and network policies
Openflow low level API makes difficult also the definition of policies, since a programme must both take
into account the shared rule-table space and manipulate single packet fields.
Several high level languages (Pyretic Error! Reference source not found., Merlin Error! Reference
source not found., etc.) were born to encourage programmers to focus on how to specify a network policy
at a high level of abstraction, rather than how to implement it using low-level OpenFlow mechanism.
One of the disadvantages of programming using OpenFlow is the non-modularity. Today, controllers allow
programming only monolithic controller applications bringing to an increasing complexity in debugging
and testing. Thanks to the presence of the northbound programming interface, it is possible to define a
module for each control application. Each policy can be developed independently and the interactivity
between them is orchestrated by runtime software, a compiler that lies in the controller. Each policy is
compiled and transformed in specific low-level forwarding rules to be installed in the switches, avoiding
each kind of collision between them.
High level languages allows to define policies operating on an abstract view of the network: for example
multiple underlying switches can be abstracted as a single derived virtual switch or, alternatively, one
underlying switch can be represented as multiple derived virtual switches. The compiler will produce lowlevel rule according to the actual topology.
D.5.6
SDNs in DICE
The integration of SDN technologies into Big Data applications allows a more accurate control of network
resources than traditional switching technologies. This can be incorporated at design time by specifying
requirements for the Data-Intensive Application and at deployment time reserving the necessary network
resources for the specific data flows in the different phases of the processing, ensuring predictable quality
levels expected from the network.

D.6.

Cloud-based blob storage

D.6.1
Ceph
Ceph is an open source distributed storage technology for efficient handling of Big Data requirements
[587]. Ceph presents object, block, and file storage from a single distributed computer cluster and supports
data replication for fault tolerance. Ceph’s object storage system allows users to mount Ceph as a thinly
provisioned block device, automatically stripes and replicates the data across the cluster. Ceph’s distributed
block storage distributes the storage requirements of VMs across a large number of storage devices as
opposed to centralised Storage Area Network (SAN) and Network-Attached Storage (NAS) solutions. This
way, each VM disk data is stored across many (at least 2) different smaller storage devices called 'replicas'.
If one replica is lost, the VM’s disk will not be corrupted or the data lost. Ceph’s file system and Ceph
metadata server cluster provide a service that maps the directories and file names of the file system to
objects stored within expandable Reliable Autonomic Distributed Object Store (RADOS) [588] clusters
ensuring high performance and avoidance of heavy loads. This makes Ceph a relevant and apt solution for
the handling of large data sets. Ceph supports a RESTful API that is compatible with the data access model
of the Amazon S3 API.
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D.6.1.1. Typical architecture of CEPH
Ceph clusters are made up of machines running the following types of services:





Monitors (MON): these maintain a map of the current state of the Ceph cluster.
Object Storage Devices (OSD): these store the data.
Metadata server (MDS): these maintain metadata on the placement of files in the cephfs filing
system.
Auxiliary services, such as RADOS gateways to S3 and SWIFT.

An example of a Ceph configuration can be found in Figure 20 [588].

Figure 20. Ceph integration example [589].

D.6.1.2. Cloud offerings using CEPH
Flexiant Cloud Orchestration (FCO) [180] is a cloud orchestration software solution and allows service
providers to manage their own public, private or hybrid cloud solution. FCO supports the use of CEPH as a
storage solution for the node data storage, however pricing and quality will depend on the service
provider.
OpenStack [188] is a cloud operating system that allows control of compute, storage, and networking
resources throughout a datacenter. OpenStack supports the use of CEPH as a storage solution, however
pricing and quality will depend on the datacenter operator [590]. An example of a public cloud offering
using OpenStack and Ceph is Dreamhost.
Dreamhost is a public cloud company that uses OpenStack and Ceph for their cloud and storage solution.
Currently Dreamhost offers multiple options for its storage solution. These can be found in the Table 27
[591].
Table 27: Dreamhost pricing storage [591].
Storage Included
40 GB
200 GB
1,024 GB
2,048 GB
20,480 GB

Monthly Price
$0.95
$4.50
$19.95
$34.95
$299.95

Effective Price/GB
2.38¢
2.25¢
1.95¢
1.71¢
1.46¢
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D.6.1.3. Open Source solutions
Ceph is an open source project [592] and can be easily adapted to any cloud environment.
D.6.1.4.

Quality assurance

D.6.1.4.1. Key monitoring metrics
 Available Disk Space.
 IOWait.
 Read Operations per second.
 Write Operations per second.
 Network Throughput.
 Cluster health.
 OSD status.
D.6.1.4.2. Quality assurance challenges for CEPH literature.
Distributed block storage is a newer technology than centralised storage. Arguably, it is more difficult to
administer, and carries the risks of being less well tested in mainstream production environments. In
particular, tuning it for performance can be more difficult. However, if deployed properly it offers
enhanced scalability, can be very economical and can perform as well as a centralised storage solution.
CEPH does this by using CRUSH, a data distribution function. CRUSH enforces data replica separation for
improved data safety [593].
D.6.1.4.3. Reliability and high-availability support for CEPH
Ceph’s foundation is the Reliable Autonomic Distributed Object Store (RADOS), which provides
applications with object, block, and file system storage in a single unified storage cluster. Ceph’s RADOS
provides scalability that can handle thousands of client hosts or KVMs accessing Petabytes to Exabytes of
data.
D.6.1.4.4. Scalability and performance support for CEPH
To provide scalability Ceph uses the CRUSH algorithm [594]. This algorithm helps liberate storage
clusters from the scalability and performance limitations imposed by centralised data table mapping as it
replicates and re-balances data within the cluster dynamically and delivers high-performance and infinite
scalability.
D.6.1.4.5. Privacy and data protection with CEPH
Data security is typically Cloud provider-dependent. However, Ceph does offer some data security by
default. Ceph provides a cephx authentication system, which authenticates users operating Ceph clients.
With Ceph a user contacts a monitor that is used to authenticate them and distribute keys. The monitor
returns an authentication data structure that contains a session key for use in obtaining Ceph services. This
key is self encrypted and only the user can request services from the Ceph monitors.
The client then uses the session key to request its desired services from the monitor, and the monitor
provides the client with a ticket that will authenticate the client to the OSDs that actually handle data. Ceph
monitors and OSDs share a secret, so the client can use the ticket provided by the monitor with any OSD or
metadata server in the cluster. This form of authentication will prevent attackers with access to the
communications medium from either creating bogus messages under another user’s identity or altering
another user’s legitimate messages, as long as the user’s secret key is not divulged before it expires [595].
The users can grant or revoke access to objects or buckets for other users in an S3 compatible way.
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D.6.2

Amazon Simple Service Storage (Amazon S3)

D.6.2.1. Overview
Amazon S3 (Simple Storage Service) [596] is an online file storage web service offered by Amazon Web
Services (AWS) [192]. Amazon provides storage through web services interfaces as well as through the use
of their APIs (REST, SOAP) [596].
The main benefits of S3 and why it has grown in popularity is due to its low storage cost, redundancy and
unlimited storage capacity. S3 is typically used to back data off site, storage for large amounts of data
generated or even hosting static websites.
S3 stores data as objects within ‘buckets.’ These buckets are unique to an AWS account and are identified
by a unique, user-assigned key. Objects are stored with buckets and can store as many objects as required.
They can either be accessed using the web interface or API to write, read and delete objects. These Objects
can be up to 5 Terabytes in size, however within a single PUT the object can only be a maximum of 5GB.
Data stored within S3 is stored on redundant servers in multiple data centres and can be publicly accessible
if required. One example in which this is used is for the hosting of static websites.
D.6.2.2. Public cloud offerings of S3
AWS is the only public cloud that offers this technology. A full breakdown of pricing can be found in
Table 28 and Table 29 [597] (note these prices are the US Standard pricing and may change depending on
AWS region used).
Table 28: AWS Storage Pricing US Standard [597].
First 1 TB / month
Next 49 TB / month
Next 450 TB / month
Next 500 TB / month
Next 4000 TB / month
Over 5000 TB / month

Standard Storage
3.00¢ per GB
2.95¢ per GB
2.90¢ per GB
2.85¢ per GB
2.80¢ per GB
2.75¢ per GB

Reduced Redundancy Storage
2.40¢ per GB
2.36¢ per GB
2.32¢ per GB
2.28¢ per GB
2.24¢ per GB
2.20¢ per GB

Table 29: Data Transfer Pricing US Standard [597].
Pricing
Data Transfer IN To Amazon S3
All data transfer in
Data Transfer OUT From Amazon S3 To
Amazon EC2 in the Northern Virginia Region
Another AWS Region
Amazon CloudFront
Data Transfer OUT From Amazon S3 To Internet
First 1 GB / month
Up to 10 TB / month
Next 40 TB / month
Next 100 TB / month

0.00¢ per GB
0.00¢ per GB
2.00¢ per GB
0.00¢ per GB
0.00¢ per GB
9.00¢ per GB
8.50¢ per GB
7.00¢ per GB

D.6.2.3. Open source solutions with S3
With AWS services there are no open source options as they must all be used from within an AWS
account. However AWS allows S3 to be used with an on-site solution but only with the use of an AWS
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storage gateway VM [598]. An example of this can be found in within section detailing on site usage with
S3.
Other solutions such as Ceph provide S3 compatibility by offering a S3 compatible API, while native
installation of S3 is currently not available.
D.6.2.4. Quality assurance.
D.6.2.4.1. Key S3 monitoring metrics
 Size of all objects present in bucket(s).
 Number of objects present in bucket(s).
 Get transfer speed.
 Push transfer speed.
D.6.2.4.2. Main quality assurance challenges.
AWS conduct continuous research and development of S3, but this research is not made public. External
research is conducted. It looks at the S3 solution as a black box approach and focuses on pricing, transfer
speeds and multi cloud reliability.
D.6.2.4.3. Configuration options for reliability and high-availability with S3
Amazon S3 Standard Storage is designed to achieve 99.999999999% durability [599]. To achieve this level
of durability S3 redundantly stores objects on multiple devices across multiple facilities in an Amazon S3
Region. The service is designed to sustain concurrent device failures by quickly detecting and repairing any
lost redundancy. S3 also verifies the integrity of data using checksums.
Reduced Redundancy Storage is a storage option within S3 that enables customers to reduce their costs by
storing data at lower levels of redundancy than S3’s standard storage offering. With RRS, data is replicated
fewer times so the durability offered is only 99.99%. However, both are backed by Amazon S3’s Service
Level Agreement.
D.6.2.4.4. Scalability and performance for S3
The total volume of data and number of objects that can be stored is unlimited. Individual Amazon S3
objects can range in size from 1 byte to 5 Terabytes however the largest object that can be uploaded in a
single PUT is 5 Gigabytes.
D.6.2.4.5. Privacy and data protection within S3
Within S3 a user can choose to make their data private or publicly accessible. Amazon state they will only
track usage for billing purposes, however if required by law this data can be made available to relevant
authorities. It is up-to the end user to encrypt their data before storing within S3.

D.7.

In-Memory Analytics

D.7.1
Introduction
In-memory analytics is a computing paradigm aimed at processing large volumes of data in main memory,
while minimising usage of disk I/O. Often, in-memory databases rely on column based representation and
compression techniques to optimise processing and memory usage. Thanks to the constant decrease of
DRAM costs, this approach is now mainstream in databases for analytical workloads, which can then enjoy
vastly shortened response times compared to the recent past. As a result, business analytics is now in
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strong demand and several companies are developing in-memory database-as-a-service offerings in the
cloud.
In-memory analytics offerings rely on in-memory database technologies. Since the offerings in this area are
mostly commercial, we focus on describing a specific commercial implementation, i.e., the SAP HANA
platform.
D.7.2
Diagram showing a typical architecture of this technology.
N/A, this is a single box, there is no architecture. In case of high-availability architecture, standard layouts
exist, e.g., [600].
D.7.3
Public cloud offerings available for this technology.
In-memory DBMS are mostly commercial and include, among others, SAP HANA, ScaleOut and Actian
Matrix that are all available on Amazon AWS. In-memory extensions are also features in Oracle and
Microsoft SQL databases.
D.7.4
Open source solutions for adoption of this technology in private clouds.
Open source in-memory DBMS include Apache Derby, HyperSQL (HSQLDB) and SQLite.
While Apache Spark is not an in-memory DBMS, it is an open source solution to perform some in-memory
analytics.
D.7.5

Quality assurance

D.7.5.1. Key monitoring metrics.
Typical metrics include CPU Utilisation, query response times, threading level, thread affinity, mean
memory consumption, peak memory consumption.
D.7.5.2. Main quality assurance challenges.
In-memory databases are a new type of DBMS that is not well understood in terms of quality assurance.
While benchmarking studies are available that prove that in-memory databases can be orders of magnitude
faster than traditional databases, the definition of techniques for optimal deployment, configuration and
resource management of these DBMS is still an open research problem.
As noted in [601], a significant problem for quality assurance of in-memory databases is the ability to
capture time-varying threading levels that are used internally to these databases to process queries
efficiently. At present, there are limited studies available on this aspect of performance.
Another important problem is the characterisation of peak memory consumption, since this affect memory
sizing. The goal is to minimise the impact of disk spill-off when memory consumption exceeds the
available physical memory. Understanding peak memory requirements is simple testing a reference
workload, but it is generally hard to predict on unobserved configurations.
Characterising and assigning threads affinities is also important, due to cache locality. As the threading
level of a query is dynamically increased, there can be in NUMA architectures substantial latencies for jobs
that reference data stored in a cache residing on a different socket.
D.7.5.3. Reliability
Some in-memory DMBS come with high-availability (HA) capabilities, such as backup & restore, disaster
recovery and reliable architectures with stand-by servers and standard layouts to replicate data in order to
minimise the changes of data loss.
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D.7.5.4. Efficiency
Admission control allows to limit the maximum number of queries that can simultaneously execute on an
in-memory database system. This is the primary control known to limit excessive resource utilisation.
D.7.5.5. Privacy
In-memory DMBS and related database-as-a-service products typically offer multi-tenancy. Multi-tenancy
implies privacy and data protections, which can be enforced at various granularity levels, from separate
index servers to separate tables, up to separating individual table rows.
D.7.6

Models

D.7.6.1. Meta-models.
To the best of our knowledge, no meta-models explicitly captures the properties of in-memory databases.
Such an extension, in order to feed design-time reasoning, would require at least an explicit
characterisation in the meta-model of memory consumption and parallelism levels for each query type,
which does not appear in principle too complex. It would be instead more complex to derive an
optimisation tool to decide the deployment and configuration of such systems.
D.7.6.2. Quality of Service prediction models.
A number of works have explored the problem of performance modelling of in-memory databases, such as
[601] that defines a queueing network model to predict query response times and CPU utilisations. Similar
works, in the arena of general DBMS, have adopted machine learning approach to predict response times
that appear partly applicable to in-memory DBMS [602], [603].
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Conclusion
In this deliverable, we have provided a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art in several areas
related to the DICE project including, but not limited to: DevOps, Model Driven Engineering (MDE),
Quality Engineering Methods, architecture styles and technologies for Big Data. One of the main
takeaways that emerge from this deliverable is the breadth, heterogeneity and complexity of the challenges
that exist in building high-quality data-intensive applications:


First, we noticed a generalised lack of extensions to annotate, model or test the behaviour of
complex software systems in terms of data usage, especially in the domain of MDE. On the one
hand this is challenging, since it implies that DICE has to build a foundation in MDE to describe
Data-Intensive Applications. On the other hand, having a “first mover” advantage like this
increases the opportunities for impact and exploitation.



Next, we observed that the technology stack of Big Data is very heterogeneous, and this poses the
question on how a 3-years research project like DICE could produce a useful contribution. In fact,
Big Data is so new and diverse that it does not seem always possible to come up with abstractions
(e.g., UML annotations or forma models) that can be reused for more than 1-2 implementations of
a given technology. It seems therefore more interested for DICE to focus on modelling a few
technologies of clear impact and diffusion (e.g., MapReduce, Spark and Storm) rather than
supporting a plethora of diverse technologies for the sake of comprehensiveness. Extensibility of
the approach to other technologies should still be assessed and, where possible, supported via
appropriate guidelines.



Another major lesson that was learned by the state of the art review is the disruptive growth of
DevOps in recent months, which is attractive large parts of the industry towards changing their
product offering and the way they address service delivery problems. This realisation has led us to
elaborate the positioning of DICE at the crossroad between Model-Driven Engineering and
DevOps, as we discuss in Deliverable D1.2 “Requirements specification”.



The investigation in Chapter D has led us to assess and compare the commercial offerings and open
source implementations of some popular Big data technologies. After performing this review, the
consortium has defined an initial software stack for DICE to support in the different areas of
interest of the project, such as Apache Hadoop, Apache Spark, Apache Storm, Amazon S3, Apache
Cassandra, and Cloudera Oryx 2. The analysis in this deliverable has led us to believe that such
technology stack is sufficiently broad to cover commons classes of data-intensive applications.



Lastly, it should be remarked that the analysis performed in this deliverable has driven the
definition of deliverable D1.2, where we report an extensive set of requirements for the DICE
project and an overview of the general technical approach.

In conclusion, Big Data is a diverse, heterogeneous area where model-driven software engineering has a lot
of potential, but where language, tool and formal model support is still lacking. This opens exciting
possibilities for the DICE project to make an impact in this area, by defining a novel UML profile and tools
for building Data-Intensive Applications with quality guarantees
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